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CALENDAR
F A L L  T E R M
1958-1959 1959-1960
Registration (new students, first d ay).......................... Sept. 22-23 Sept. 21-22
Instruction begins at 1 p.m ............................................  Sept. 24 Sept. 23
Language examinations in French and German. . Sept. 25 Sept. 24
Last day for filing statement-of-courses form and 
change-of-committee form and for new students
Last day for taking qualifying and language exam­
inations other than French or German in order 
to have them considered as of the beginning of
Instruction resumes at 8  a.m. 
Christmas recess. Instruction ends at 12:50 p.m .. .
Instruction resumes at 8  a .m .. . 
Last day for completing all requirements for Feb-
S P R IN G  T E R M
Registration for new and readmitted students.
Last day for filing statement-of-courses form and 
change-of-committee form and for new students
to file candidacy forms................................................
Last day for filing fellowship and scholarship appli­
cations for the following year...................................
Last day for payment of tuition for the term ..........
Last day for taking qualifying and language exam­
inations other than French and German to have 
them considered as of the beginning of the term .
Last day for completing all requirements for June
Oct. 7 Oct. 6
Oct. 14 Oct. 13
Nov. 1 Nov. 1
Nov. 26 Nov. 25
Dec. 1 Nov. 30
Dec. 2 0 Dec. 19
Jan. 5 Jan. 4
Jan. 16 Jan. 15
Feb. 4 Feb. 3
Jan. 26 Jan. 25
Feb. 7 Feb. 6
Feb. 9 Feb. 8
Feb. 1 0 Feb. 9
Feb. 2 1 Feb. 2 0
Feb. 13 Feb. 1 2
Mar. 2 Feb. 29
Mar. 1 Mar. 1
Mar. 28 Mar. 26
Apr. 6 Apr. 4
May 29 May 27
June 9 June 7
June 15 June 13
SUM M ER
1959 1960
Summer Research period begins................................  June 10 June 8
Registration for Summer Session............................... July 6 July 5
Last day for filing statement-of-courses form and 
change-of-committee form and for new students
to file candidacy forms.............................................  July 11 (noon) July 9 (noon)
Summer Session ends....................................................  Aug. 15 Aug. 13
Last day for completing all requirements for Sep­
tember degrees............................................................  Sept. 4 Sept. 2
Summer Research period ends...................................  Sept. 19 Sept. 17
D e a n e  W . M a l o t t , A.B., LL.D., President of the University
T h e o d o r e  P. W r i g h t , B.S., D.Sc., Vice President for Research 
J o h n  W . M c C o n n e l l , A.B., Ph.D., Dean of the Graduate School 
J o h n  E. D e i d r i c k , B.S., M.D., Associate Dean of the Graduate School of 
M edical Sciences
F r e d e r i c k  B. A g a r d , B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Secretary of the Graduate 
Faculty
M a y f r e d  S u m m i n g , B.S. i n  Ed., A dm inistrative A ide
GENERAL COMMITTEE
Professor C h a n d l e r  M o r s e , at large, term expires 1959 
Professor G e o r g e  H .  H e a l e y , at large, 1959 
Professor D a l e  R. C o r s o n , at large, 1961 
Professor H a r o l d  A. S c h e r a g a , at large, 1961
Professor St u a r t  M. B r o w n  (H um anities), 1959 
Professor W i l l i a m  G. M o u l t o n  (H um anities), 1961
Professor O l a f  F .  L a r s o n  (Social Sciences), 1959 
Professor R o b e r t  H. F e r g u s o n  (Social Sciences), 1961
Professor G r a c e  S t e i n i n g e r  (Biological Sciences), 1959 
Professor N y l e  C. B r a d y  (Biological Sciences), 1961
Professor G e o r g e  W i n t e r  (Physical Sciences), 1959 
Professor H e n r y  S. M c G a u g h a n  (Physical Sciences), 1961
T h e  S e c r e t a r y  o f  t h e  F a c u l t y , ex officio 
T h e  D e a n , Chairman ex officio
T h e  office of the G raduate School is in E dm und Ezra Day H all, 
Room  125. T h e  office hours are 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. M onday through 
Friday and 8:30 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. on Saturday (except du ring  the 
summer).
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
TH E G R A D U A TE SCH OOL of Cornell University has jurisdiction over “all graduate work and any degree beyond the first degrees given by any college or school.” * I t offers its students facilities for 
advanced study and research and assists them  in ob taining a com pre­
hensive view of a field of knowledge, together w ith the train ing 
required for independent investigation. I t  encourages them  to associate 
freely with m ature scholars who will give them  the aid and direction 
they need. I t expects to a tta in  its end less th rough im posing an  elabo­
rate system of requirem ents than th rough developing a sense of respon­
sibility for the advancem ent and wise application of knowledge.
T h e  G raduate School recognizes a difference in adm inistration 
and purpose between two types of advanced degrees: General and 
Professional.
GENERAL DEGREESj-
M A STER OF A RTS, M A STER OF SCIENCE, 
D O C T O R  OF PH ILO SO PH Y
T h e  G raduate School itself, and no t a college or departm ental group, 
adm inisters and confers these degrees. I t  imposes few requirem ents, 
perm its great la titude to the individual in  choice of studies, and 
expects each candidate to utilize all resources of the University relevant 
to his work. I t emphasizes an essentially scientific training, a pursu it 
of tru th  as an end in itself ra ther than  as a by-product of professional 
attainm ent.
T h e  following sections relate less to the organization and routine 
upon which the G raduate School relies to secure these results^ than to
♦On the recommendation of the Graduate faculty, the Board of Trustees has 
established the Graduate School of Medical Sciences in New York City. W ith the 
annual approval of the Graduate faculty, the faculty in New York City exercises 
complete jurisdiction over graduate instruction in that School, including programs 
leading to the degrees of Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy. Because of the 
separate jurisdiction, this A nnouncem ent does not describe instruction in the Gradu­
ate School of Medical Sciences; inquirers interested in the instructional programs of 
that School should address the Associate Dean of the Graduate School, Cornell U ni­
versity Medical College, 1300 York Avenue, New York 21, N.Y., or write to that office 
for the A nnouncem ent of the Graduate School o f M edical Sciences.
j-For professional degrees, see p. 19.
JThese matters are described in detail in a Code of Legislation, copies of which 
may be obtained from the Graduate School Office by enrolled students and are 
available for consultation in academic and administrative offices of the University.
practical situations the student may encounter in  beginning and 
carrying on his work.
ADM ISSION
T o  be adm itted, an applicant (1) m ust hold a Bachelor’s degree from 
a college or university of recognized standing, or m ust have done work 
equivalent to th a t required for such a degree; (2) m ust have had 
adequate preparation  in  the chosen Field of Instruction ; and  (3) as 
judged by his previous scholastic record or o ther achievements, m ust 
show promise of doing well in  advance study and research. B ut the 
G raduate School may have to refuse a satisfactory applicant if the 
Field of his choice has no place for him. Hence, the Admissions Com­
m ittee cannot give assurance th a t an application for the fall term  
received after February 14, or for the Sum m er Session after May 1, 
will receive the same consideration it m ight have been accorded at 
an earlier date.
Inquiries should be addressed to the G raduate School, E dm und 
Ezra Day Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. T h e  School will furnish 
a form specifying what in form ation and credentials are considered 
necessary. Since acceptance will be delayed u n til all such m aterial has 
come in, recom m endations and transcripts should follow the app li­
cation as speedily as possible. A fee of $10.00 m ust accompany the appli­
cation. Otherwise, the application w ill not be processed.
Applicants in the following fields m ust include in  their credentials 
the results of the G raduate Record E xam ination (A ptitude Test): 
Economics (A ptitude and  Advanced Tests), Geology and Geography, 
History, Industrial and Labor Relations, Music, Speech and Dram a, 
and Zoology. A lthough the exam ination is no t required  in o ther Fields, 
the Admissions Com m ittee welcomes submission of results and finds 
them  helpful in  acting upon the application. If for satisfactory reasons 
a person cannot take the exam ination before he wishes his application 
acted upon, the Admissions Com m ittee may act provisionally, pending 
submission of scores at a later date. For inform ation about the G radu­
ate Record Exam ination, address the Educational T esting  Service, 20 
Nassau Street, Princeton, N .J. A pplicants for admission in  Psychology 
are required  to  subm it scores for the M iller Analogies E xam ination 
and are urged to present scores on the G raduate Record E xam ination 
(Advanced T est and A ptitude Test).
Uncom pleted files will be destroyed after one year; applications 
refused or tem porarily w ithdraw n will be destroyed after three years 
unless the sender requests reconsideration.
W hen adm itted, an applicant will ordinarily be enrolled as a candi­
date for a designated degree w ith his m ajor work in a designated field. 
B ut at times the Admissions Comm ittee may find reason to adm it him
to provisional status w ith  the opportunity  of transferring to candidacy 
after a trial period.
A student who wishes to change his status from noncandidacy or 
provisional candidacy to regular candidacy or from  one degree or field 
to another, or who, after receiving the M aster’s degree, wishes to under­
take candidacy for the doctorate, m ust request the Dean of the G radu­
ate School in w riting to transfer him  to the new status. H e need not 
duplicate his original application or credentials, or subm it further 
credentials unless the field concerned requires them; b u t as soon as pos­
sible after approval of the transfer, he m ust file a new nomination-of- 
committee statement.
D U PL IC A T IO N  OF DEGREES
T he  G raduate faculty receives occasional inquiries regarding can­
didacy for a second M aster’s or a second D octor’s degree, usually 
because the inqu irer wishes to take m ajor work in  another field. Since 
the prim ary purpose of programs leading to advanced general degrees 
is acquirem ent of m ethod and no t acquirem ent of specific knowledge, 
the G raduate faculty does no t gran t a second general degree at the 
same level. T h e  holder of an advanced degree should consider applying 
as a noncandidate (see below). In justifiable instances, the holder of 
an advanced professional degree may become a candidate for an 
advanced general degree, or vice versa.
R E G IS T R A T IO N
All graduate students who wish residence credit for any period, 
including the Summer Session and Summer Research, m ust register w ith 
the G raduate School and w ith the Registrar at the specified times. 
Before the fall term, the Registrar notifies each student of an ho u r at 
which he is to report, and anyone who does no t have notification at 
least a week before registration day should com m unicate w ith the 
G raduate School. For the spring term, the Registrar notifies only 
readm itted  and new  students; all others should claim registration 
perm it cards a t Barton H all at a time announced in college offices 
and the Cornell Daily Sun.
W hen registering, the student should report to the table of the 
G raduate School, no t to th a t of a college. H e m ust register in  person, 
not by proxy. If he cannot appear at the appointed hour, he m ust 
report to the G raduate School Office as soon as possible, bringing a 
w ritten explanation endorsed by his Adviser or Chairm an. A fee of 
$5 is required for late registration by m atriculated students, no t as a 
fine bu t as a paym ent of additional cost to the University for registering 
a student ou t of phase.
12 MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS, SPECIAL COMMITTEES
M A JO R AND M IN O R  SUBJECTS
Candidates for the degrees of M aster of Arts and M aster of Science 
m ust offer one m ajor and one m inor subject; those for the doctorate, 
one m ajor and two m inor subjects. N o variation  in  these num bers is 
allowed. T h e  possible subjects are listed under the separate Fields 
of Instruction .
T h e  standards of a tta inm ent for each subject are fixed by the mem­
ber of the faculty who represents the subject on the Special Com­
m ittee; he requires whatever in  his judgm ent is necessary for proper 
training, including attendance in  courses and  seminars, as well as 
supervised or independent study. Since he will adjust the work to the 
candidate’s preparation  and interests, program s of persons registered 
in  the same subject may differ greatly.
W ith in  two weeks of first registration (one week for Summer Session) 
and after consultation w ith  members of the faculty, a candidate m ust 
notify the G raduate School of his selection of m ajor and m inor subjects. 
Thereafter, he may change subjects whenever a change appears feasible 
or beneficial.
Details of the change m ust be reported im m ediately to the G raduate 
School Office on the proper forms. However, the change can be com­
pleted only after the student has received assurance th a t faculty mem­
bers representing the new subjects will undertake to direct his study 
in these subjects.
SPECIAL C O M M ITT EE S
Every candidate works under the direction of a Special Comm ittee 
which he selects himself. Its members may be professors, associate 
professors, or assistant professors, or instructors who hold the D octor’s 
degree and have as their prim ary work teaching and research on the 
Ithaca campus. T h e  Chairm an is the representative of the m ajor 
subjects.
Faculty members who are on tem porary appoin tm ent may serve as 
members of Special Committees b u t may no t serve as C hairm en. T he  
Chairm an and the o ther members express their willingness to serve by 
signing the record of m ajor and m inor subjects, which the candidate 
files at the G raduate School. If a candidate wishes, he may invite two 
persons to represent a single m ajor or m inor subject.*
If he finds it necessary to make subsequent changes in the m em ber­
ship of the Committee, he m ust secure the approval of all members 
of the newly constituted Special Com m ittee and of the Dean.
T h e  members of the Special Com m ittee decide upon  the candidate’s 
program  of study and research, w hether he is m aking satisfactory
*One of these may be on the staff of the Agricultural Experiment Station at 
Geneva. For work at the Geneva Station, see pages 41, 42, 77, 80.
progress, and w hether he deserves the award of the degree. T hey con­
duct and  report on all exam inations required  for the degree and 
approve and accept the thesis. T hey and the candidate constitute an 
independent working un it, no t subject to outside review unless the 
members request it.
T he candidate himself, however, m ust accept fu ll responsibility for  
m eeting the requirem ents of the Graduate School enum erated below.
RESIDENCE
T he  G raduate faculty regards study in residence as essential. For 
although a person w orking off campus may a tta in  considerable pro­
ficiency in  a technique or even in  a narrow  field of knowledge, he may 
fail in other ways to become such a representative as the School hopes 
to produce. H e needs the acquaintance, company, aid, and stimulus of 
others engaged in  work like his own; he should form  the hab it of 
attending lectures and recitals and the meetings of groups in whose 
activities he takes interest. A nd he would be rem arkably fortunate if 
he could gain m ore than  a highly specialized knowledge of his subject 
w ithout the libraries and laboratories of the University.
T h e  faculty therefore requires that the record of each candidate 
for a M aster’s degree show two units of residence, th a t of each candi­
date for the doctorate six units. Special Committees will recom m end 
a “u n it” when in their opinion the student has satisfactorily com pleted 
an entire fall or spring term  in residence and full-time study. For 
shorter periods, for instance the Summer Session or Sum m er Research, 
or for study th a t does no t occupy his full time, the Com m ittee may 
recom m end an appropriate  fraction of a unit, as specified in  the Code 
of Legislation. But as a ru le  the G raduate School will no t perm it any­
one to receive credit for more than  two units in  any period of twelve 
consecutive m onths.
T R A N SF E R  OF R E SID E N C E ..  .Candidates for the M aster’s degree 
may not count study in o ther graduate schools as part of their residence, 
b u t are allowed to claim credit for two-fifths of a un it for previous 
work in the Cornell Summer Session. Candidates for the doctorate 
are usually perm itted to count study elsewhere for the M aster’s degree 
as equivalent to two residence units; and  those who have received 
train ing of an exceptional quality and  am ount may petition  for more. 
But no com m itm ent regarding this may be made un til after the student 
has entered in to  residence and his Special Com m ittee has had further 
opportunity  to judge his accomplishments. T h e  residence transferred 
cannot exceed th a t which w ould have been earned under sim ilar 
circumstances at Cornell. Credits secured during  study as an under­
graduate, even for work in  courses designed prim arily or wholly 
for graduate students, will no t be allowed.
A candidate for the doctorate m ust complete two of the last four 
units in successive terms of study on the C ornell campus.
SU M M E R  R E S E A R C H . . .U nder regulations appearing in  the Code 
of Legislation, a candidate who has registered for and com pleted satis­
factory work in  Summer Research may receive credit for an additional 
half u n it of residence (in exceptional cases, three fourths of a unit).
SU M M E R  S E S S IO N .. .T o  receive two fifths of a u n it for work in  the 
Summer Session, the candidate m ust register in  bo th  the Session and 
the G raduate School and m ust file a statem ent of courses satisfactory 
to his Special Com m ittee. By arrangem ent w ith  his Comm ittee, he 
may secure all his residence for the M aster’s degree by attending 
Summer Sessions. Except in  unusual cases, a candidate for the doc­
torate may earn no m ore than  two units for work done in  summers.
D IV IS IO N  OF E X T R A M U R A L  C O U R SE S. . .U nder published regu­
lations, M aster’s degree candidates employed w ith in  and outside the 
University may be granted  as m uch as one residence un it, and doc­
toral candidates as m uch as two units, for work in  the Division of 
E xtram ural Courses, which offers instruction in  certain fields bo th  on 
and  off the campus. Fifteen credit hours are the equivalent of one 
residence unit, and six credit hours the equivalent of two fifths of a 
residence un it, which is the smallest fraction th a t will be recorded by 
the G raduate School toward fulfillm ent of residence requirem ents. 
D etailed inform ation concerning extram ural courses and  registration 
procedures may be obtained from the Division of E xtram ural Courses, 
Stone H all.
C O N T IN U IT Y . . .  A  candidate is expected to register each fall and 
spring term  un til he has com pleted his residence; if he finds this im pos­
sible, he m ust apply for a leave of absence from  the G raduate School. 
H e m ust complete all requirem ents for the degree between first regis­
tration  and a date ten years later.
A candidate who wishes reinstatem ent after failing to register for a 
term  informs the G raduate School in  w riting of the details of his case. 
If he has no t registered during  the preceding four years, he will be 
perm itted to re-enroll only after the School has stipulated what 
previous residence un its he may retain .
LANGUAGES
C andidates required by fields or by the G raduate School to dem on­
strate ability in reading French, Germ an, or bo th  m ust pass general 
w ritten exam inations. These exam inations are usually offered on the 
second day of classes during  each session and will consist of translating 
a brief passage of representative prose in the studen t’s general field. 
T h e  use of a dictionary will be perm itted. T h e  exam iners will m ark
the perform ance “pass” or “fail.” Those who pass one of the four 
specified languages during  their work for a Cornell M aster’s degree 
need no t be re-examined in  connection w ith the doctorate; all others 
m ust pass the exam ination.
Candidates who take exam inations in  languages other than French 
or Germ an should arrange with the G raduate School for assignment to 
a suitable exam iner and  will be allowed one m onth in  which to satisfy 
the requirem ents.
IN S T R U C T IO N  IN  F R E N C H  A N D  G E R M A N . . .Courses designed 
to aid graduate students in  reading French and  Germ an at a level of 
facility adequate for accurate research are given by the Division of 
M odern Languages in cooperation w ith the G raduate faculty. T here  
are two term-courses—one at the elem entary and one at the in ter­
m ediate level—in each of the languages. Anyone registering for them  is 
expected to attend  regularly th roughout the term, take all exam ina­
tions, and com plete assigned work. Pressure of o ther work, however 
severe or unexpected, will no t be considered a sufficient excuse to 
justify cancellation or w ithdraw al in  order to avoid a failing grade.
E l e m e n t a r y  F r e n c h  o r  G e r m a n  151. C redit 3 hours. M W  F (time to 
be announced).
I n t e r m e d i a t e  F r e n c h  o r  G e r m a n  152. C redit 3 hours. M W  F (time 
to be announced).
FOR T H E  M A S T E R S ’ D E G R E E S. . .Each Field of Instruction  states 
its requirem ents in its own section of this Announcem ent. If college 
entrance language is specified, the candidate’s transcrip t of record m ust 
indicate th a t he has earned three college entrance units in  one lan ­
guage, or two units in  each of two languages, or the equivalent in 
college study. If proficiency is specified, the candidate m ust take and 
pass the exam ination described above. Each Field has established and 
announced the penalty for failure.
A ny Special C om m ittee may, in its discretion, require knowledge of 
foreign language beyond the announced requirements.
FOR T H E  D O C T O R A T E . . .A candidate m ust pass language exam i­
nations in  two foreign languages chosen from  the following four: 
French, Germ an, Russian, and English. A candidate’s native language 
may not be offered or substituted. T h e  language requirem ent for stu­
dents coming from bilingual countries will be determ ined on a case- 
by-case basis. O ther languages may be substituted for one or bo th  of 
the designated languages if sound reasons are offered in  support of a 
petition for substitution subm itted to the G raduate School. T h e  exam i­
nation in at least one foreign language m ust be passed immediately 
upon admission to candidacy; otherwise, an additional semester of
residence is required. T h e  additional semester may be waived by the 
G eneral Com m ittee of the G raduate School upon  recom m endation of 
the studen t’s Special Com m ittee if p reparation  in one foreign language 
is made during  a period when the candidate is no t receiving credit for 
residence.
A candidate should complete requirem ents for the second foreign 
language as soon as possible in  order to have bo th  languages available 
for his research. In  any case, two units of residence w ill be required  
after the second exam ination has been passed, and no residence may 
be earned beyond four units u n til the second language requirem ent 
is satisfied.
A foreign student offering English as one o f the two required  lan­
guages may not be required  to take an exam ination, b u t he should 
obtain certification from the C hairm an of his Special Com m ittee that 
he has the necessary acquaintance w ith English. Forms for this purpose 
are available a t the G raduate School Office.
COURSES AND R E G IS T R A T IO N  IN  COURSES
G raduate students have the privilege of registering in  any U n i­
versity course which can accommodate them , no m atter w hether it is 
announced as prim arily for graduates or undergraduates. T hey  will find 
details regarding all offerings in  the Announcem ents of the various 
colleges; and to guide them to the righ t publication, the nam e of 
the college th a t lists the m aterial has been placed after the nam e of the 
Field of Instruction  (see below, pp. 45-95).
T h e  G raduate School itself imposes no course requirem ents whatever. 
I t does no t regard the accum ulation of credit hours as an index of the 
studen t’s progress or as in  any measure a guaranty th a t he will receive 
the degree. I t  leaves to him  and the Special Com m ittee all decisions as 
to which subjects he should pursue in  courses and  w hether he has 
profited as he should from  the work.
For the convenience of all, however, the G raduate School does 
require th a t the instructor in  each course subm it a grade to be entered 
upon  the studen t’s record; and  to prevent exclusion from  courses w ith 
lim ited enrollm ent, it perm its a student in  residence to preregister for 
these at an announced time du ring  the term  preceding th a t in  which 
they will be offered. New students ordinarily need no t preregister, bu t 
for those who expect to take laboratory courses w ith lim ited facilities, 
it may be advisable to consult w ith their Field R epresentative or 
m ajor adviser.
EX A M IN A TIO N S
T h e  Special Com m ittee conducts all exam inations required for the 
degree, b u t the candidate is responsible for seeing th a t the final exam i­
nations are scheduled w ith the G raduate School at least five days in 
advance. T h e  Comm ittee may invite other members of the faculty 
to be present at the exam ination and  take part in  questioning the 
candidate. I t  may also require o ther exam inations than  those listed 
below.
T h e  following exam inations, entirely oral or bo th  oral and  w ritten at 
the discretion of the Special Committee, are required  by the G raduate 
School:
For the Masters’ degrees: a final exam ination which un der certain 
conditions may be com bined w ith the Q ualifying Exam ination. (See 
Code of Legislation, par. 99.)
For the Doctors’ degrees: (1) A Q ualifying Exam ination to determ ine 
the applican t’s fitness for undertak ing advanced studies, and to enable 
the Special Comm ittee to plan a program  which will make him  fam iliar 
with the requisite knowledge and techniques. An early date for this 
exam ination is therefore considered essential, and the G raduate School 
requires that all candidates complete three units of residence after 
passing it. (2) A F inal Exam ination. Except by prior arrangem ent with 
the G raduate School, this m ust be taken in  two parts—Exam ination
A, given no t earlier than  the last m onth of the fourth  u n it of resi­
dence, and at least four m onths before the second part; and  Exam i­
nation  B, on the thesis and related  m aterial. F inal Exam inations A,
B, and C are publicized so th a t any m em ber of the G raduate faculty 
who wishes may attend.
TH ESIS O R  ESSAY
Every candidate for a degree m ust present a copy of his thesis or 
essay to the G raduate School and m ust complete other formalities 
incidental to m aking it available in  the University L ibrary. In  form, 
it m ust be as described in  o ther publications of the G raduate School, 
and it m ust satisfy the candidate’s Special Com m ittee in bo th  scholar­
ship and literary quality.
Since candidates for the M asters’ degrees enter upon their work with 
various aims and considerable variety of preparation , their Special 
Committees will determ ine the im portance of the thesis in  rounding 
out each ind iv idual’s program . Some students may use most of their 
time in attend ing courses in  order to broaden their knowledge; for 
them the essay may be a secondary consideration. O thers may concen­
trate upon pieces of research best handled  in a thesis necessitating 
expenditure of much of their time and effort; the Special Comm ittee 
will therefore strive to give such projects a prom inent place in  p lan­
ning the candidate’s work and in judging his success.
Doctoral theses should dem onstrate that, in add ition  to becoming 
acquainted w ith  m aterials and  methods, the candidate possesses the 
ability and  technique needed for carrying on original research. T he 
faculty requires publication  by abstract and microfilm.
N O N CA N D ID A TES AND PRO V ISIO N A L CA ND ID ATES
In  addition  to adm inistering the general degrees, the G raduate 
School offers special train ing to persons w ith a Bachelor’s degree or 
equivalent preparation . T hey  are adm itted in the usual way and  work 
under the supervision of only one m em ber of the faculty, w ith the 
title  of adviser.
If for some reason applicants are no t considered to be completely 
qualified for candidacy, they may be adm itted as provisional candidates. 
Usually they may register for only one term  in  this status; b u t upon 
recom m endation of their advisers and" w ith the approval of the G rad­
uate School, they may reregister once. If la ter adm itted to candidacy, 
they may petition  for transfer of no t more than  one residence unit, 
provided they can subm it convincing evidence th a t their work has been 
of the same quan tity  and quality  as w ould have been required  of 
candidates.
W hen staff and  facilities are available, the G raduate School will 
adm it a few persons as noncandidates. T hey  differ from the preceding 
class in  that, though wishing additional advanced training, they do 
no t at the m om ent in tend  to take another degree. But if later they 
decide to enter candidacy, they may petition  for no t m ore than  one 
residence un it, on the same terms as those applying to provisional 
candidates. As a rule, they may register as noncandidates for only 
two terms.
V IS IT IN G  FELLOW S
W henever possible, the faculty welcomes m ature scholars who wish 
to use the facilities of the University to prosecute investigations or to 
work w ith the faculty in the advancem ent of knowledge. A scientist or 
scholar who wishes to work on the campus may, upon recom m endation 
of the head of the departm ent in which he wishes to work and endorse­
m ent of the college dean over that departm ent, be given the title  of 
Visiting Fellow by the President, providing he has no form al duties to 
perform  and is paid no salary by the University. Visiting Fellows are 
exem pt from tu ition  and University fees, b u t they will be expected to 
register with the G raduate School Office w ith in two weeks after arrival. 
Research perform ed or courses attended as a Visiting Fellow are not 
credited toward advanced degrees.
ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL DEGREES*
Advanced professional degrees are designed as preparation  and tra in ­
ing for a special profession. T he  admissions, requirem ents, and cur­
ricula ^for such degrees, as approved by the G raduate faculty, are 
announced by the faculty of a professional school or college, which, for 
the purpose, acts as a division of the G raduate faculty. Degrees are 
awarded upon recom m endation of the division to the G raduate fac­
ulty. Detailed inform ation regarding admission or academic require­
ments for professional degrees is included in the announcem ent of 
the separate school or college in  which the degree is offered. Inquiries 
addressed to the G raduate School will be forw arded to the proper 
official. T h e  following professional degrees are approved by the 
G raduate faculty:
Master of Architecture  (M.Arch.). Advanced train ing in architectural 
design, construction, and research. Only graduates of a five-year p ro­
fessional program  in architecture are adm itted as candidates. (Pro­
fessor T . W. Mackesey)
Master of Fine A rts  (M.F.A.). Advanced train ing in the practice of 
pain ting  or sculpture. (Professor J. A. H artell)
Master of Landscape Architecture  (M.L.A.). Advanced tra in ing  in 
landscape design. (Professor F. W . Edmondson)
M aster of Regional P lanning  (M.R.P.). T ra in in g  for a professional 
career in the fields of city p lann ing  or regional planning. (Professor 
J . W . Reps)
T he  four degrees listed above are adm inistered by the Division of 
A rchitecture and Fine Arts. Inquiries should be addressed to the listed 
professor.
M aster of Education  (M.Ed.). T h is degree is granted upon the satis­
factory com pletion of a program  of p reparation  for professional services 
in  education, such as teaching, adm inistration, student personnel work, 
and supervision.
Doctor of Education  (Ed.D.). T he  program  for this degree is designed
*The following are advanced degrees which are also first degrees of a school 
or college and therefore are not subject to the jurisdiction of the Graduate faculty. 
For information regarding them, address the school or college indicated:
Bachelor of Laws Law School
Master of Business Administration j Graduate School of Business and Pub-
Master of Aeronautical Engineering Graduate School of Aeronautical Engi­neering
Master of Public Administration
Doctor of Medicine
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
lie Administration 
Medical College, New York City 
Veterinary College
to prepare the candidate w ith in a broad cu ltu ral context for profes­
sional leadership in  a selected field of education.
T h e  two degrees above are adm inistered by the Division of 
Education.
Engineering: Professional degrees at the M aster’s level are available 
in  most of the schools of the College of Engineering. T hese are degrees 
involving specific curricula and are adm inistered by the Engineering 
Division of the G raduate School. Programs leading to the following 
degrees have been established:
M aster of Chemical Engineering (M.Ch.E.)
Master of Civil Engineering (M.C.E.)
M aster of Electrical Engineering (M.E.E.)
M aster of Industria l Engineering (M.I.E.)
Master of M echanical Engineering (M.M.E.)
M aster of M etallurgical Engineering (M.Met.E.)
T h e  A nnouncem ent of the College of Engineering  should be con­
sulted for com plete descriptions of requirem ents for these degrees.
M aster of Industria l and Labor R ela tions  (M .I.L.R.). T h e  program  
leading to this degree provides a basic course of graduate study for 
those w ith professional interests in  industrial and  labor relations and 
fu rther provides lim ited opportunities for specialized professional 
study where broad competence has been established. T h is  degree is 
adm inistered by the Division of Industria l and L abor Relations.
M aster of Laws (LL.M .). T h is degree is in tended  prim arily  for a 
student who desires to increase his knowledge of the law by working 
in  a specialized field.
Doctor of the Science of Law  (J.S.D.). T h is  degree is in tended for a 
student who desires to becomes a proficient scholar by original investi­
gation in to functions, adm inistration, history, and  progress of law.
T h e  two degrees above are adm inistered by the D ivision of Law.
Doctor of M usical A rts  (D.M.A.). T h is degree is appropria te  for 
m ature composers who seek further professional tra in ing  as well as 
knowledge of the o ther arts and  hum anities, bo th  to enrich their cre­
ative perspectives and  to prepare them  for com position teaching at the 
university level. I t  is adm inistered by the D epartm ent of Music, acting 
as a Division of the G raduate School for this purpose.
M aster of N u tritiona l Science (M.N.S.). T h e  specialized tra in ing  in  
this field emphasizes the scientific knowledge and  techniques un der­
lying n u tritio n  as preparation  for positions in  the applied fields of 
nu trition .
Master of Food Science (M.F.S.). T h e  specialized train ing in  this field 
emphasizes the sciences involved in food processing and utilization 
and serves as a preparation  for work in  the food industry.
T he  two degrees above are adm inistered by the G raduate School 
of N ptrition .
Doctor of Science in Veterinary M edicine  (D.Sc. in  V.M.). T his 
degree is characterized by a professional ra ther than a general research 
objective, and it is designed especially for experienced persons in  the 
basic and clinical sciences who need m ore specific, advanced, scientific, 
and professional knowledge in  order to equip themselves for careers in 
teaching and research. T his degree is adm inistered by the Division 
of Veterinary Medicine.
CO R N EL L  U N IV ER SITY  regularly publishes an  A nnouncem ent of General In form ation, which describes the com plete educational program  of the University.* I t will be sent w ithout charge to anyone 
w riting to the A nnouncem ents Office, Cornell University. T h e  infor­
m ation given below is th a t part which particularly  relates to graduate 
students.
T U IT IO N  AND  FEESf
T u itio n  and fees become due when the student registers. T he  
University allows twenty days of grace in  each term , five days in  the 
six-week Summer Session. T h e  last day of grace is p rin ted  on the regis­
tra tion  coupon which the student is requ ired  to present a t the T reas­
u re r’s office. Any student who fails to pay his tu ition  charges, o ther fees, 
and o ther indebtedness to the University, or who, if en titled  to free 
tu ition, fails to  claim  it a t the T reasu rer’s Office and  to pay his o ther 
fees w ith in the prescribed period of grace, will be dropped from  the 
University unless the T reasu rer has granted him  an extension of time 
to com plete paym ent. T h e  T reasurer is perm itted  to g ran t such an 
extension when, in  his judgm ent, the circumstances of a patricu lar case 
w arrant his doing so. For any such extension the student is charged a 
fee of $2. A reinstatem ent fee of $5 is assessed against any studen t who 
is perm itted to continue or re tu rn  to classes after being dropped from 
the University for defau l| in  payments. T h e  assessment may be waived 
in  any instance for reasons satisfactory to the T reasu rer and  the Regis­
trar, when such reasons are set forth  in  a w ritten statem ent.
Students registering at any tim e du ring  the last ten weeks of any 
term  are required  to pay tu ition  at the rate of 10 per cent of the regu­
lar tu ition  of the term  for each week or fraction of a week between 
the day of registration and the last exam ination day of the term . Stu­
dents registering at any time during  the last five weeks in the short 
sum m er courses are required  to pay tu ition  at the ra te  of 20 per cent 
of the term ’s tu ition  for each week or fraction of a week between the 
day of registration and the last exam ination day of the term.
T u itio n  or other fees may be changed by the Trustees at any tim e  
w ithout previous notice.
*Detailed descriptions of individual courses, however, are given only in the 
separate A nnouncem ents  (catalogues) of the various colleges and schools (see list 
on cover).
fT h is statement is prepared by the Treasurer, who alone is authorized to 
interpret it.
R E G IS T R A T IO N  D E P O S IT . . .A  deposit of $28 m ust be made by 
every applicant for admission after the applicant has received notice 
of acceptance, unless the candidate has previously m atriculated as a 
student at Cornell University. T h is deposit is used a t the time of first 
registration to  pay the m atriculation fee, chest X-ray, and exam ination- 
book charge, and covers certain expenses incident to graduation if the 
student receives a degree. T h e  deposit will no t be refunded to any 
candidate who withdraws his application after May 22 or after 20 days 
of his admission approval.
T U IT IO N  of $150 a term  is to be paid  by all students registered in  
the G raduate School w ith m ajor concentration in  subjects w ith in 
the state-supported colleges^ of the University. Those with m ajor work 
in  the School of N u trition  pay $225 a term . All others m ust pay tu ition  
of $462.50 a term. T u itio n  is payable at the beginning of each term.
Upon recommendation by the appropriate college dean and by action of the 
Controller, for each appointment in a state-sponsored school or college, waiver 
of tuition in the Graduate School may be made to a member of the teaching or 
scientific staff, whose major field of study is in a state-supported school or college, 
subject to the following limitations:
(a) If the rate of annual salary is not greater than $1900, the tuition may be 
waived entirely;
(b) If the rate of annual salary is greater than $1900 but not greater than $2100, 
25% of the tuition will be charged and 75% waived;
(c) If the rate of annual salary is greater than $2100 but not greater than $2300, 
50% of the tuition will be charged and the balance waived;
(d) If the rate of annual salary is greater than $2300 but not greater than $2500, 
75% of the tuition will be charged and the balance waived;
(e) If the rate of annual salary is greater than $2500, no waiver will be made.
The word salary as used above means total pay, that is base pay plus any bonus.
Assistants on a twelve-month appointment who are registered for Summer
Research for credit in the Graduate School may be recommended for waiver of 
tuition during the summer period under the above limitations. This waiver of 
tuition does not apply if the student registers in the Summer Session or is not 
doing productive work for the department.
T he amount of tuition to which the above percentages will be applied is the pro­
rated amount of the full tuition fee based upon the maximum amount of residence 
units that can be earned.
An assistant, research associate, or instructor registered in the Graduate School, 
whose appointment does not carry free tuition, shall pay tuition according to resi­
dence eligibility. If the student is to receive less than three-quarters of full residence 
credit because of his appointment, he may apply to the Treasurer for proration of 
tuition on the basis of the maximum residence credit that may be earned.
A candidate for the Ph.D. degree whose studies have been satisfactory
JThe state-supported colleges are Agriculture, Home Economics, Industrial and 
Labor Relations, and Veterinary.
2 4 TU ITIO N  AND FEES
to the faculty is exem pt from  the further paym ent of tu ition  upon 
presenting to the T reasurer at the beginning of each term  a certifica­
tion from  the Dean of the G raduate School th a t the m inim um  
residence requirem ent for the Ph.D. degree has been completed.
A  C O L L E G E  A N D  U N I V E R S I T Y  F E E  of $87.50 a term , payable at 
the beginning of each term, is requ ired  of all students registered in  the 
G raduate School. T his general fee contributes tow ard the services sup­
plied by the libraries, Clinic and  Infirm ary, and  the studen t un ion  in 
W illard  Straight H all, and  pays a portion  of the extra cost of laboratory 
courses and general adm inistration.
A graduate student who returns to the University to present his 
thesis and to take the final exam ination for an advanced degree, all 
o ther work for th a t degree having been previously completed, shall 
register as a “candidate for degree only” and shall pay a fee of $35.
A  T H E S I S  F E E  of $30 is required  of each doctoral candidate at the 
tim e of depositing the approved thesis and  abstract in  final form. T his 
fee covers the cost of preparing a m aster microfilm of the entire thesis; 
of publishing the abstract in  the bim onthly periodical, D i s s e r t a t i o n  
A b s t r a c t s ;  of m ailing the thesis and abstract to and  from  the microfilm 
publisher; and of b ind ing  bo th  copies of the thesis for deposit in the 
University Library.
R E F U N D S  of tu ition  and of the fixed fees will be m ade to students 
who w ithdraw  from the University, p rio r to the com pletion of a term, 
for reasons accepted as satisfactory. For students who do no t complete 
a term, tu ition  and other fees will be charged at the rate of 10 per cent 
for each week, or fraction of a week, from  the first day of registration 
to the date of w ithdraw al as certified by the College; provided, how­
ever, if w ithdraw al is m ade w ith in  six days of the date of registration, 
no charge is assessed. T h e  registration deposit will no t be refunded.
F E E S  F O R  T H E  S U M M E R  S E S S I O N  . . . G raduate students who 
attend  classes in  the Summer Session m ust register bo th  in the G raduate 
School and  in  the Summer Session; they m ust pay the tu ition  and  fees 
listed in the A n n o u n c e m e n t  o f  t h e  S u m m e r  S e s s i o n .
S U M M E R  R E S E A R C H . . .S tudents carrying on Sum m er Research are 
required  to register w ith the Registrar as well as in  the G raduate 
School Office.
Students registered for Summer Research, if they desire residence 
units for their work, m ust pay the tu ition  proportionate to  the u n it 
period in  regular terms. Such students m ust pay one half ($43.75) of 
the College and  University general fee if the period is eight weeks, or
the full fee ($87.50) if the period is more than eight weeks. Such pay­
m ent admits the student to the current Summer Session classes w ith­
out add itional tu ition  payments, provided th a t the tu ition  paid is at 
least equal to th a t charged students registered in the Summer Session. 
Students registered for Summer Research, b u t not expecting to earn 
residence credit, are exem pt from  the paym ent of tu ition , b u t may no t 
attend, either as visitors or for subsequent credit, any of the classes or 
exercises of the Summer Session.
I N  A B S E N T I A . . .A graduate student registered in  absentia will pay 
a fee of $35 each term.
M O T O R  V E H I C L E  R E G I S T R A T I O N  A N D  P A R K I N G  F E E S . . .  
Any student, unless he has the rank  of instructor in Cornell University, 
who owns, m aintains or for his own benefit operates, or has in charge, 
a m otor-driven vehicle in  T om pkins County, is required  to register his 
vehicle in  person with the Safety Division and to pay a registration fee 
of $4 a year. H e m ust present (a) w ritten  consent of his paren t or guard­
ian if he is under 21 years of age, (b) evidence that the vehicle may be 
legally driven in  New York State, (c) evidence th a t the operator may 
legally drive in  New York State, and (d) evidence th a t the vehicle is 
effectively insured against public liability  for personal in ju ry  and 
property damage for the standard m inim um  of $10,000-$20,000-$5,000. 
T his registration, which includes ob taining a registration sticker and 
paying the fee, m ust be com pleted on the registration day assigned at 
the beginning of the fall term  if the student is then subject to the rule. 
If he becomes subject to the ru le  after the registration day assignment 
he has 48 hours w ithin which to comply w ith it. Late registration of a 
vehicle makes the student liable to a fine of $10 and  suspension of 
driving privilege.
M O T O R C Y C L E S ,  M O T O R  S C O O T E R S ,  A N D  M O T O R  B I K E S  
m ust be registered and insured b u t may not be used anywhere on the 
campus w ithout a perm it.
S T U D E N T  P A R K I N G  on the campus from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. is p r o ­
h i b i t e d .  Exem ption may be granted by the Safety Division when the use 
of the car is essential to the studen t’s carrying on his academic or 
departm ental work.
D uring the Summer Session, the rules are the same.
T he  studen t’s registration in  the University is held to constitute an 
agreem ent on his part th a t he will abide by its rules and regulations 
with regard to traffic and parking or suffer the penalty prescribed for 
any violation of them. All privileges here indicated may be denied a 
student who is no t in  good standing.
FELLOWSHIPS, SCHOLARSHIPS, PRIZES, LOANS  
FELLO W SH IPS AND SCH OLARSH IPS
A f e l l o w s h i p  ordinarily is awarded in  open com petition to a fu ll­
time student proceeding toward a higher degree. T h e  award is made 
as a tax-exem pt gift, and it covers no t only tu ition  and  fees b u t also a 
substantial con tribu tion  tow ard living expenses during  tenure. A stu­
den t who holds a fellowship is free to select his own research project, 
and his prim ary responsibility is to prosecute his studies for his degree. 
T he  award of the fellowship does no t obligate the holder to render 
services to the University as an  assistant in  teaching or otherwise, nor 
does it com m it him  in respect to fu tu re  employm ent. T h e  holder of a 
fellowship may no t accept any other appointm ent.
A s c h o l a r s h i p  is likewise a gift and is free from  income tax, b u t the 
am ount of the award usually is less than  th a t of a fellowship. I t 
generally covers expenses such as tu ition  and  fees (or sim ilar cash grant) 
w ithout a m aterial contribu tion  to living expenses. T h e  holder of a 
scholarship may, on approval of the Fellowship Board, accept another 
appointm ent.
Both fellowships and  scholarships are awarded prim arily  on the 
basis of scholastic ability and promise of achievem ent as a graduate 
student. F inancial need will also be considered in  the aw ard of schol­
arships b u t no t of fellowships.
A pplication for a fellowship or scholarship is m ade to the G raduate 
School, 125 E dm und Ezra Day H all, C ornell University, on a form 
obtained from  th a t office.* T h e  applicant either m ust be a m atriculated 
student in  the G raduate School or m ust have filed an application for 
admission w ith necessary credentials. F iling application for admission 
does no t obligate the applicant. T h e  a p p l i c a t i o n s  f o r  a d m i s s i o n  a n d  
f e l l o w s h i p  o r  s c h o l a r s h i p  s h o u l d  b e  f i l e d  s i m u l t a n e o u s l y .
U nder the rules of the Association of G raduate Schools, the regular 
time for notification of award of fellowships and  scholarships for an 
academic year is A pril 1. A l l  f e l l o w s h i p  a n d  s c h o l a r s h i p  a p p l i c a t i o n s  
r e c e i v e d  b y  F e b r u a r y  1 3  w i l l  b e  c o n s i d e r e d  f o r  A p r i l  1  a w a r d s ,  a n d  o n  
t h a t  d a y  e a c h  a p p l i c a n t  w i l l  b e  n o t i f i e d  a s  t o  w h e t h e r  h e  h a s  o r  h a s  n o t  
b e e n  a p p o i n t e d  o r  n a m e d  a s  a n  a l t e r n a t e  f o r  a  f e l l o w s h i p  o r  s c h o l a r ­
s h i p .  T h e  applicant is allowed u n til A pril 15 to notify the G raduate 
School w hether or no t he will accept the award. A pplications received 
after February 13 may be considered at a later date if vacancies occur 
due to w ithdraw al of principals and  alternates or for o ther reasons. 
Fellowships and scholarships are usually granted  for an academic year, 
b u t under some conditions may be awarded for a single semester or for 
a Summer Research period.
♦Foreign students outside the country do not submit a formal application.
T he  fellowships and scholarships available for 1958-1959 and 1959— 
1960 are listed below.* T u itio n  for the academic year for students 
whose m ajor work is in fields of the endowed  institutions is $925, and 
for students whose m ajor work is in  fields of the state institutions, it 
is $300. In  addition  to the fellowships and  scholarships listed below, a 
reference list of those available outside the University is m ain tained 
at the G raduate School Office.
FELLO W SH IPS AND SCH OLARSH IPS O PEN T O  
CANDIDATES IN  ALL FIELDS
Cornell University Senior Graduate Fellowships (four) $2275-$2900 
Stipend $1800, tuition $300 or $925, fees $175. For candidates near the completion 
of study for the doctorate. A travel allowance may be granted in place of tuition 
and fees.
Cornell University Graduate Fellowships (thirty-two) $1975-$2600 
Stipend $1500, tuition $300 or $925, fees $175. Primarily for outstanding new 
students.
Allen Seym our Olmsted Fellowships (two) $1575—$2200 
Stipend $1100, tuition $300 or $925, fees $175. Primarily for new students. 
Glasgow University Exchange Fellowship 
Tuition, board, room, and an allowance of $380 for travel. Limited to matricu­
lated students for one year of study at Glasgow University.
Cornell University Exchange Fellowship  $1975-$2600 
Stipend $1500, tuition $300 or $925, fees $175. Also Fulbright travel grant from 
Scotland to U.S.A. and return. Limited to matriculated students at Glasgow U ni­
versity for one year of study at the Cornell University Graduate School.
Tuition  Scholarships $300-$1100 
For new or matriculated students. A statement of financial need is required.
A good share of the grants include fees as well as tuition.
Cornell University Travel Grant $300 
Preference given to students in the Field of History.
H U M A N ITIE S
O p e n  t o  M o r e  t h a n  O n e  F i e l d  
George L incoln B urr Fellowship $3000 
Stipend $1900, tuition $925, fees $175. Open to Ph.D. candidates concentrating 
in the field of Medieval and Renaissance Study. For specific information write 
to the Chairman, Interdepartmental Committee on Medieval and Renaissance 
Study, 226 Boardman Hall.
A r c h it e c t u r e
*IBM  Fellowship $2400 
Stipend $1300, tuition $925, fees $175.
Francke H unting ton  Bosworth M em orial Fellowship  $1000
Stipend $1000, no tuition or fees included. Open to graduate students in 
landscape architecture.
E. Gordon Davis M emorial Fellowship  $1000
Stipend $1000, no tuition or fees included. Open to graduate students in 
landscape architecture.
C l a s s ic s
University Fellowship  $2300 
Stipend $1200, tuition $925, fees $175 
University Scholarships (two) $1300 
Stipend $200, tuition $925, fees $175
E n g l i s h  L a n g u a g e  a n d  L i t e r a t u r e
Class o f 1916 Graduate Fellowship $2500 
Stipend $1400, tuition $925, fees $175 
M artin Sampson Teaching Fellowship $1500 plus part-time assistantship 
Stipend $400 (plus assistantship salary), tuition $925, fees $175
P h i l o s o p h y  
Susan L inn  Sage Fellowships (two) $2000 
Stipend $900, tuition $925, fees $175
R o m a n c e  S t u d i e s
University Fellowship  $1900 
Stipend $800, tuition $925, fees $175. Not available in 1958-59.
SOCIAL SCIENCES
O p e n  t o  M o r e  t h a n  O n e  F i e l d  
A nna Cora Sm ith Scholarship in H om e Economics $700 
Stipend $225, tuition $300, fees $175 
*General Foods Fellowship in H om e Economics $3000 
Stipend $2525, tuition $300, fees $175 
Katharine W yckoff Harris Fellowship in H om e Economics $1500
Stipend $1025, tuition $300, fees $175. Preference given to students in the 
Field of Institution Management.
Southeast Asia Training Fellowships (two) $2300
Stipend $1200, tuition $925, fees $175. Open to candidates participating in the 
Southeast Asia Program. Apply to Director, Southeast Asia Program, Mor­
rill Hall.
Tsing H ua University Research Scholarship in Chinese C ulture  $1600 
Stipend $500, tuition $925, fees $175. Open to candidates in the China Program. 
Apply to Director, China Program, Morrill Hall.
Clinton D eW itt Sm ith  Fellowship in A griculture  $1100 
See B i o l o g i c a l  S c i e n c e s  
H enry Strong Denison Fellowships in A griculture  $1475 
See B i o l o g i c a l  S c i e n c e s  
Cornell Sigma X i  Fellowship $1675 or $2300 
See B i o l o g i c a l  S c i e n c e s  
George Lincoln B urr Fellowship  $3000 
Stipend $1900, tuition $925, fees $175. Open to Ph.D. candidates concentrating 
in the field of medieval and renaissance study. For specific information write 
to the Chairman, Interdepartmental Committee on Medieval and Renaissance 
Study, 225, Boardman Hall.
B u s i n e s s  a n d  P u b l i c  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n
*Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory Inc. Fellowship  $2700 
Stipend $1600, tuition $925, fees $175. Open to either Master’s or Ph.D. 
candidates.
C h i l d  D e v e l o p m e n t  a n d  F a m i l y  R e l a t i o n s h i p s
*Grant Foundation Fellowships in Family L ife  Education  (two) $2500 
Stipend $2025, tuition $300, fees $175
E c o n o m i c s  
President W hite Fellowship  $2100 
Stipend $1000, tuition $925, fees $175
E d u c a t i o n  a n d  R u r a l  E d u c a t i o n
*D u Pont Fellowships in M athem atics and Science Teaching  (six) $1675 
Stipend $1200, tuition $475, fees $175. Open to graduates of liberal arts colleges 
who are seeking preparation for high school teaching.
* International N ickel Company Fellowship fo r M athem atics ir Science Teachers
$3000
Stipend $2525, tuition $300, fees $175
* Shell Fellowship in M ath and Science Teaching  $3000 or $3625
Stipend $2525, tuition $300 or $925, fees $175. Preference given to doctoral 
candidates. May major in chemistry or mathematics as well as education. 
Comstock Scholarship in N ature Study  $475 
Tuition $300, fees $175
E. Lawrence Palm er Scholarship  $50
Stipend $50, no tuition or fees included 
Edward A. Sheldon Scholarship for W om en Teachers $120 
Stipend $120, no tuition or fees included
H isto r y
George C. B oldt Fellowship  $2200 
Stipend $1000, tuition $925, fees $175 
Gertrude A . G illm ore Research Fellowship $1500 
Stipend $1500, plus tuition and fees if needed. Open to women students who 
are ordinarily in their last year of work for the doctorate.
President W hite Fellowship  $2200 
Stipend $1100, tuition $925, fees $175
I n d u s t r i a l  a n d  L a b o r  R e l a t i o n s  
T u itio n  Scholarships (four) $300 
Primarily for foreign students.
S o c i o l o g y
*General Electric Fellowship  $2750, $3200, or $3600 
Stipend $1750 (single), $2100 (married), $2500 (married with one or more chil­
dren), tuition $925, fees $175.
BIO LO G IC A L SCIENCES
O p e n  t o  M o r e  t h a n  O n e  F i e l d  
*Shell Fellowship in P lant Sciences $1975 
Stipend $1500, tuition $300, fees $175. Candidate should be U.S. or Canadian 
citizen and in his second or third year, or higher, of graduate study. 
Schyler-Gage Fellowship in A n im al Sciences $1675 or $2300 
Stipend $1200, tuition $300 or $925, fees $175. Open to candidates in the 
Fields of Biochemistry, Conservation, Entomology, and Zoology.
*Allied Chemical ir Dye Fellowship  $1975 or $2475 
Stipend $1500 (single), $2000 (married), tuition $300, fees $175. Available to
candidates in entomology in 1958-59 and candidates in plant pathology in 
1959-60. Candidates must be U.S. citizens, preferably in final year of the 
doctorate.
Cornell Sigma X i  Fellowship  $1675 or $2300 
Stipend $1200, tuition $300 or $925, fees $175. Open to candidates in anthro­
pology, and the biological and physical sciences. May not be available in
1959-1960.
H enry Strong Denison Fellowships in A griculture  (three) $1475 
Stipend $1000, tuition $300, fees $175. Open to candidates in the Fields of 
Plant Sciences, Animal Sciences, and Social Sciences (Agricultural Engineering, 
Agricultural Economics, Rural Education, and Rural Sociology). Preference 
will be given to those candidates who expect to complete the requirements 
for the doctorate and W'ho appear most promising from the standpoint of ability 
to conduct research.
Clinton D eW itt Sm ith  Fellowship in Agriculture  $1275 
Stipend $800, tuition $300, fees $175. Open to students who come from farm 
homes and who have had farm training. Not available in 1959-60.
W oods H ole Sum m er Scholarships (three)
Stipend of $120 to be used to cover tuition for a six-week summer session at the 
Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts.
A n i m a l  H u s b a n d r y  
Morrison Fellowship in Livestock Feeding  $1475 
Stipend $1000, tuition $300, fees $175
C o n s e r v a t i o n
A lbert R . Brand Fellowship in O rnithology & Biological Acoustics $1675 
Stipend $1200, tuition $300, fees $175
E n t o m o l o g y  
Comstock Scholarship  $475 
Tuition $300, fees $175
F l o r i c u l t u r e  a n d  O r n a m e n t a l  H o r t i c u l t u r e
A lfred  H ottes A m ateur Gardening Scholarship $1500 
Stipend $1025, tuition $300, fees $175
P s y c h o l o g y  
Susan L inn  Sage Fellowship  $1700 
Stipend $600, tuition $925, fees $175 
Dallenbach Fellowship  $2300
Stipend $1200, tuition $925, fees $175. May not be available until 1959-60.
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
O p e n  t o  M o r e  t h a n  O n e  F i e l d
*Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory R O T C  Fellowship S2700 
Stipend $1600, tuition $925, fees $175 
Cornell Sigma X i Fellowship $1675 or $2300 
See B i o l o g i c a l  S c i e n c e s  
John M cM ullen Graduate Scholarships or Fellowships (ten) up to $2500
Stipend $500-$1400, tuition $925, fees $175. Open to candidates in all Fields 
of Engineering. Apply to the Dean, College of Engineering, Carpenter Hall.
*H annibal Ford Fellowship  $3600 
Stipend $2500, tuition $925, fees $175. Available to students who are American 
citizens and in their first year of graduate study, or to those who have com­
pleted no more than a limited amount of auxiliary study at the graduate level 
in Fields of Electrical or Mechanical Engineering, Engineering Physics, or 
Mechanics and Materials.
* Sperry-Gyroscope Fellowship  $2500
Stipend $1400, tuition $925, fees $175. Open to candidates in Fields of Elec­
trical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and Engineering Physics.
A e r o n a u t i c a l  E n g i n e e r i n g  
*Avco M anufacturing Corporation Fellowship  $2700 
Stipend $1600, tuition $925, fees $175 
*Curtiss-W right Corporation Fellowship  $2700 
Stipend $1600, tuition $925, fees $175
* Fairchild Engine & Aeroplane Corporation Fellowship  $2700
Stipend $1600, tuition $925, fees $175
* G rum m an Corporation Fellowship  $2700
Stipend $1600, tuition $925, fees $175 
*Douglas A ircraft Company Fellowship  $2150 
Stipend $1025, tuition $925, fees $175
C h e m i c a l  E n g i n e e r i n g
* American Cyanamid Company Sum m er Research Scholarship $625
Stipend $350, tuition and fees $275 
*Du Pont Postgraduate Fellowship  $2300 or $2600 
Stipend $1200 (first year), $1500 (second or third year), tuition $925, fees $175. 
Additional $600 if married.
*Eastman Kodak Fellowship $2700 or $3500 
Stipend $1600 (single), $2400 (married), tuition $925, fees $175. Candidates 
must be in final year of Ph.D. study and U.S. citizens.
*Standard Oil Foundation of Indiana Fellowship  $2500 
Stipend $1400, tuition $925, fees $175
* Union Carbide and Carbon Fellowships $2600 
Stipend $1500, tuition $925, fees $175
* Visking Company Fellowship  $2500
Stipend $1400, tuition $925, fees $175. Not available in 1958-59.
C h e m is t r y
* American Cyanamid Company Sum m er Research Scholarships (three) $625
Stipend $350, tuition and fees $275
* American Viscose Corp. Sum m er Research Scholarships (five) $625
Stipend $350, tuition and fees $275 
*Dow Chemical Company Sum m er Research Scholarships (seven) $350 
Stipend $350, tuition and fees not included 
*Du Pont Sum m er Research Scholarships (eleven) $150-$350 
Stipend $150 to $350, tuition and fees not included 
*Procter and Gamble Sum m er Research Scholarships (seven) $50-$350 
Stipend $50 to $350, tuition and fees not included 
*R ohm  and Haas Sum m er Research Scholarships (seven) $350 
Stipend $350, tuition and fees not included
Sage Sum m er Research Scholarships (two) $531.25 
Stipend $300, tuition $231.25 
Schluederberg Sum m er Research Scholarship  (one) $531.25 
Stipend $300, tuition $231.25 
*Standard O il Company o f Ohio Sum m er Research Scholarship  (one) $350 
Stipend $350, tuition and fees not included 
John E. Teeple Sum m er Research Scholarships (four) $531.25 
Stipend $300, tuition $231.25
* A llied  Chemical ir D ye Fellowship  $2600 or $3100
Stipend $1500 (single), $2000 (married), tuition $925, fees $175. Applicants 
must be U.S. citizens and Ph.D. candidates.
*General Electric Fellowship $2850, $3200, or $3600 
Stipend $1750 (single), $2100 (married), $2500 (married with one or more 
children).
*M onsanto Chemical Fellowship  $2850 
Stipend $1750, tuition $925, fees $175 
*Procter and G amble Fellowship  $2600 or $3200 
Stipend $1500 (single), $2100 (married), tuition $925, fees $175
* Union Carbide and Carbon Fellowship  $2600 to $3200
Stipend $1500 (single), $2100 (married), tuition $925, fees $175
* U nited States R u b ber Postgraduate Fellowship  $2500 or $3200 
Stipend $1400 (single), $2100 (married), tuition $925, fees $175
*Visking Company Fellowship $2500 
Stipend $1400, tuition $925, fees $175. Not available in 1959-60.
C i v i l  E n g i n e e r i n g  
\M cG raw Scholarship $1325
Stipend $225, tuition $925, fees $175 
•j-University Scholarship  $1125 
Stipend $50, tuition $925, fees $175 
f Elon H u nting ton  H ooker Scholarship in H ydraulics $1450 
Stipend $325, tuition $925, fees $175 
*New York State B itum inous Concrete Producers Assoc. Scholarship  S2000 
Stipend $900, tuition $925, fees $175 
*H erbert T . Spencer Fellowship $2500 
Stipend $1400, tuition $925, fees $175
E l e c t r i c a l  E n g i n e e r i n g
Charles B u ll Earle M em orial Scholarship $1325 
Stipend $225, tuition $925, fees $175 
*Bell A ircraft Corporation Fellowship  $2700 
Stipend $1600, tuition $925, fees $175 
*R epublic Aviation Corporation Fellowship $2700 
Stipend $1600, tuition $925, fees $175
* U nited States Steel Foundation Fellowship $2600 or $3200
Stipend $1500 (single), $2100 (married), tuition $925, fees $175
E n g i n e e r i n g  P h y s i c s
*Avco Graduate Fellowship $2900 
Stipend $1800, tuition $925, fees $175
#T he Special Temporary Fellowships are marked with an asterisk, and their 
listing is based on their availability in 1957-1958.
fT h e stipends of the McGraw, University, and Hooker Scholarships are augmented 
by McMullen Scholarship funds to make a stipend of $800-$1000.
*Celanese Fellowship  $2600 
Stipend $1500, tuition $825, fees $175 
*Radio Corporation o f Am erica Fellowship $3200 
Stipend $2100, tuition $925, fees $175
G e o l o g y  a n d  G e o g r a p h y  
Eleanor T a tum  Long Fellowship $2100 
Stipend $1000, tuition $925, fees $175
M a t h e m a t i c s  
Erastus Brooks Fellowship  $2300 
Stipend $1200, tuition $925, fees $175. Not available in 1958-59.
M e c h a n i c a l  E n g i n e e r i n g  
Edgar J. M eyer Scholarship $1325 
Stipend $225, tuition $925, fees $175 
Sibley Scholarship $1325 
Stipend $225, tuition $925, fees $175 
*Ethyl Corporation Fellowship  $2600 
Stipend $1500, tuition $925, fees $175 
*IBM  Fellowship $2600 or $3600 
Stipend $1500 (single or married with no children), $2500 (married with chil­
dren), tuition $925, fees $175 
*Standard O il Company o f Ohio Fellowship  $2500 
Stipend $1400, tuition $925, fees $175 
*W estinghouse Educational Foundation Fellowship $1700 
Stipend $1000, $700 toward tuition
P h y s i c s
*Corning Glass Predoctoral or Postdoctoral Fellowship  $2900 or $4000 
Stipend $1800 (predoctoral), tuition $925, fees $175, or $4000 (postdoctoral)
* A rm strong Graduate Fellowship $2900
Stipend $1700, books $100, tuition $925, fees $175. Candidate must be a male, 
U.S. citizen.
* General A tom ic Fellowship $2950
Stipend $1850, tuition $925, fees $175
* General Electric Fellowship $2850, $3200, or $3600
Stipend $1750 (single), $2100 (married), $2500 (married with one or more 
children), tuition $925, fees $125
PRIZES
Several University prizes are open for com petition to all students, 
including graduate students; the Com m ittee on Prizes of the U niver­
sity faculty publishes an A nnouncem ent of Prize Competitions, which 
may be obtained from the Visitor Inform ation Center, E dm und Ezra 
Day Hall.
T w o other prizes are open exclusively to graduate students:
T H E  G U ILFO RD  ESSAY P R IZ E .. .U ntil at least 1962, a special scholarship of $120 
will be assigned annually to that graduate student who, in the judgment of the 
Graduate faculty, writes the best English prose. Each competitor must submit, at or 
before 12 o’clock of the last Monday in November, specimens of his English prose,
preferably prepared as a normal part of his training in candidacy for an advanced 
degree.
T H E  PH ILO SO P H Y P R IZ E . . . A  prize of $50 is awarded to the graduate student 
who submits the best paper embodying the results of research in the field of philos­
ophy. T he subject of the paper may be historical or critical or constructive. It may 
be concerned either with problems of pure philosophy or with the philosophical 
bearing of the concepts and methods of the sciences. Papers must be submitted on 
or before the first day of May.
Papers subm itted in  com petition for either prize m ust be typew ritten 
on bond paper (a clean ribbon  copy), double-spaced, a t least 1500 and 
no t m ore than  5000 words in length, and  signed w ith an assumed name, 
the real nam e and address of the com petitor being enclosed in a sealed 
envelope, superscribed w ith the assumed name. T hey  are to be depos­
ited in  the Office of the G raduate School.
LOANS
C ontributions from the alum ni of Cornell University have made 
possible the establishm ent of a G raduate S tudent Loan F und  for use 
of graduate students already enrolled in  Cornell University in case of 
financial emergency. Usually a term  of successful residence is required 
before loans are granted. Applications should be m ade to the Office 
of the Dean of M en and  Dean of W om en.
ASSISTANTSHIPS AND O T H E R  EMPLOYMENT  
ASSISTANTSHIPS
T he  colleges, schools, and departm ents of the U niversity regularly 
contract for the assistance of graduate students in  teaching, research, 
and adm inistration. T he  contracting parties and the faculty of the 
G raduate School see that appointm ents and assignment of duties are 
m ade w ith proper consideration for the candidate’s graduate program . 
Usually the duties of the assistant lie in  the field of his m ajor interest 
and contribu te to his in tellectual and technical proficiency in  the field. 
Assistants are eligible for residence units in candidacy for advanced 
degrees according to regulations of the G raduate faculty. Norm ally 
an assistant who is called upon for services no t exceeding twenty clock- 
hours a week is eligible for three-fourths of a u n it each term , b u t by 
earning an additional one-half un it in subsequent Summer Research, 
he may earn two units in one calendar year. Assistantship stipends have 
a wide range, b u t an appointm ent ordinarily  would at least cover the 
cost of room  and board and tu ition  and  fees. T hose desiring appo in t­
m ent should apply to the head of the departm ent concerned. A ppli­
cations m istakenly addressed to the G raduate School are forwarded 
to the proper departm ent.
G R A D U A TE ASSISTANTS IN  PERSO N N EL
T hese assistantships are designed for graduate students interested in 
student personnel adm inistration as a m ajor or m inor field. Appointees 
are given responsibility w ith in  the University student personnel p ro­
gram, including residence duties, office experience, or projects of a 
sim ilar nature. T h e  assistantship for m ajors in guidance and  personnel 
adm inistration is the equivalent of room, board, and tu ition . (A part­
ments are available for m arried couples in  the m en’s residences.) A ppli­
cations should be addressed to Professor Isabel Peard, E dm und Ezra 
Day H all.
O T H E R  EM PLO Y M EN T
A dditional opportunities for part-tim e work are often available in 
connection w ith departm ental research projects or o ther activities. 
A pplications for this type of work should be m ade directly to the 
departm ent concerned. If a candidate is employed in research or other 
work closely allied to  his academic interest, he may find such employ­
m ent valuable.
Progress in  candidacy is difficult when a student attem pts to sup­
port him self wholly or partially  by work unrelated  to his field. It 
usually is sounder economy to borrow  from  the G raduate S tudent Loan 
Fund and  keep em ploym ent to a m inim um . T h e  University m aintains 
a part-tim e student em ploym ent service, however, in  the Office of the 
Dean of M en and Dean of W omen.
LIVING ARRANG EM ENTS
T he  University has established Cascadilla H all as an all-graduate 
dorm itory. T h e  no rth  wing is for graduate women, and the south wing 
is for graduate men. Applications for this dorm itory may be m ade any 
tim e after January  1 for the com ing academic year.
Cascadilla is in  the southwest corner of the campus, adjacent to a 
small shopping com m unity, “College T ow n.” One of the original 
buildings on campus, it has been renovated in recent years. O n the 
first floor is a large lounge th a t is also used for social functions. Student 
rooms are spacious, and the furnishings are adequate and comfortable.
Facilities for m arried students include a new 96-unit housing devel­
opm ent which was com pleted for occupancy in the fall of 1956. T his 
area, known as the Pleasant Grove Apartm ents, offers 64 one-bedroom 
and 52 two-bedroom apartm ents for m arried graduate students. In  
addition, fifty houses were renovated du ring  the spring and  summer 
of 1957 to provide 34 duplex dwellings, each containing two two-room 
apartm ents, and  16 four-room cottages. In  this area, know n as Cornell 
Quarters, one half of the units are allocated to m arried  graduate stu­
dents, w ith the o ther half being available to m arried undergraduates.
All apartm ents and  cottages are rented  unfurn ished and exclusive 
of utilities except water.
A pplication forms and  m ore detailed in form ation on all types of 
graduate housing may be obtained by w riting  the D epartm ent of Resi­
den tial Halls, E dm und Ezra Day H all.
An off-campus housing office is m ain ta ined  by the D epartm ent of 
R esidential H alls to assist m arried students and  those single students 
who do no t wish to live in  a University dorm itory.
H EA LTH  SERVICES A ND  MEDICAL CARE
T h e  health  services and medical care of Cornell students are centered 
in  the U niversity’s G annett M edical C linic (out-patient departm ent) 
and  in  the C ornell Infirm ary (hospital). Students may consult a physi­
cian at the C linic whenever need arises and  receive treatm ent in  cases 
th a t do not require hospitalization. If hospital care is indicated, the 
student is requested to enter the Infirm ary. For details of the health  
and  m edical services covered by the studen t’s College and  University 
General Fee, see the A nnouncem ent of General In form ation. O n a 
voluntary basis, insurance is available to supplem ent the services 
provided by the general fee; in form ation about such insurance may 
be ob tained at the G annett M edical Clinic.
T h e  following health  requirem ents for entering  graduate students 
have been adopted by the Board of T rustees of Cornell University. 
T h e  Board has also ruled that failure to fulfill these requirem ents will 
result in a recom m endation to the Registrar th a t the student be denied 
the privilege of registering the following term.
IM M U N IZ A T IO N . A satisfactory certificate of im m unization against 
smallpox, on the form  supplied by the University, m ust be subm itted 
before registration. I t  will be accepted as satisfactory only if it certifies 
that w ith in the last three years a successful vaccination has been per­
formed. If this requirem ent cannot be fulfilled by the s tuden t’s home 
physician, opportunity  for im m unization will be offered by the Cornell 
medical staff during  the studen t’s first semester, w ith the cost to be 
borne by the student. If a student has been absent from  the U niver­
sity for more than three years, im m unity will be considered to have 
lapsed.
H E A L T H  H IS T O R Y . Students accepted for admission will be required 
to subm it health  histories on forms supplied by the University.
X -R A Y . Every student is requ ired  to have a chest X-ray. H e may pre­
sent a chest film, m ade by a private physician, on or before entering 
Cornell, provided th a t it was obtained w ith in  six m onths of in itia l 
registration and is of acceptable quality. Otherwise, he may obtain
the chest X-ray at the University during  the registration period or his 
first semester; in that case, the charge, covering also any necessary 
recheck films, will be included in  the general University fee.
W hen a student has been away from  the University for m ore than  a 
year, the health  history and  X-ray requirem ents will need to be m et 
again.
COUNSELING
T h e  University m aintains a variety of counseling services available 
to graduate students. T h e  prim ary academic counselors are the mem­
bers of the Special Comm ittee. O ther counselors, who are able to help 
in  m atters involving personal questions, inform ation on part-tim e 
employment, financial aid, selective service, graduate activities and 
program , or occupational advisem ent and testing, will be found in  the 
Office of the Dean of M en and Dean of W om en.
PLACEM ENT
T h e  University Placem ent Service makes arrangem ents for in ter­
views on and off campus w ith employers, supervises the assembling 
and presentation of personnel records, and assists Cornell m en and 
women who are ready for positions in  business and  industry. T h e  
Educational Placem ent Service perform s a sim ilar function for those 
whose vocation is teaching. M any of the professional schools and col­
leges m ain ta in  separate placem ent offices for the special professions; 
their services are available to registered graduate students and  alum ni.
M ILITARY SCIENCE A N D  TACTICS
T h e  th ird  and fourth  years, Advanced R O T C , are elective and 
qualify a student for appointm ent as a Second L ieu tenan t in  the U.S. 
Army Reserve or the R egular Army. These courses are open to graduate 
students who have satisfactorily com pleted a basic course in  R O T C  
while undergraduates and who are enrolled in a two-year graduate 
program  leading to a degree. Interested graduate students should apply 
to  the Professor of M ilitary Science and  Tactics for fu rther inform a­
tion or enrollm ent. See the A nnouncem ent of Independent Divisions 
and D epartm ents for additional details and specific courses offered.
FOREIGN STU D E N T S
A pplications and all necessary credentials for admission should be 
filed by foreign students several m onths before registration day. No 
student should apply who has no t m astered colloquial English.
Before applying, a student from  another country should be certain 
th a t he has sufficient available funds in  dollars to m eet all necessary
expenses. Because of his unfam iliarity  w ith local patterns of living and 
buying, he will need to calculate a somewhat higher am ount for board, 
room, and  travel than  the am ounts cited in  this A n n o u n c e m e n t  and 
elsewhere. H e should, too, make arrangem ents for add itional help in 
the event of protracted  illness or o ther emergency. S t u d e n t s  f r o m  
f o r e i g n  c o u n t r i e s  w h o s e  n a t i v e  l a n g u a g e  i s  n o t  E n g l i s h  o r  w h o s e  p r e p a ­
r a t i o n  d i f f e r s  f r o m  t h a t  o f  c i t i z e n s  o f  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  s h o u l d  n o t  
e x p e c t  t o  r e c e i v e  t h e i r  d e g r e e s  a t  t h e  e n d  o f  t h e  m i n i m u m  r e s i d e n c e  
p e r i o d .  Moreover, agencies subsidizing such students should be pre­
pared to support them  for a longer period. Such students are usually 
unable to qualify for assistantships or for o ther appointm ents yielding 
financial assistance du ring  the first year of residence.
W ith in  these limits, Cornell University welcomes students from  other 
countries. In  1956-1957, there were 540 students from  72 foreign 
countries registered in  the University. T h e  U niversity m aintains on its 
staff a Counselor to Foreign Students, David B. W illiam s, whose duty 
is to look after the welfare of all students from  other countries. H e may 
be consulted on personal problem s, social questions, or any other 
m atter in  which he may be helpful. H is office is in E dm und Ezra Day 
Hall. All foreign students should write him  before com ing to Ithaca or 
call on him  im m ediately upon arrival.
ACTIVITIES FOR G R A D U A T E  S T U D E N T S
T here  are places for graduate students in  some ex tracurricu lar 
activities shared by undergraduates, such as in tram ura l sports, dram a, 
publications, music and  the o ther arts, and  additional areas of special 
interest. In  the m ain, however, by reason of m atu rity  and  different 
interests, graduate students have their own organizations. M ore than 
twenty-five such organizations center in  academic fields or groups of 
fields; some are purely social, others inform ally academic. As an 
instance, one club in  existence since 1907, m ade up  of over one h u n ­
dred faculty and  graduate studen t members interested in p lan t breeding 
and genetics, meets bim onthly for a d inner prepared by its members, 
after which the members hold an h o u r’s discussion on some topic 
outside those fields, led by an invited visitor. Gam m a A lpha is the 
only graduate fraternity  which operates its own house, w ith facilities 
for bo th  room  and  board; its m em bership is lim ited  to students of 
physical and na tu ra l science —  broadly in terpreted . O ther fraternities 
and  sororities lim ited to graduate students and  faculty are in  some 
instances social, in  others academic or honorary. T here  are general 
organizations interested in  politics, hom e life, art, etc. T h e  graduate 
wives’ club thrives; in add ition  to regular meetings for its m ore than 
one hundred  members, interest groups m eet separately. A dditional 
inform ation on these groups is available in 136 Day H all.
W I L L A R D  S T R A I G H T  H A L L  is the center of social life, bo th  grad­
uate and undergraduate. Supported by University fees included in the 
tu ition  and  fees listed above, it supplies facilities for graduate groups 
and plans special functions for them. T h ere  is a graduate representative 
on the Board of Managers.
C O R N E L L  U N I T E D  R E L I G I O U S  W O R K  ( C U R W )  includes a range 
of activities for graduate students. Its offices are in  Anabel T aylor Hall, 
which serves as the headquarters for pastors who represent several 
denom inations and may be consulted by students.
S A G E  C H A P E L ,  where nonsectarian services each Sunday are led by 
distinguished guest speakers, is m ain tained by the University. G radu­
ate students are eligible for its tra ined  choir.
C O R N E L L ’S  L O C A T I O N  in the F inger Lakes region of New York 
State stim ulates ou tdoor activity. Agencies of the University operate an 
outdoor swimming pool, a golf course, a ski ru n  w ith ski tow (twelve 
miles from  the campus), rid ing  classes, and  o ther ou tdoor facilities. 
T here  are three large state parks w ith in  ten miles of the campus. 
D epartm ents of the University p lan  field trips for various purposes, 
including ornithological, geological, agricultural, and industrial, which 
are open to interested graduate students.
RESOURCES FOR RESEARCH AND  ADVANCED  
STUDY
For many fields of study offered at Cornell substantial collections 
and  facilities, in  m any instances unique, have been assembled for the 
use of graduate students. T hey are no t described in  this A nnounce­
m ent. T h e  G raduate School does no t conduct program s leading to 
advanced degrees in fields inadequately equipped for such purposes.
T h e  descriptions below are lim ited to m ajor general facilities at the 
service of graduate students in  any of a variety of fields of instruction.
O FFICE O F VICE PR E SID E N T  FO R  RESEARCH
Established in  part to aid members of the faculty in arranging for 
outside sponsorship, chiefly by industry, governm ent, and foundations, 
of cooperative research program s of interest and  concern to faculty and 
their students, this office advised and assisted in  adm inistering research 
projects in  the University to the am ount of m ore than  twenty-six and a 
half m illion dollars during  1956—1957. All phases of hum an endeavor 
were represented, the largest being 53.4 per cent in  aeronautics (the 
work of the Cornell A eronautical L aboratory at Buffalo). T h e  rem ain­
der represents substantial research program s in  agriculture, m edicine 
and nu trition , the social sciences, the physical and biological sciences,
engineering, and  the hum anities. In  add ition  to these projects aided by 
outside sponsors, there is a large am ount of unsponsored research by 
departm ents and individual staff members supported  by the U niver­
sity itself as a con tinuing p a rt of the norm al professional activity of 
its members. T h e  office of the Vice President for Research works closely 
w ith the G raduate faculty in  supporting  research program s which 
properly advance the education and  tra in ing  of graduate  students, 
including industrially sponsored fellowships.
RESEARCH CEN TER S
T H E  SO C IAL  SC IENC E R E SE A R C H  C E N T E R  is an organization 
designed to encourage and  facilitate research in all m ajor fields of the 
social sciences on a voluntary basis. Its services are available for social 
science research by individual faculty members and  organized staff 
groups in  all schools and colleges of the University. Essentially decen­
tralized in  its operation, the C enter’s services include aid in  the 
plann ing  and developm ent of studies, the soliciting of funds from 
foundations on behalf of individual projects, and  direct financial sup­
po rt of lim ited proportions. W ith  m inor exceptions, the C enter does 
no t itself provide technical services or m ain ta in  a stand-by technical 
staff b u t uses its offices to help channel inquiries to appropria te  campus 
agencies and individuals.
Services to graduate students in  the past have assumed varied 
forms. Inquiries concerning the services currently  available should 
be addressed to the C enter office. Since the C enter is a facilitating 
ra th er than  an operating agency, graduate students should seek 
em ploym ent opportunities th rough their departm ents, where Center- 
financed or Center-associated projects may be located, ra th er than 
through the Center itself. T h e  C enter will be happy to provide 
in form ation concerning the na tu re  and sponsorship of these projects.
T h e  D irector of the Center is Professor W illiam  F. W hyte. T h e  
adm inistrative office and work rooms of the C enter are located in 
Goldwin Smith H all.
S T A T IS T IC S  C E N T E R . . .T h e  m ethods of statistics find im portant 
applications in  m any diverse fields of research. I t  is therefore necessary 
th a t (1) subject m atter specialists be able to obtain assistance in  using 
or developing statistical theory, (2) students who in tend  to do research 
in  a particu lar field which makes extensive use of statistical methods 
receive adequate tra in ing  in statistics, and (3) individuals be trained 
as statisticians.
T h e  staff members of the various schools and colleges of Cornell U n i­
versity who are interested in  the developm ent and application of sta­
tistical m ethods are associated in the Cornell Statistics Center. A m ajor
responsibility of the C enter is to provide a focal po in t to which ind i­
viduals, projects, and departm ents may come to receive assistance and 
guidance with respect to the statistical aspects of research and  train ing 
programs.
T h e  Acting Director of the Center is Professor Philip J. McCarthy, 
W arren H all.
H O U S I N G  R E S E A R C H  C E N T E R . .  .T h e  purpose of the H ousing 
Research Center is to aid and guide basic research in  the field of 
housing, to facilitate graduate study, and to rou te  housing inform ation 
among colleges and departm ents and  between the University and 
sources of inform ation off campus. A small central staff facilitates the 
in itia tion  and  conduct of projects.
T h e  facilities of the H ousing Research Center are available to 
faculty members and  graduate students in  all fields. T h rou gh  the 
Center, students who cut across trad itional lines of research may draw 
upon the knowledge and experience of specialists in  such various sub­
ject areas as design, m aterials, equipm ent, structural methods, environ­
ment, family living, economics and finance, governm ent, and health.
T h e  D irector of the Center is Professor G lenn H. Beyer, M artha Van 
Rensselaer H all Annex, and  the Assistant D irector is Professor Alexan­
der Kira, Sibley H all.
C E N T E R  F O R  A E R I A L  P H O T O G R A P H I C  S T U D I E S . . .  Photo­
graphic in terpreta tion  has applications in the fields of agriculture, 
engineering, geology, and city and regional planning. T h e  Center for 
Aerial Photographic Studies offers a broad program  in various scientific 
fields for train ing personnel in  aerial photographic in terpretation . T he  
objectives are, first, to train  scientists who will be able to use aerial 
photographs for surveys and plann ing  in  fields where they are needed 
and, second, through research to extend the use of aerial photographs 
in to  all fields which can be benefited.
T h e  Center comprises a staff of educators, scientists, and technicians 
experienced in research and the application of aerial photographs to 
their respective fields. T h e  program  consists of prim ary courses in 
engineering in terpreta tion  of aerial photographs, m ap reproduction, 
photogram m etry, cartography and m ap projections, together w ith spe­
cialized study in  a particu lar field of the candidate’s choice, such as 
agricultural developm ent, national resource explorations, city p lan ­
ning, or engineering project planning.
For inform ation about the Center, w rite to the Director, C enter for 
Aerial Photographic Studies, L incoln H all.
N E W  Y O R K  S T A T E  A G R I C U L T U R A L  E X P E R I M E N T  S T A ­
T I O N  A T  G E N E V A . . . T h e  New York State A gricultural Experi­
m ent Station was established in  1880 to prom ote agriculture through
scientific investigations and experim entation . I t  is located at Geneva, 
50 miles from  Ithaca, and  has been un der the adm inistration  of 
Cornell University since 1923.
Professors on the Geneva staff are eligible to serve as members of 
the special committees of graduate students along w ith professors on 
the Ithaca campus of the University. N orm ally the graduate tra in ing  
provided a t Geneva consists of research experience and  the supervision 
of the studen t’s work on a thesis problem . T h e  form al course work part 
of the studen t’s tra in ing  program  is given on the Ithaca campus.
T h e  Station is equipped to care for graduate students in  certain 
specific lines of research, viz., bacteriology, chemistry, economic en to­
mology, food technology, p lan t pathology, pomology, seed investiga­
tions, and  vegetable crops. Am ple facilities are available for graduate 
research un der laboratory, greenhouse, p ilo t p lant, insectary, orchard, 
and  o ther field conditions.
C ertain phases of the investigations now being conducted a t the 
Station and other problem s for which the facilities of the Station are 
suitable may be used as thesis problem s by graduate  students.
T h e  D irector is Professor A. J. Heinicke, who m ay be addressed at 
the New York State A gricultural Experim ent Station, Geneva, or at 
the P lan t Science Building, Cornell University, Ithaca.
Students who p lan  to do p a rt of their graduate work at Geneva 
should correspond w ith their m ajor adviser or w ith  the Dean of the 
G raduate School, concerning regulations as to residence, Special Com­
mittees, etc.
T H E  C O R N E L L  A E R O N A U T I C A L  L A B O R A T O R Y ,  a separate 
corporation wholly owned by Cornell University, is in  Buffalo, New 
York. A pplied and fundam ental research in  the aeronautical sciences 
is conducted in  this very completely equipped laboratory un der con­
tracts m ainly w ith the m ilitary services. Close relationships, bo th  
research and educational, are m ain tained w ith the campus in  Ithaca.
O T H E R  R E S E A R C H  U N I T S .  . .Some other research units allied with 
the University, e ither as wholly owned and operated divisions or as 
wholly or partially  autonom ous organizations w ith which the U niver­
sity has a w orking agreem ent, are the Sloan-Kettering Cancer Research 
Institu te  (in New York City, th rough the G raduate School of Medical 
Sciences), the V eterinary Virus Research Institu te  (at Ithaca), and the 
Brookhaven N ational Laboratory (Cornell is one of n ine university 
trustees, under contract w ith  the Atom ic Energy Commission).
T H E  U N IV ERSITY  LIB RA R IES
T h e  University libraries comprise the central University Library, 
the M ann L ibrary of A griculture and Hom e Economics, the libraries
of the following colleges and schools: Architecture, Business and Public 
A dm inistration, Engineering, H otel, Industria l and  Labor Relations, 
Law, Medicine, and Veterinary; such special libraries as the Barnes 
L ibrary in  Anabel T aylor H all (religion), the Goldwin Smith L ibrary 
(liberal arts), and the libraries of the Cornell A eronautical Laboratory 
and the Geneva E xperim ent Station, as well as a group of special 
departm ental libraries. T h e  total holdings of the libraries exceed 
1,900,000 items, and about 50,000 volumes are being added annually.
T w o of the college libraries, Engineering and  Veterinary, occupied 
spacious and attractive new quarters in the fall of 1957 in  C arpenter 
H all and the m ain V eterinary College bu ild ing  respectively. Both of 
these libraries now contain am ple space for the growth of their collec­
tions and  convenient and com fortable accommodations for readers.
T h e  libraries no t only provide the reference and collateral reading 
m aterials necessary for the support and enrichm ent of teaching and 
research b u t also have extensive collections of rare books, newspapers, 
maps, documents, m anuscripts, microfilm, and microcards. Especially 
enriched by the early acquisitions of C ornell’s first president, Andrew 
D. W hite, and by the first librarian , W illard  Fiske, the libraries possess 
special collections of rare books and m anuscripts in  m any of the fields 
of graduate study, including un ique  collections rela ting  to the French 
R evolution, witchcraft, Dante, Petrarch, C hina and Southeast Asia 
(Wason), Iceland, Am erican historical docum ents (Noyes), Brazil, Ger­
m an litera ture  and philology (Zarncke), W ordsworth, and Joyce. T here  
is a separate rare book departm ent w ith a curator in  charge. T h e  
acquisitions and reference librarians work w ith graduate students to 
procure volumes needed for their special studies. Cubicles and other 
study rooms are available for the use of graduate students in  the 
several libraries.
T h e  Collection of Regional H istory and the Cornell University 
Archives constitute a m anuscript depository which is expanding at 
the rate of half a m illion m anuscripts a year. In  1957 the holdings 
to tal approxim ately eleven and one-half m illion items. T hese m anu­
scripts relate to all aspects of the economic, political, and social history 
of this region and areas connected historically w ith it, and to all 
aspects of the developm ent of Cornell University. T h e  curator and 
archivist attem pts to acquire m anuscripts for the special projects 
of researchers.
P U B LIC A TIO N  AND P H O T O G R A PH Y
Cornell University Press is the oldest university press in  America 
and is am ong the leaders in  num ber of volumes published annually. 
In  addition  to  serving scholars and scientists of the University by pu b ­
lication of results of studies, the staff of the Press, in  cooperation with
the G raduate School, conducts colloquia on m ethods and problem s 
of publishing, directed specifically to graduate students.
T h e  extension services of the New York State Colleges, which form 
integral parts of the University, disseminate knowledge th rough an 
intensive program  of publication , photography, and  recording, super­
vised by professional staffs. M aterials of graduate students may find 
an outlet th rough these channels.
T h e  U niversity owns and operates the Photo Science Laboratory, 
which is equipped to create or cooperate in  the creation of photo­
graphic studies and visual aids of all kinds.
TH E FIELDS OF IN S T R U C T IO N  in the G raduate School are listed alphabetically below under the following four Areas: H um anities, Social Sciences, Biological Sciences, and Physical Sciences. 
For each of the fields there are listed the respective faculties, approved 
m ajor and  m inor subjects, language requirem ents for the M aster’s 
degree (if any), and  special requirem ents or policies of the field.
F IE L D S .. .In  most instances the field  coincides w ith a departm ent in 
a college or school. In  parentheses im m ediately following the nam e of 
the field is given an abbreviation indicating the A nnouncem ent of a 
school or college which contains descriptions of courses and seminars 
offered, as follows: Ag., New York State College of A griculture; Arch., 
College of A rchitecture; Arts, College of Arts and Sciences; Ed., School 
of Education; Engin., College of Engineering; II.E ., New York State 
College of Hom e Economics; H otel, School of H otel A dm inistration; 
I.L .R ., New York State School of Industria l and  L abor Relations; Vet., 
New York State Veterinary College. For registration and preregistration 
of courses, see p. 16.
M A JO R  A N D  M IN O R  SU B JE C T S . .  .F or each field  there is given an 
approved list of titles from  which candidates for advanced general 
degrees choose m ajor and m inor subjects. T h e  num bers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
have the following m eaning:
1, approved as m ajor subject for the Ph.D.
2, approved as m ajor subject for the M aster’s degree.
3, approved as m inor subject when the m ajor is in  the same field.
4, approved as m inor subject when the m ajor is in  another field.
5, approved as a m inor subject for the M aster’s degree only.
For explanation regarding language requirem ents for the M aster’s 
degree, see p. 15.
R E P R E S E N T A T IV E S . . .Since instruction in  the G raduate School is 
prim arily individual, those interested in  becom ing students are encour­
aged to com m unicate w ith individual members of the faculty with 
whom they may w ant to study. Personal interviews in  advance of 
formal application for admission are especially encouraged. For the 
benefit of those who are no t acquainted with appropriate  members in 
the field  or fields of their choice, each field  has selected a representative
to whom inquiries may be addressed. T h e  representatives are designated 
in  the lists of faculty below by italics.
In  corresponding w ith  a Field Representative, please indicate, in 
addition  to the nam e of the R epresentative, the title, Field Representa­
tive, on the envelope address, as the Field Representatives often ro tate  
on a yearly basis.
HUMANITIES
A R C H IT E C T U R E  (A R C H .)
Professors S. M. B a r n e t t e , L. D. B r o w n , T . H. C a n f ie l d , A. H. D e t w e il e r , H. E l d e r ,
F. M . Wells.
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
History of Architecture 4
A R T  (A R C H .)
Professors V . C o l b y , N . D . D a l y , K . E v e t t , J. M . H a n s o n , J. A . H artell, H . P .  
K a h n , J. O . M a h o n e y .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Painting 4 Sculpture 4
H IS T O R Y  OF A R T  AND A R CH A EO LO G Y  (A R T S )
Professors D . L. F in l a y s o n , N . A. P a t t il l o , A. R. So l o m o n , F. O. Waage.
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Archaeology 2, 3, 4 History of Art 2, 3, 4
Language requirem ent for M aster’s degree, proficiency in one: French, German, 
Italian.
Graduate work is offered in the general field of the history of the visual arts 
(architecture, painting, sculpture, and the minor arts). Instruction is offered through 
advanced undergraduate courses and through independent study and research under 
individual direction.
T he same conditions will usually apply in the election of work in the general 
field of archaeology as a major subject; however, relevant courses in such subjects as 
cultural anthropology may be substituted for some of those in art history, and for 
graduate work in classical archaeology courses in Latin and Greek may be so 
substituted.
A half-time assistantship is available. Prospective students interested in applying 
for this should write directly to the Department of Fine Arts, Goldwin Smith Hall.
CH IN ESE L IT E R A T U R E  (A R T S )
(See FAR EASTERN STUDIES)
C ITY  AND R EG IO N A L  PL A N N IN G  (A R C H .)
Professors F. W. E d m o n d s o n , T . W. Mackesey, K. C. P a r so n s , J. W. R e p s . 
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
City Planning 1, 3, 4 Regional Planning 1, 3, 4
Major study for candidates for the degree of Ph.D. is lim ited to those who hold 
the degree of Master of Regional Planning or its equivalent.
T H E  CLASSICS ( A R T S )
Professors H a r r y  C a p l a n , J a m e s  H u t t o n , G. M . K irkwood, F r ie d r ic h  So l m s e n ,
F . O. W a a g e .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Latin 1, 2, 3, 4 Greek 1, 2, 3, 4
Medieval and Renaissance Latin Classical Archaeology 2, 3, 4
Literature 1, 2, 3, 4 Classical Rhetoric in Original or
Ancient History (see p. 59) Translation 3, 4
Comparative Indo-European Ancient Thought 3, 4
Linguistics 3, 4
Language requirem ent for M aster’s degree, proficiency in one: French, German.
Admission to graduate study in a subject included in the Field of the Classics, 
except in archaeology, assumes a knowledge of the field selected equivalent in 
general to that expected of a student who has pursued the subject concerned 
throughout four years of undergraduate study in a college of recognized standing.
Graduate work in the classics is conducted in the main by the seminar system, the 
object of which is training in the methods, the principles, and the performance of 
independent research and criticism, and the work is therefore as far as possible put 
into the hands of the students themselves. Subjects additional to those investigated 
in the seminar courses are ordinarily treated in courses of lectures. A seminar room 
in the University Library building is reserved for the exclusive use of graduate 
students in the classics.
For fellowships in Greek and Latin, see page 28. T he income of the Charles Edwin 
Bennett Fund for Research in the Classical Languages is used each year in the way 
best suited to promote the object for which the fund was established.
Doctoral dissertations of an appropriate nature will be accepted for publication 
in the Cornell Studies in Classical Philology.
EN G LISH  LAN GU AGE AND L IT E R A T U R E  ( A R T S )
Professors M . H .  A b r a m s , R .  M . A d a m s , A . J. C a p u t i , G. F . C r o n k h it e , R. A. 
D o n o v a n , R .  M . D u r l in g , R .  H .  E l ia s , R u t h  F is h e r , J. P . F e i l , F . I. F r a d in , 
W. H . French, B. H a t h a w a y , G. H . H e a l e y , W. R . K e a s t , L. L a n e , R .  L a n g b a u m , 
J. M c C o n k e y , J. A . M a z z e o , F . E . M in e k a , A . M . M iz e n e r , D . N ov a r r ,  S. M . 
P a r r is h , J. L. R o s ie r , W . M . Sa l e , J. Se n io r , W. Sl a t o f f , H .  W. T h o m p s o n , 
S. P. W h ic h e r .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Medieval Literature 1, 2, 3, 4 American Literature 1, 2, 3, 4
Old and Middle English 1, 2, 3, 4 English Poetry 1, 2, 3, 4
T he English Renaissance to 1660 Dramatic Literature 1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4 Prose Fiction 1, 2, 3, 4
T he Restoration and the Eighteenth Folk-Literature 3, 4
Century 1, 2, 3, 4 Creative W riting 2, 3, 4
T he Nineteenth Century and After 
1, 2, 3, 4
Language requirem ent fo r M aster’s degree, proficiency in one: Greek, Latin , 
French, G erman, Italian. Candidates fa iling  to dem onstrate proficiency on admission  
w ill be required to com plete two residence un its follow ing passing o f the exam ina­
tion, unless an exception is made by the Field.
In general, at least thirty-six hours of college English will be required of all 
applicants; but college work of good quality in allied literatures will sometimes be 
considered the equivalent of work in English. Training in the Greek and Latin
languages and literatures is especially acceptable; and some allowance may be made 
for advanced work in philosophy or history. Applicants who have taken the Graduate 
Record Examination (Aptitude and Advanced Tests) should include a transcript of 
the results; others may submit the rest of the required papers, and will be notified 
if the Department believes that the scores of the Examination may affect their 
chances of acceptance. Applicants for the doctorate will be admitted as provisional 
candidates under the supervision of the Chairman of the Department.
For the Master’s degree there are no special requirements in courses or subjects; 
in all matters of schedule, the candidate’s Special Committee is the final authority 
and will help him select a profitable program.
Provisional candidates for the Doctor’s degree must take a candidacy examination 
given by the staff during the first month of residence, and, if successful, they will be 
transferred to candidacy as of the first of the term. For information regarding details, 
they may apply to the Chairman of the Department. Before receiving the degree, 
candidates must demonstrate a knowledge of Old English, both the language and the 
literature.
During the period from July to September, members of the staff will not ordinarily 
advise candidates or supervise Summer Research.
In addition to receiving its share of the fellowships made available by the Graduate 
School, the Department controls the award of the Martin Sampson and Class of 1916 
Fellowships, and appoints a number of candidates for advanced degrees to part-time 
teaching positions. Address inquiries about teaching positions to Chairman of Depart­
ment of English, Goldwin Smith Hall, Ithaca, New York. Address inquiries relating 
purely to graduate work to Field Representative, Department of English, Goldwin 
Smith Hall, Ithaca, New York.
G ERM AN ( A R T S )
Professors A. G. d e  C a p u a , I. L o r a m , W. G. M oulton.
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
German Literature 1, 2, 3, 4 Germanic Linguistics 1, 2, 3, 4
In the advanced courses in this field the work is twofold: literary and linguistic. 
T he history of German literature from the earliest period to the present day is 
treated in lecture courses with collateral reading. Special topics are selected for 
detailed study, such as the epic and lyric poetry of the Middle High German period, 
the literature of the Baroque period, the age of Goethe, the drama of the nine­
teenth century, and contemporary literature. T he courses offered in Germanic linguis­
tics include the study of Gothic, Old Saxon, and Old and Middle High German; they 
also afford an introduction to the methods of descriptive, historical, and compara­
tive linguistics as applied to Germanic languages. T he seminar in German literature 
aims to impart the principles and methods of investigation, a knowledge of the 
bibliographical resources, and a familiarity with the theories of literary criticism.
Candidates for the Ph.D. with a major in German literature must select Germanic 
linguistics as one of their minors; candidates for the Ph.D. with a major in Ger­
manic linguistics must select German literature as one of their minors. Candidates 
for advanced degrees in German are expected to have an adequate knowledge of 
French and Latin.
M USIC ( A R T S )
Professors W. W. A u s t in , W. A. C a m p b e l l , D. R. E l l e r , D. J. G rout, K. H u sa , J.
K ir k p a t r ic k , R. M. P a l m e r , T . A. So k o l .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Musical Composition 2, 3, 4 Musicology 1, 2, 3, 4
Theory of Music 2, 3, 4
Language requirem ent for M aster’s degree: fo r  majors in musicology, proficiency 
in French and German; fo r  majors in com position or theory, proficiency in French 
or German.
Candidates are expected to take active interest in musical performance. All can­
didates are tested for musical proficiency: singing and playing unfamiliar music at 
sight, score reading, and fluency at the keyboard; on the basis of these tests, students 
may be advised to enroll in undergraduate courses or to undertake extracurricular 
work in musical practice and theory. Choral and orchestral organizations of the 
University and the community welcome graduate students and their wives or 
husbands as members.
Normally students whose major subject is theory or composition choose musicology 
as a minor subject, and vice versa. Doctoral candidates choose a second minor subject 
in a related field. It is especially important for doctoral candidates to equip them­
selves with a good reading knowledge of both French and German as early as 
possible.
A large microfilm collection of Renaissance music and music theory is available 
to qualified candidates working in this Field.
SUSAN L IN N  SAGE 
SCH OOL OF PH ILO SO PH Y  ( A R T S )
Professors M a x  B l a c k , S. M . B r o w n , J r ., E. A. B u r t t , R .  G. H e n s o n , J .  H .  H ic k ,
N orm an M alcolm , J o h n  R a w l s , D a v id  Sa c h s , F. N. S ib l e y , H . R. Sm a r t .
T he Susan Linn Sage School of Philosophy was founded through the generosity 
of the late Henry W. Sage, who endowed the Susan Linn Sage Professorship and 
gave in addition $2 0 0 , 0 0 0  to provide permanently for instruction and research in 
philosophy.
T h e Philosophical R eview , supported by the University and managed by the Sage 
School, is an international quarterly that publishes articles, reviews, and discussions 
in all branches of philosophy.
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Aesthetics 1, 2, 3, 4 Metaphysics 1, 2, 3, 4
Epistemology 1, 2, 3, 4 Philosophy 4
Ethics 1, 2, 3, 4 Philosophy of Religion 1, 2, 3, 4
History of Philosophy 1, 2, 3, 4 Philosophy of Science 2, 4
Logic 1, 2, 3, 4 Political Philosophy 3, 4
Language requirem ent for Master's degree: proficiency in French or German.
T he instruction offered to graduate students presupposes such undergraduate 
courses in the subject as would be taken by a student in the College of Arts and 
Sciences of Cornell University who had elected philosophy as a major subject. Those 
who have not had equivalent preparation are expected to make up their deficiencies 
outside the work required for an advanced degree.
T he Sage School provides opportunity for advanced study to two classes of grad­
uate students: (1) those whose major interest is in some branch of philosophy; (2 ) 
those whose chief branch of research is in allied fields but who desire to supplement 
this with a minor in philosophy.
1. Students whose major interest is in philosophy are required (a) to gain a gen­
eral knowledge of the whole subject including its history, and (b) to select some 
aspect or subdivision of it  for intensive study and research.
2. Graduate students having a major interest in literature or the arts, in history 
or social studies, or in mathematics or a branch of experimental science, are per­
mitted to choose a minor in philosophy with such emphasis as best suits their needs. 
For such students the School endeavors to outline a plan of philosophical study (in 
courses or directed reading) which will form a natural supplement to their field of 
research.
T he aim of the department in graduate work is to devote its resources primarily to 
the instruction of students who expect to proceed to the Ph.D. in philosophy. It is 
not the normal policy of the department to accept as graduate students those who 
have no intention of pursuing academic work beyond the M.A. degree. However, 
the department will be prepared to accept as M.A. candidates those students who 
expect to continue advanced studies later, either in philosophy or in some other
field, and those who, while not expecting to pursue graduate work beyond the M.A.,
nevertheless give satisfactory evidence of a serious interest in philosophy.
RO M AN CE STUD IES ( A R T S )
Professors F . B . A g a rd , M. G. B is h o p , J. J. Demorest, R .  A. H a l l , J r ., L. C. P o r t e r ,
B . L . R id e o u t .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
French Linguistics 1, 2, 3, 4 Romance Linguistics 1, 2, 3, 4
French Literature 1, 2, 3, 4 Spanish Linguistics 1, 2, 3, 4
Italian 1, 2, 4 Spanish Literature 1, 2, 3, 4
A working knowledge of Latin is especially desirable for all candidates for advanced 
degrees in this field. All candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy must 
satisfy the language requirement in French and German before beginning to earn 
the fourth residence unit. A graduate student in romance studies should have 
completed some formal course of study in the language and literature of the language 
which he intends to select as his major subject and should have adequate preparation 
for advanced work in his minor subjects.
RUSSIAN ( A R T S )
Professors G. H . Fairbanks (Linguistics), V ladim ir Nabokov  (Literature). 
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Russian Literature 1, 2, 3, 4 Slavic Linguistics 1, 2, 3, 4
Course offerings in Slavic linguistics include Old Bulgarian and Old Russian; they 
also include courses in descriptive, historical, and comparative methods of analysis 
applied to the Slavic languages. Candidates for advanced degrees with a major in 
Slavic linguistics should have a reading knowledge of both French and German; 
candidates for the Ph.D. with a major in Slavic linguistics are expected to develop 
proficiency in a second Slavic language.
SPEECH AND DRAM A ( A R T S )
Professors H . D. A lbrigh t, C. C. A r n o l d , H a r r y  C a p l a n , G. A. M cC a l m o n , W. H. 
St a in t o n ,  C. K. T h o m a s , H. A. W ic h e l n s , J. F. W il s o n .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Division o f R hetoric and P ublic  Dramatic Production 2, 3, 4
Address: Playwriting 2, 3, 4
Rhetoric and Public Address 1, 2, 3, 4 Division o f Phonetics:
Principles of Public Address 3, 4 Speech and Phonetics 1, 2, 3, 4
Classical and Medieval Rhetoric 3, 4 General Linguistics 1, 2, 3, 4
Division of D ramatic Production: See also General Linguistics (Arts)
Drama and the Theatre 1
The chief aim of graduate work in speech and drama is to develop competent 
investigators and teachers. In many cases, the work will require more than the 
minimum periods of residence. Ordinarily, residence in this University during at 
least two academic years will be necessary for the doctorate.
Applicants for graduate study in the field of speech and drama must take the 
Graduate Record Examination Aptitude Test in sufficient time to permit con­
sideration of the results along with the application for admission to the Graduate 
School.
Candidates intending to major in the Division of Phonetics must present training 
in a foreign language equivalent to three college entrance units, or in two foreign 
languages equivalent to two college entrance units in each.
Candidates for the Master’s degree in the Division of Dramatic Production are 
required to complete at least one academic year and one summer session in residence.
Candidates for the Doctor’s degree in the Division of Rhetoric and Public 
Address will usually choose one minor subject from the field of literary history and 
criticism or from that of the social sciences. Substitution of Latin or Greek for one 
of the modern languages may be requested.
In the Division of Dramatic Production candidates for the Doctor’s degree will be 
required to take dramatic literature as a minor subject, unless they have already 
pursued systematic study in this subject. If preparing for general teaching, candi­
dates will be advised to take additional courses in rhetoric and public address and 
in speech and phonetics. Candidates for the doctorate in this Division must expect 
to be in residence two years and one summer beyond the requirements for the 
Master’s degree.
Students in the Division of Dramatic Production will be expected to avail 
themselves of the opportunities for theatre practice afforded by various branches 
of the Cornell University Theatre.
A fuller description of the graduate programs in Speech and Drama may be 
obtained by writing to the Field Representative, Department of Speech and Drama.
SOCIAL SCIENCES
A G R IC U L T U R A L  ECONOM ICS (AG.)
Professors C . A . B r a t t o n , M . E . B r u n k , K . S. C a r p e n t e r , H .  E . C o n k l in , L. C .
C u n n in g h a m , L . B. D a r r a h , H e r r e l l  D e G r a f f , B. A. D o m in i c k , W. G . E a r l e ,
V. B. H a r t , G. W. H ed lund , R. B. How, T. N. H u r d , A. D. J e f f r e y , C. D. K e a r l ,
M. S. K e n d r ic k , C W. L o o m is , E. A. L u t z , J. W. M e l l o r , J. F. M e t z , M. P.
R a s m u s s e n , K . L .  R o b in s o n , R .  S. S m i t h , L e l a n d  Sp e n c e r , B . F . St a n t o n , R .  P .
St o r y , S. W . W a r r e n .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Agricultural Economics 4 Marketing and Business Management
Economics of Agriculture 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4
Farm Management 1, 2, 3, 4 Public Administration and Finance
Prices and Statistics 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4
Students majoring in this field should consult the description in this Announce­
ment of the Fields of Business and Public Administration, Economics, and Industrial 
and Labor Relations for other subjects related to the work in this field.
A broad knowledge of the physical and biological aspects of agriculture is valuable 
background for graduate work in the Field of Agricultural Economics. Undergraduate 
training should include the basic sciences as well as courses in the production, 
handling, and processing of farm products. (An undergraduate major in Agricultural 
Economics is not required for graduate work in this field.) Firsthand experience in 
farming is desirable.
Candidates for the Doctor’s degree in addition to selecting a major may also 
select a minor from the above list of approved major and minor subjects but should 
choose a second minor from among subjects offered elsewhere in the University.
The field offers opportunities for study and research in the following specialized 
branches: farm management, farm finance, marketing, prices, statistics, business 
management, public administration and finance, agricultural land economics, agri­
cultural geography, agricultural development, and agricultural policy. Students have 
the opportunity and are encouraged to take courses in related fields such as eco­
nomics, statistics, and mathematics.
T he Department has excellent facilities for study and research. Offices are supplied 
for graduate students and laboratories equipped with modern calculating machines 
are available.
Assistantships are available that provide an opportunity for part-time employ­
ment in teaching, research, or extension. Assistants normally conduct their thesis 
research as part of their assistantship duties in connection with departmentally 
financed projects.
The field does not require a foreign language for the degree of Master of Science.
BUSINESS AND PU B LIC  A D M IN IS T R A T IO N
Professors R. A. A n d e r s o n , H. B ie r m a n , E. B r o o k s , H. G. C a n o y e r , E. D a l e , M. G.
d e  C h a z e a u , F. F. G il m o r e , W. J. G o r e , J. E. H a m p t o n , A. M. H il l h o u s e , R. S.
H o l m e s , J. G. B. H u t c h in s , F. L e R ockf .r , A. E. N il ss o n , R .  V. P r e s t h u s , J. M.
R a t h m e l l , M. I. R o e m e r , W. H. Sh a n n o n , C. S. Sh e p p a r d , S. S m id t , D. A. T h o m a s ,
P. P. Van R iper, P. W a s s e r m a n ,  R .  F. W h i t e ,  T . P . W r i g h t .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
The Administrative Process 1, 3, 4 
Finance and Accounting 1, 3, 4 
Supply, Production, and Distribution 1, 3, 4 
Managerial Economics and Politics 1, 3, 4
Students majoring in this field should consult the description in this Announce­
ment of the Fields of Agricultural Economics, Economics, and Industrial and Labor 
Relations for other subjects related to the work in this field.
T he professional degrees of Master of Business Administration and Master of 
Public Administration are awarded by action of the faculty of the Graduate 
School of Business and Public Administration under conditions imposed by that 
faculty, and the prospective candidate should consult the A nnouncem en t o f the 
Graduate School o f Business and P ublic A dm inistra tion .
The Ph.D. program in the Field of Business and Public Administration is aimed 
at providing an advanced and comprehensive education in administration, public 
and private, primarily for men who seek careers in teaching or research in this 
professional field. However, through this program a student may also prepare for 
many types of positions in business and governmental administration in which 
advanced training, if not always an absolute requirement, is highly desirable.
Candidates for the Ph.D. degree proposing to major in Business and Public 
Administration must select a major subject from among those listed above. One of 
the student's minor subjects may also be selected from this list. However, it is the 
policy of the Field of Business and Public Administration to encourage the student 
to select his second minor from among related subjects outside this field. Ph.D. 
candidates with majors in fields other than Business and Public Administration, 
but who wish to minor in this field, may also choose from among the above four 
subjects. Minors at the Master’s level are not encouraged except in unusual cases. 
Though the requirements for a minor are somewhat less rigorous and advanced than 
for a major, minors at either the Master’s or doctoral level presume a suitable 
foundation for advanced work.
Brief descriptions of the scope and method of the subjects in the Field of Business 
and Public Administration are outlined below:
T h e  A d m in is t r a t iv e  P r o c e ss . This subject embraces all aspects of the art and 
science of administering organizations, involving such administrative matters as 
internal organization and structure, administrative behavior, coordination and con­
trol, communications, personnel and human relations, planning, policy formulation, 
and program development. It will normally require the study of both private and 
public administration, and, in some cases, of foreign administration as well.
F in a n c e  a n d  A c c o u n t in g . This subject concerns those aspects of administration 
which are subject to monetary measurement and analysis. It includes accounting, 
with its body of doctrine and its professional literature, together with financial 
analysis of all types, ranging from those found in private investment activities to 
those involved in the operations of public treasurers and budget directors.
S u p p l y , P r o d u c t io n , a n d  D is t r ib u t io n . This subject embraces another large and 
interrelated group of management functions found in both private and public 
administration. It includes work in marketing and market research, production and 
procurement, and, to some extent, traffic management.
M a n a g e r ia l  E c o n o m ic s  a n d  P o l it ic s . This subject emphasizes the selection and 
analysis of economic and political data and relationships as a guide to decision­
making and policy formulation, and involves interdisciplinary work in economics, 
political science, and administration. T he student may approach this subject either 
through the comprehensive and intensive study of economic, political, and admin­
istrative factors and interrelationships associated with particular industries or public 
agencies (interpreting “industry” and “agency” broadly), or, from an over-all point
of view, through the study of various types of problems and relationships which 
may be recurrent through a number of industries and public agencies or through 
the administrative structure of a particular country or society. For example, students 
may approach this subject (1 ) through study of the transportation industry, of the 
problems in city management, etc., or (2 ) through study of some over-all problem  
such as competitive behavior, economic instability, etc.
Admission to the Ph.D. program in Business and Public Administration generally 
presumes academic work in administration or related social science fields at the 
Master’s level. Ordinarily the candidate is expected to have a Master’s degree, but 
this is not an absolute requirement.
A number of fellowships and scholarships are made available each year for can­
didates for the Ph.D. degree in Business and Public Administration (see Fellowships 
and Scholarships, p. 26). Prospective students interested in teaching or research 
assistantships should make their inquiries direct to the Field Representative, Grad­
uate School of Business and Public Administration, McGraw Hall.
CH IL D  D EV ELO PM EN T 
AND FAM ILY R E L A T IO N SH IPS  (H.E.)
Professors A . L. B aldw in, H. B a y e r , W. L. B r it t a in , U. B r o n f e n b r e n n e r , R. H.
D a l t o n , E. C. D e v e r e u x , J r ., H. F e l d m a n , M. E. F o r d , J. H a r d in g , H. L e v in ,
L. D. R o c k w o o d , K. M. R e e v e s .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Child Development and Family Child Development 3, 4
Relationships 1, 2, 3, 4 Family Relationships 3, 4
As a basis for graduate work some training in the social sciences or related 
disciplines is desirable. As a background for advanced work some experience in 
one of the following areas is also desirable: teaching or other experiences with 
children, adolescents, or adults; social or clinical work; or extension teaching or 
administration. However, admission to graduate work is based primarily on evidence 
of the student’s competence to do advanced work and on broad preparation as a 
basis for specialization. Opportunities to acquire background in the social sciences 
are available, and the graduate student with relatively little preparation in the social 
sciences should plan on additional time for the completion of his degree.
Laboratory experience is provided in the Department nursery school, in public 
nursery schools, in play groups in settlement houses, and in other organized groups 
with school-age children. Insofar as facilities are available, graduate students are 
helped to find ways to put their knowledge into practice.
T he department has currently two major research projects in which students may 
participate for the purposes of training and research. One project is a long-range 
interdisciplinary series of researches in social growth. T he other project is concerned 
with the study of pride and shame in children.
Several teaching and research assistantships are available. These are usually 
awarded to advanced graduate students. Application should be made directly to the 
Department of Child Development and Family Relationships.
Since the subject matter in child development and family relationships requires 
an interdisciplinary approach, students are encouraged to supplement their work in 
the field with study in related fields. For related courses, see the departments 
in the A nnouncem ents  indicated: Departments of Psychology and Sociology and 
Anthropology (Arts); Departments of Rural Education and Rural Sociology (Ag.); 
School of Education (Ed.); and School of Industrial and Labor Relations (I.L.R.).
C ITY  AND R E G IO N A L  PL A N N IN G  (AR CH .)  
(See page 47.)
ECONOM ICS ( A R T S )
Professors G. P. Adam s, Jr., M. G. C l a r k , M. A. C o p e l a n d , D. F. D o w d , F. H. G o l a y , 
J. G. B. H u t c h in s , A. E. K a h n , M. S. K e n d r ic k , R. E. M o n t g o m e r y , C h a n d l e r  
M o r s e , P. M. O ’L e a r y , E. J. R ic e .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Economic History 1, 2, 3, 4
Economic Theory and Its History 1, 2, 3, 4
Industrial Organization, Control and Finance 1, 2, 3, 4
International Economics and the Economics of Development 1, 2, 3, 4
Labor Economics 1, 2, 3, 4
Monetary Economics and Fiscal Policy 1, 2, 3, 4
Public Finance 1, 2, 3, 4
Economic Statistics 1, 2, 3, 4
Trade Fluctuations and Determination of Output and Income 1, 2, 3, 4
Students majoring in this field should consult the description in this Announce­
ment of the Fields of Agricultural Economics, Business and Public Administration, 
and Industrial and Labor Relations for other subjects related to the work in 
this field.
Language requirem ent fo r  Master’s degree: college entrance language.
1. For graduate work in economics a student should have the equivalent of an 
undergraduate major in general economics.
2. All candidates for the degree of Ph.D. with major in economics will be required 
to demonstrate competence in at least three subsidiary fields selected from the list 
of approved major and minor subjects in addition to their chosen major and minor 
subjects. One of these subjects must be economic theory and its history unless that 
is selected as a major or minor subject.
3. All candidates for advanced degrees who elect a minor in economics will be held 
for work in economic theory.
4. Candidates for advanced degrees with major in economics may elect one minor 
subject from another field, or may, with the approval of their Special Committees, 
substitute subjects outside economics for one or two of those listed above.
5. Applications for fellowships and scholarships in economics should be filed with 
the Dean of the Graduate School prior to February 13. Applications for teaching fel­
lowships, however, should be made directly to the Chairman of the Department of 
Economics.
ECO NOM ICS OF T H E  H O U SE H O L D  
AND H O U SEH O LD  M A N A G EM EN T (H.E.)
Professors G. J. B y m e r s , M. M. K noll, M. A. R o l l in s , R o se  St e id l , K a t h y r n  W a l k e r , 
J e a n  W a r r e n , L .  J .  W il l ia m s o n .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Economics of the Household and Household Management 1, 2, 4 
Economics of the Household 2, 3, 4 Household Management 2, 3, 4 
Home Economics (General) 5
Students selecting a major in economics of the household and household manage­
ment are expected to take courses in both phases of the field; for the degree of Ph.D. 
the minor subjects are usually selected to support one phase or the other. Appro­
priate minor subjects may be chosen from a variety of fields including other branches 
of home economics, as well as agricultural economics, economics, education, psychol­
ogy, sociology.
As a background for graduate work in this field, a well-rounded undergraduate 
program in home economics is preferable, in general, to specialization. Under­
graduate courses in mathematics, statistics, economics, history, anthropology, sociol- 
ogy, psychology, physics, chemistry, physiology, and bacteriology are also useful.
E D U C A TIO N  AND R U R A L  E D U C A T IO N  (ED.)
Professors J .  S. A h m a n n , H .  G . A n d r u s , A. L . B a l d w in , Sar a  B l a c k w e l l , R a l p h  
C a m p b e l l , H .  R .  C u s h m a n , R .  H .  D a l t o n , A . L . D e e r in g , J o s e p h  D i  F r a n c o ,
C. W . E b e l in g , L . H .  E l l io t t , H .  G . E m m e r s o n , J e a n  F a il in g , R .  B. F is c h e r ,
F . F . F o l t m a n , F . S. F r e e m a n , M . D . G l o c k , C . W . H il l , L .  B . H ix o n , M ar g a r e t  
H u t c h in s , P .  G . J o h n s o n , C . L .  K u l p , J .  P .  L e a g a n s , H e l e n  M o s e r , A . G . N e l s o n , 
I r e n e  P a t t e r s o n , W a l t e r  P a u k , I sa b e l  P ea r d , K a t h e r in e  R e e v e s , K a t h l e e n  
R h o d e s , V. N . R o c k c a s t l e , W . A . Sm ith , F . H . St u t z , F . K . T .  T o m , H e l e n  
W ardf.b er g , A . L . W in s o r ; Deans F r a n k  B a l d w in  a n d  D o r o t h y  V. N. B r o o k s .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Agricultural Education 1, 2, 3, 4 Guidance and Personnel Administration
Education 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4
Educational Administration and History and Theory of Education
Supervision 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4
Educational Psychology and Home Economics Education 1, 2, 4
Measurement 1, 2, 3, 4 Industrial Education 1, 2, 3, 4
Elementary Education 1, 2, 3, 4 Nature, Science and Conservation
Extension and Adult Education Education 1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4 Secondary Education and
Curriculum 1, 2, 3, 4
Students in education may be admitted to candidacy for two types of advanced 
degrees: (1) the general degrees, M.A., M.S., or Ph.D., or (2) the professional degrees, 
M.Ed., or Ed.D. Requirements for (2) and a listing and description of courses in this 
field are to be found in the A nnouncem ent of the School o f Education.
T he requirements for admission to candidacy for the general degrees are the 
same as those for the professional degrees. In the field of Education there is no 
foreign language requirement for Masters’ degrees unless stipulated by the candi­
date's Special Committee.
FAR EA STERN  STUD IES ( A R T S )
Professors K n ig h t  B ig c e r s t a f f , J. M . E c h o l s , F . H .  G o l a y , C . F . H ockf.t t , R .  B . 
J o n e s , G . M cT .  K a h in , E . E . L e C l a ir e , M . E . O p l e r , N . A . P a t t il l o , Harold  
Shadick, L a u r is t o n  S h a r p , R .  J. S m i t h .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Chinese Literature 1, 2, 3, 4 Far Eastern Studies 3, 4
Requirements for the Doctor’s degree with a major in Chinese literature: (1) 
familiarity with representative works in classical and vernacular Chinese; (2) broad 
knowledge of the available translations of Chinese literature and critical studies in 
Western languages; (3) specialized knowledge of at least two subfields such as the 
Confucian or Taoist classics, poetry, drama, fiction, classical prose, or twentieth- 
century writings.
T he requirements for the M.A. degree or for a minor in Chinese literature are 
roughly equivalent to (1) and (2 ) above.
The requirements for the minor in Far Eastern Studies include a detailed knowl­
edge of China or Southeast Asia or India and a general acquaintance with one other 
of these areas.
The department administers special interdisciplinary area programs on China, 
India, and Southeast Asia. These are fully described in the A nnouncem ent o f the 
D epartm ent o f Far Eastern Studies, obtainable from the department, Morrill Hall. 
Graduate students in the China program may major in Far Eastern history (see H is­
tory) or in Chinese literature; or they may minor in these fields or in Far Eastern 
Studies, with the major in another field. Graduate students in the India or South­
east Asia programs may major in any field for which study of these areas is relevant; 
they minor in Far Eastern Studies.
Several assistantships are available for which application should be made directly 
to the Department of Far Eastern Studies. A number of special scholarships and 
fellowships are available to students in the China and Southeast Asia programs; see 
Fellowships and Scholarships, p. 27.
T he Cornell University Library includes unique European-language collections on 
China, India, and Southeast Asia, and good working collections of books and peri­
odicals in Chinese, Indonesian, and Thai.
G EN ERA L L IN G U IST IC S ( A R T S )
Professors F . B. A g a rd , J  M . Cowan, J. M. E c h o l s , G. H . F a ir b a n k s , W. H. F r e n c h , 
R. A. H a l l , J r ., C. F. H o c k e t t , R. B. J o n e s , J r ., W. G. M o u l t o n , C. K. T h o m a s .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
General Linguistics 1, 2, 3, 4
T he following more specialized linguistic subjects, listed elsewhere, are also avail­
able: Speech and Phonetics (see Speech and Drama); Latin language, Greek language 
(see the Classics); Old and Middle English (see English Language and Literature); 
Germanic linguistics (see German); French, Spanish, and Romance linguistics (see 
Romance Studies); and Slavic linguistics (see Russian). In any of these, emphasis is 
laid on (1) methodology, and (2 ) the body of results already attained in the subject; 
in general linguistics the primary emphasis is on (1), and in the linguistics of a 
specified language or group of languages the primary emphasis is on (2 ).
Other special research interests of the staff members, in which formal or informal 
course work can be arranged upon demand, are: pidginized and creolized languages; 
dialectology and linguistic geography, especially in the American-English, Dutch, 
French, German, and Italian areas; comparative Indo-European; classical and modern 
Armenian; Pali and Old Persian; American Indian languages; language and culture; 
information theory; Burmese, Chinese, Indonesian, Thai, and Vietnamese.
Candidates for the M.A. with a major in general linguistics are required to have 
a reading knowledge of either French or German. Candidates for the Ph.D. with a 
major in general linguistics are required to have a reading knowledge of both French 
and German and to elect cultural anthropology as one of their minors.
T he Cornell Linguistics Club, open to all interested, meets biweekly throughout 
the school year and affords an opportunity for the presentation and discussion of 
current developments in linguistics.
G O V E R N M E N T  ( A R T S )
Professors H. W. B riggs , A. T . D o t s o n , M. E in a u d i , A. H a c k e r , G. M cT. K a h i n ,
H. M. R o e l o f s , C. Rossiter, A. W e s t in .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
American Government and Institutions International Law and Organization 
1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4
Comparative Government 1, 2, 3, 4 International Relations 1, 2, 3, 4
Constitutional Law 1, 2, 3, 4 T he Political Process 1, 2, 3, 4
Political Theory 1, 2, 3, 4 
Public Administration 1, 2, 3, 4
For graduate work in government a candidate should have a general knowledge 
of political science, history, economics, and international affairs. It is recommended 
that candidates for the Ph.D. with major study in government should take at least 
one minor outside the field.
In addition to the qualifying and final examinations, candidates for the Ph.D. 
with a major in government will be required to pass a comprehensive written exam ­
ination prior to the completion of four terms of residence and before commencing 
work on the thesis. This examination shall comprise American government and 
institutions, political theory, and three additional subjects to be selected by the 
candidate: either (1) from the approved major and minor subjects listed by the 
Field, or (2) where minor subjects are taken outside the Field, from such minors 
as may be required by the professor in charge.
The attention of students desiring to do graduate work in public law is directed 
to opportunities open to them in the Law School. Members of the faculty of the 
Law School may serve as members of Special Committees where appropriate arrange­
ments have been made.
H ISTO R Y  ( A R T S )
Professors K n ig h t  B ic c e r s t a f f , D . B . D av is , E . W. F o x , P. W. G a t e s , H e n r y  G u e r - 
l a c , M . L. W. L a is t n e r , F. G. M a r c h a m , T. E. M om m sen, C. P. N e t t e l s , D e x t e r  
P e r k in s , E. F. R ic e , J r ., W. M. Sim o n , M ar c  Sz e f t e l .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
American History 1, 2, 3, 4 Medieval History 1, 2, 3, 4
Ancient History 1, 2, 3, 4 Early Modern European History
Far Eastern History 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4
English History 1, 2, 3, 4 Slavic History 1, 2, 3, 4
European History since 1V89, 1, 2, 3, 4 Southeast Asian History 1, 2
History of Science 1, 2, 3, 4
Th e language requirem ent for the M aster’s degree is proficiency in French, 
German, or Russian. A no ther foreign language may be substitu ted  if, in the ju d g ­
m ent of the candidate’s Special C om m ittee, the relative am ount, quality and p er­
tinence o f source materials and scholarly w riting in the candidate’s approved major 
subject are superior in that language to the one fo r which it is substitu ted .
In the case of candidates for the Ph.D. degree, substitution for one of the three 
ordinarily required languages (French, German, Russian) may be approved by 
the candidate’s Special Committee for the same reason. Candidates for the Ph.D. in 
Chinese or Southeast Asian History must have a reading knowledge of the appro­
priate Far Eastern language. Substitution of the Far Eastern language for one of the 
required languages may be requested. Candidates for the Ph.D. in Slavic History must 
have a reading knowledge of Russian. Candidates for the Ph.D. in Ancient History
must read both Greek and Latin in addition to French and German, and in Medieval
History must read Latin in addition to two of the ordinarily required languages.
Proficiency must be demonstrated in one foreign language at the beginning 
of the student’s first term in the Graduate School. Linguistic trainihg should 
preferably be obtained by the student during his undergraduate years, but deficiency 
in one language can be made up after admission to the Graduate School.
Candidates majoring in History may take minors in other history subjects or in 
other fields of the Graduate School.
In addition to several fellowships (see p. 26), a number of assistantships are avail­
able. Prospective students interested in applying for assistantships should write 
directly to the Chairman, Department of History, Boardman Hall.
H O M E ECONOM ICS, G EN ERA L (H.E.)
Professors: See Child Development and Family Relationships, Economics of the 
Household and Household Management, Food and Nutrition, Home Economics 
Education, Housing and Design, Institution Management, Textiles and Clothing. 
M ary K. Bloetjes.
APPROVED MINOR SUBJECT 
General Home Economics 5
For students who wish the minor to give breadth of contact with the field of home 
economics rather than depth in one area. Courses to be selected from the offerings 
in several of the areas of home economics.
H O M E ECO NOM ICS E D U C A T IO N  (H.E.ED.)
Professors S. B l a c k w e l l , M. H u t c h in s , H. M o s e r , I. P a t t e r s o n  and K. Rhodes. 
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Home Economics Education 1, 2, 4 
General Home Economics 5 (see Home Economics)
Graduate students may have a major or a minor in Home Economics Education 
during candidacy for any one of the following degrees:
General degrees—Master of Science, Doctor of Philosophy.
Professional degrees—Master of Education, Doctor of Education.
(See A nnouncem ent o f the School o f Education  for requirements for professional 
degrees.)
A candidate for an advanced degree with a major or minor in Home Economics 
Education is expected to have an undergraduate major in Home Economics and 
some courses in Education. Experience in teaching is desirable as a basis for 
graduate work and may be accepted in some cases in lieu of undergraduate courses 
in Education.
Graduate students prepare for positions in many phases of Home Economics 
Education, such as adult education, extension teaching, secondary school teaching, 
college teaching, administration and supervision of home economics programs, 
and research in home economics education. Students may observe and participate in 
home economics programs at all age levels through the schools, the College of Home 
Economics, the Extension Service, and other agencies.
Candidates for advanced degrees with a major in Home Economics Education are 
expected to acquire a general knowledge of (1) the history and philosophies of 
education: (2 ) principles of (a) curriculum development, (b) educational psychology, 
(c) teaching methods, (d) evaluation, and (e) research methods in education.
Departmental research projects provide opportunities for students to gain 
experience in research procedures and may yield data for theses of Masters’ or doctoral 
candidates. Projects in progress during 1957-1958 include (a) identifying factors 
related to the effectiveness of high school homemaking programs, (b) a community 
approach to student teaching, (c) contributions of the high school homemaking 
program toward improved family living in the community, and (d) factors related to 
college teaching.
H O T E L  A D M IN IS T R A T IO N  ( H O T E L )
Professors R. A. B e c k , P. R. B r o t e n , C . E. C l a d e l , M. H. E r ic s o n , G. W . LaHin,
H. B. M e e k , F .  H. R a n d o l p h , H. J .  R e c k n a g e l , C . I. Sa y l e s , T .  W . S il k , L. T o t h , 
J .  J .  W a n d e r s t o c k .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Hotel Administration 1, 2, 4 Hotel Accounting 2, 3, 4
Graduate work in the Field of Hotel Administration is open to those who have 
com pleted in fu ll  the requirem ents for the undergraduate degree in the School o f 
H otel Adm inistra tion  and to them  only.
Students who hold Bachelors’ degrees in the liberal arts or in general business 
administration who wish a program in hotel administration normally enroll in the 
undergraduate division. They may become candidates for an additional Bachelor’s 
degree or at their choice simply enroll for a specialized program of hotel adminis­
tration courses suited to their particular needs.
H O U SIN G  AND DESIGN (H.E.)
Professors G. H. B e y e r , L. L. B o w e r , H . J. Cady, G. C. M il l ic a n , S. N e b l e t t , 
V. T r u e .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Housing and Design 1, 2, 3, 4
Language requirem ent for the M aster’s degree: college entrance language, or pro­
ficiency before beginning o f second residence u n it.
For the degree of M.S. with a major in Housing and Design, the work may be 
focused in Housing or in Design. T he student should have a general knowledge of 
basic concepts of the particular area (or branch of the area) in the Field of Housing 
and Design in which he proposes to major.
T he program for the degree of M.S. varies for each phase of study. Flexibility in 
programming cares for varying backgrounds and objectives of students. A major 
must obtain a comprehensive knowledge of one of the subjects of this field. The  
student is required to fill in gaps in his background where they apply in such areas 
as social science, fine arts, statistics, and research methods. Such a student must 
expect that he may need to spend additional time at Cornell. T he candidate should 
choose a minor in a related field.
A major in the field of Housing and Design leading to the Ph.D. degree is offered. 
T he emphasis is on the socio-economic and family aspects of housing.
For work toward the doctorate with a major in Housing and Design the student 
must expand his knowledge beyond the specialized subject in which he focused for 
work toward the Master’s degree. Professional experience is desirable. Two minors 
are selected from fields related to Housing and Design.
Members of the staff will direct work in the following subject matter areas: Design: 
Professors Cady, Millican, Neblett, True; Socio-economic Aspects o f H ousing and  
General H ousing Research: Professors Beyer and Bower.
IN D U S T R IA L  AND LA B O R R E LA T IO N S (I.L.R.)
Professors L . P . A d a m s , R. L . A r o n s o n , I. B l u m e n , T .  B u r l in g , R. N . C a m p b e l l , 
J. T . C a r p e n t e r , M. P. C a t h e r w o o d , M . G. C l a r k , A. H. C o o k , R. C o r v in i , D. E. 
C u l l e n , R. H. F e r g u s o n , F. F. F o l t m a n , C. A . H anson, W . L . H od ges, V. H. 
J e n s e n , M. R. K o n v it z , H. A. L a n d sb er g er , A. H. L e ig h t o n , D. M. M a c I n t y r e , 
P . J .  M c C a r t h y , J. W . M cC o n n e l l , J .  T .  M c K e l v e y , F . B. M il l e r , J. G. M il l e r , 
R. E. M o n t g o m e r y , J .  O . M o r r is , M . F . N e u f e l d , R. L . R a i m o n , R. F . R is l e y , 
A. W . Sm i t h , N. A. T o l l e s , H. M . T r ic e , W . F . W h y t e , B. F . W il l c o x , J .  P. W in d - 
MULLER, A. L . WlNSOR.
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Collective Bargaining and Labor Unions 1, 2, 3, 4 
Economic and Social Statistics 1, 2, 3, 4 
Human Resources and Administration 1, 2, 3, 4
Labor Economics and Income Security 1, 2, 3, 4
Industrial and Labor Relations Problems 4
Students majoring in this field should consult the description in this Announce­
ment of the Fields of Agricultural Economics, Business and Public Administration, 
and Economics for other subjects related to the work in this field.
Language requirem ent fo r  M aster’s degree: proficiency in one language approved 
by the Special Com m ittee before beginning the second residence un it.
A description of the program leading to the degree of Master of Industrial and 
Labor Relations, which is designed to provide broad coverage and some specializa­
tion, is found in the A nnouncem ent o f the School o f Industria l and Labor Relations.
For both the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees emphasis is placed upon independent study 
and research. T he following are minimum requirements prerequisite to the inde­
pendent investigations required in the major or minor subjects:
C o l l e c t iv e  B a r g a in in g , L a b o r  L a w , a n d  L a b o r  M o v e m e n t s . For a Ph.D. major, the 
candidate must show proficiency in the following areas of knowledge: (1 ) history of 
the labor movement and collective bargaining in the United States; (2) history of 
unionism and labor relations in major industries; (3) theories of trade unionism and 
collective-bargaining; (4) structure, government, administration, and activities of the 
labor movement and of major national unions; (5) structures, procedures, practices 
and major issues in collective bargaining; (6 ) federal and state legislation and leading 
cases in labor relations law; (7) role of government in labor relations, with emphasis 
on the methods and implications of different forms of dispute settlement; (8 ) history 
and problems of labor movements and labor relations in other countries; (9) 
bibliography and major sources of information in collective bargaining and trade 
unionism.
For a Ph.D. minor, (1), (3), (4), (5), (6 ), and (7) are required.
For an M.S. major, (1), (4), (5), (6 ), and (7) are required.
For an M.S. minor, (1), (4), and (5) are required.
E c o n o m ic  a n d  So c ia l  St a t is t ic s . For a major in this subject the candidate must 
show (1) good command of the principles of statistical reasoning; (2 ) proficiency in 
the use of statistical methods and in the processing of statistical data; (3) qualified 
skill in the application of proper statistical tools of analysis to a specific topic in 
economics or social studies, including a thorough knowledge of statistical sources; 
(4) knowledge of differential and integral calculus.
For a minor, (1), (2), (3) are required, the level being less advanced than for a 
major.
H u m a n  R eso u r c es  a n d  A d m in is t r a t io n . For a major in this subject the candidate 
must demonstrate:
1. Knowledge of the fields basic in individual and social behavior and of concepts 
of administration and supervision.
2. Special competence in one of three areas of study, as follows:
A. H um an  R elations
(1) T he principal human relations problems commonly found in industrial 
and labor relations and the bearing of these problems on other fields such as 
collective bargaining, labor organization, management organization, economics 
and law; (2 ) the problems involved in the relationship between industries and 
communities; (3) resources generally available in educational techniques and 
community services that have bearing on human relations problems; (4) theories 
of human organization.
B. D evelopm ent of H u m a n  Resources
(1) Social, economic, and political factors which influence the value and 
scope of educational and training activities conducted for the development of
manual, technical, and managerial personnel; (2 ) the philosophy, controlling 
purpose, and organizational setting characteristic of development programs in 
industry, academic institutions, labor organizations, governmental agencies, 
private trade associations, and consulting services; (3) organizational behavior 
and administrative practices which assist or hinder the growth and devel­
opment of the individual; (4) understanding of organization, techniques, and 
operations of activities utilized in the development of manual, technical, 
and managerial personnel.
C. Personnel A dm inistration
(1) Understanding of the nature and scope of the personnel function and 
the social, economic and political factors which influence its development; (2 ) 
knowledge of the organization of the personnel function and the techniques, 
methods and procedures utilized in carrying on the personnel activities of an 
organization; (3) knowledge of industrial and labor legislation and regulatory 
functions of government as related to the personnel function; (4) under­
standing of basic factors affecting the relationships between individuals and 
groups within an organization and between organizations.
3. Ability to isolate issues worthy of research, to identify and locate relevant 
studies or other sources of information, and independently to develop and 
conduct additional research.
For a minor 1 and 3 and either 2-A (1) and (4), or 2-B (1) and (2), or 2-C (1) and (2).
I n d u s t r i a l  a n d  L a b o r  R e l a t i o n s  P r o b l e m s . (Offered as a minor o n l y  to graduate 
students in fields of study other than industrial and labor relations.)
A candidate for an advanced degree must have a general understanding of the 
subject matter in the field of industrial and labor relations. In order to prepare for 
a minor in this field, the candidate will normally complete three to five courses in 
accordance with a program approved by his Special Committee.
L a b o r  E c o n o m i c s  a n d  I n c o m e  S e c u r i t y . T his field of study involves analysis of the 
labor force, labor markets, wages and related terms of employment, income distribu­
tion, unemployment, health and safety in industry, superannuation, and private 
programs and legislation designed to meet income and employment problems.
For a major in this field, the candidate must demonstrate (1) comprehensive 
knowledge of historical developments and current issues in the area of employment 
and income; (2 ) skill in analysis of economic, political, social, and administrative 
problems in this field; (3) knowledge of the significant legislation dealing with 
income, employment, and employee welfare; (4) detailed acquaintance with the 
literature and sources of information in the field; (5) familiarity with income and 
employment problems and related legislation in selected foreign countries.
For a minor, (2) and (3) are required.
Interviews are desired with all applicants. If at all possible, persons interested in 
admission should arrange for a visit to Ithaca. Inquiries concerning interviews 
should be directed to the Secretary of the Graduate Committee, New York State 
School of Industrial and Labor Relations.
Applications for graduate assistantships to begin in September should be received 
not later than February 15; for February, not later than November 15. Write to the 
Secretary of the Graduate Committee for application material.
T he Carnegie Corporation of New York has granted funds for two-year fellowships 
in industrial psychiatry, which provide an opportunity for trained psychiatrists to 
study at the New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations and to apply 
psychiatric knowledge and methods to the problems of industry in actual plant 
situations. Applicants must hold an M.D. degree and have completed a minimum  
of two years of approved training in psychiatry.
Note, also, the special Tuition Scholarships, p. 29.
IN S T IT U T IO N  M A N A G EM EN T (H.E.)
Professors M a r y  B l o e t j e s , A l ic e  B u r g o in , K a t h l e e n  C u t l a r , Karla Longree, A im e e  
M o o r e .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Institution Management 2, 4
A strong background of undergraduate courses in food and nutrition and the 
supporting physical and biological sciences and a well-balanced program in other 
branches of home economics are expected. Undergraduate courses in institution man­
agement and some experience in managerial dietetics or commercial food service 
administration are desirable.
Graduate work leading to the Master’s degree may emphasize either the admin­
istrative or the more technical aspects of institution management. There is no pre­
scribed program of study for either the major or the minor in this field. It is 
expected that the program will supplement the student’s previous training and 
experience to achieve a well-rounded knowledge of the subject, with due considera­
tion given to the student’s purpose in undertaking graduate study.
Related minors are in other branches of home economics, particularly food and/ 
or nutrition, or in such subjects as personnel administration, agricultural marketing, 
hotel accounting, and education.
Members of the staff w ill direct work in institution administration and manage­
ment and in experimental quantity cookery.
The department offers opportunities for experimentation in the research kitchen, 
the cafeteria, and the tea room. Several graduate assistantships are available.
LAW
Professors M. H . C a r d o z o , W. D. C u r t iss , W. T . D e a n , W. H . F a r n h a m , H .  A. 
F r e e m a n , H .  G. H e n n , J .  W. M a c D o n a l d , L. W . M o r s e , R. S. P a s l e y , N . P e n n e y , 
R. B. Sc h l e s in g e r , J. T . Sn e e d , G. T h o r o n , P. W a r d , E. N. W a r r e n , B. F. W illcox.
APPROVED MINOR SUBJECT 
Law 4
R U R A L  SOCIOLOGY
Professors F . D. A l e x a n d e r , W. A . A n d e r s o n , G. J. C u m m in g s , B. L . E llenbogen, O. F . 
L a r s o n , R. A . P o l s o n , C . E. R a m s e y , W. W. R e e d e r , P .  T a ie t z , H .  E. T h o m a s , 
R. M. W il l ia m s , J r .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Rural Sociology 1, 2, 4
Organization Methods and Community Development 2, 3, 4 
Methods in Social Research 2, 3, 4
Some of the occupations which graduates in rural sociology most frequently 
enter are college teaching and research in rural sociology; extension work in rural 
sociology; community development and extension work in foreign cultures and in 
underdeveloped areas; social research work with government and private organiza­
tions; and consultation in organization methods and community development. Many 
foreign students find this training fits their needs as they prepare for similar 
activities in their own countries.
Several teaching and research assistantships are available. Application should be 
made directly to the Department of Rural Sociology.
Research assistants and some other graduate students have the opportunity to 
participate in planning and carrying out the Department's research programs under
the supervision of project leaders. Some of the projects currently active are: social 
change in rural areas; the rural-urban fringe; migratory farm labor problems; pro­
gram planning procedures; old age and retirement; population trends; experiments 
in community development; the sociology of health; social participation; recruitment 
for professional services in rural areas; and part-time and low income farmers.
Supervised field experience in organization methods and community development 
is also being instituted for mature, interested students. Those interested in some 
of the applications of research have an opportunity to observe and participate in the 
Department of Rural Sociology projects in extension work and in studies designed to 
test extension methods.
A student offering R u ra l Sociology as a major fo r the Ph D. degree is expected 
to acquire a thorough knowledge of: (a) sociological theory and its history; (b) the 
methodology of sociological research; (c) rural sociology and the research in this field; 
and (d) organization methods and community development.
When R ural Sociology is offered as a m ajor for the M.S. degree or as a m inor for  
the Ph.D. degree, the candidate is expected to acquire a general knowledge of (a), 
(b), (c), and (d) listed above.
When Organization M ethods and C om m unity D evelopm ent is offered as a major 
for the M.S. degree or as a m inor fo r  the Ph.D. degree, the candidate is expected to 
acquire a thorough knowledge of organization methods and community development 
and a general knowledge of (a), (b), and (c) listed above.
When M ethods in Social Research is offered as a m ajor for the M.S. degree or as a 
m inor for the Ph.D. degree, the candidate is expected to acquire a thorough 
knowledge of the methodology of sociological research and a general knowledge of 
(a), (c), and (d) listed above.
Majors for the Ph.D. degree are required to take one minor outside the Field of 
Rural Sociology and in most cases will be encouraged to take both minors outside 
the major field.
In general, for an M.S. major in the Field of Rural Sociology, the minor should be 
selected outside the Field.
W hile any minor is possible, such minors as general sociology, social psychology, 
anthropology, family relationships, guidance and personnel administration, exten­
sion education, agricultural economics, statistics, and mathematics are among those 
most closely related and most frequently chosen.
The various college Announcements, which describe courses, should be consulted. 
Of interest to Rural Sociology majors and minors will be the offerings of the 
Departments of Sociology and Anthropology and of Psychology in the College of 
Arts and Sciences; of the Departments of Rural Education and Agricultural 
Economics in the College of Agriculture; of the Department of Child Development 
and Family Relationships in the College of Home Economics; of the School of 
Industrial and Labor Relations; of the Graduate School of Business and Public 
Administration; and of the College of Architecture. Students interested in the Far 
East will wish to consult the A nnouncem ent o f the D epartm ent of Far Eastern 
Studies, obtainable from that Department in Morrill Hall.
SOCIOLOGY AND A N T H R O P O L O G Y  ( A R T S )
Professors J. P. D e a n , C. F. H o c k e t t , A. R. H o l m b e r g , N. K a p l a n , W. W. L a m b e r t ,
E. E. L e C l a ir , J r ., A. H. L e ig h t o n , J. W. M c C o n n e l l , M. E. O p l e r , L. Sh a r p , R. J.
Sm i t h , G. F. Streib, J. M. St y c o s , E. A. S u c h m a n , W. F. W h y t e , R. M.
W il l ia m s , J r .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Sociology 1, 2, 3, 4 Cultural Anthropology 1, 2, 3, 4
Social Psychology 1, 2, 3, 4 Statistics 2, 3, 4
Language requirem ent fo r  the M aster’s degree: proficiency in one language 
acceptable to the Special Com m ittee.
For graduate work in any of these fields a student should have a general back­
ground in human biology, the social sciences, and the humanities. He should also 
have some knowledge of the basic concepts and applications of social statistics, 
although deficiencies in this respect can be made up in the course of his work as a 
graduate student.
It is recommended that candidates for advanced degrees in sociology or anthro­
pology should take at least one minor outside these fields.
There are several assistantships which are normally awarded to advanced graduate 
students. Applications should be made directly to the Department of Sociology and 
Anthropology.
T he department sponsors various social research programs and field projects in 
which graduate students may participate directly for purposes of training or research. 
One such current research program is a combined program of instruction and 
research on the modernization of nonindustrialized areas. In connection with this 
applied anthropology program, continuing field research projects have been initiated  
in the American Southwest, South America, India, and Southeast Asia to study the 
effects of the introduction of modern technology in underdeveloped regions. These 
and other research programs are carried on under the auspices of the Cornell 
Social Science Research Center, which is described in the section on Research Centers.
T he requirements for the Doctor’s degree are listed below. T he requirements for 
the M.A. or M.S. degrees correspond generally to the minor requirements for the 
Doctor’s degree.
So c io l o g y . When offered as a  major: (1) a thorough knowledge of the field of 
sociological theory and its history; (2 ) a thorough knowledge of the methodology of 
sociological research; and (3) a detailed knowledge of at least three subfields in 
sociology from among the following: American society, the family, formal organiza­
tion and bureaucracy, intergroup relations, political sociology, public opinion or 
communication,* small groups,* social movements, stratification, urban sociology, 
and demography.
When offered as a minor: a general knowledge of part (1) of the above require­
ment and a satisfactory knowledge of one or two subfields.
C u l t u r a l  A n t h r o p o l o g y . When offered as a major: (1) a thorough knowledge of 
the history of anthropology and of anthropological tneory and method; (2 ) familiarity 
with the major culture areas of the world; (3) a detailed knowledge of the ethnology 
of at least one such area; (4) a grasp of the principles of linguistics and of physical 
anthropology, and familiarity with the most important findings of archaeology.
When offered as a minor: parts (1) and (2) of the above requirements.
St a t is t ic s . W hen offered as a minor for the Ph.D. degree: (1) completion of an 
approved sequence of courses; (2 ) completion of a research project which demon­
strates that the candidate is able to select methods appropriate to the problems and 
to employ advanced statistical methods.
The prospective student is advised to consult the A nnouncem ents  describing offer­
ings of the following departments for information about other instruction and 
research in the Field of Sociology and Anthropology: Psychology (Arts), the Depart­
ment of Rural Sociology (Ag.), the School of Industrial and Labor Relations (I.L.R .), 
the Department of Child Development and Family Relationships (H.E.), and Far 
Eastern Studies (Far Eastern Studies).
‘ Permitted only for students not offering Social Psychology as a minor.
STA T IST IC S (AG., A R T S ,  ENG IN . ,  I .L.R.)
Professors I. B l u m e n , R. B e c h h o f e r , W. T. F e d e r e r , P. J. M cCarthy, D. S. R o b s o n ,
R. G. D. St e e l e , L. W e iss .
APPROVED MAJOR SUBJECT
Statistics 1, 2
Language requirem ent for M aster’s degree: proficiency in French, German, or 
Russian or an approved substitu te before com pletion o f the second residence unit.
The aim of graduate work in statistics is the training of individuals who will (1) 
have a thorough knowledge of the theoretical basis of modern statistical method 
and have demonstrated ability to make significant contributions to this theory, (2 ) 
have developed an understanding of the methods of scientific research in general and 
the role which statistics plays in this research, and (3) have had experience in aiding 
workers in various fields in the application of statistical method. For this reason, the 
minor subject or subjects must be taken with individuals outside the Field, and one 
minor will ordinarily be in the Field of Mathematics. Students preparing for graduate 
work in statistics are urged to obtain a thorough grounding in mathematics through 
advanced calculus since their program of study will be seriously delayed if this 
preparation is lacking. If their interest is primarily in mathematical statistics they 
should consult the section on the Field of Mathematics in this Announcement.
A student majoring in statistics must complete a graduate sequence of courses in 
mathematical statistics (offered in the Department of Mathematics) which has been 
approved by his committee. Other course work required of majors in statistics will 
be chosen from among offerings by the above listed members of the Field in the 
Department of Plant Breeding (Ag.) and the Schools of Mechanical Engineering 
(Engin.) and Industrial and Labor Relations (I.L.R.). Provisions for minoring in 
statistics are given in the sections of this Announcement devoted to the Fields of 
Industrial and Labor Relations, Mathematics, Mechanical Engineering, and Plant 
Breeding. A brochure on statistics may be obtained by writing to the Cornell 
Statistics Center, Warren Hall.
T E X T IL E S  AND C L O T H IN G  (H.E.)
Professors F. Y. B o a k , G. L. B u t t , M. H u m p h r e y , E. F. M c M u r r y , M. S. R y a n , O. K.
S in g l e t o n , H. P. Sm i t h , F. M. Sp r a t t , E. E. Stout, M. V. W h i t e .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Textiles 2, 3, 4 Clothing 2, 3, 4
For students who wish to major or minor in the Field of Textiles and Clothing, a 
wide variety of offerings is available both as to course work and opportunities for 
independent study. No fixed curriculum is prescribed for majors or minors in the 
Field. Each student’s program is planned with and for her individually after con­
sideration of her previous training, her present interests, and her plans for the 
future. She is encouraged to make use of the wide opportunities for study in other 
fields and other colleges on campus as well as in this field. Deficiency in back­
ground courses is not necessarily a bar to admission, but it may increase the time 
needed to earn a degree.
Candidates for a Master’s degree in the Field of Textiles and Clothing are expected 
to acquire a general knowledge of all phases of the field and an understanding of 
research methods in textiles and clothing, and to concentrate in any one of the 
various branches of textiles and clothing.
Such facilities as a conditioning room, textile equipment, and a large collection
of historical costumes are available for research. For further information concerning 
facilities, write to the Field Representative.
Ongoing research in textiles and psychology of clothing allows for student 
participation.
Students working toward a Doctor of Philosophy degree in allied fields may minor 
in textiles and clothing.
A limited number of assistantships are available in the department.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES*
A G R IC U L T U R A L  E N G IN E E R IN G  (AG.)
Professors L . L . B o y d , E. W. F oss, O. C. French, H . E. G r a y , W. W. G u n k e l , B. A. 
J e n n in g s , L . W. L a r s o n , G . L e v in e , W. F . M il l ie r , E . S. Sh e p a r d s o n , J .  W . Sp e n ­
c e r , C. W. T e r r y , C. N. T u r n e r , F . B. W r ig h t .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Note: If the major for the M.S. degree is in the subject of agricultural engineer­
ing, the minor should not be elected from the other four subjects; if the major 
for the Ph.D. degree is in the subject of agricultural engineering not more than 
one of the other four subjects may be elected for a minor.
Agricultural Engineering 1, 2, 3, 4 See also Civil Engineering, p. 8 6  and
Farm Electrification 1, 3, 4 Mechanical Engineering, p. 92
Farm Structures 1, 3, 4 
Power and Machinery 1, 3, 4 
Soil and Water Engineering 1, 3, 4
T o be admitted as a candidate for an advanced degree in this field an applicant 
will be required to have completed the equivalent of a recognized agricultural engi­
neering curriculum with a scholarship ranking in at least the upper half of his class. 
A knowledge of general agriculture is also essential. This requirement may be satis­
fied by adequate general farm work experience or formal courses such as botany, 
soils, field crops, animal husbandry, and farm management.
An applicant who is not able to meet the requirements for candidacy for an 
advanced degree may arrange for a program of work as a noncandidate.
A G RO NOM Y (AG.)
Professors M. A l e x a n d e r , A. J. B a u r , K. C . B e e s o n , R. B r a d f ie l d , N. C. B r a d y ,
C . S. B r a n d t , M . G . C l i n e , J. E. D a w s o n , E. C . D u n k l e , S. N . F f.r t ig , R. F e u e r ,
G . R. F r e e , W. L . G r if f e t h , H . B. H a r t w ig , W. K. Kennedy, H . A. K e r r , E. J. 
K in b a c h e r , D. J. L a t h w e l l , E. R. L e m o n , H . A. M a c D o n a l d , R. D. M il l e r , 
R. B. M u sg rave , T . R. N ie l s e n , M . G. P e e c h , M . M . Sc h r e ib f .r , R. R. Se a n e y ,
E. L . St o n e , P . J. Z w e r m a n .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Soils 1, 2, 3, 4
Field Crop Production 1, 2, 3, 4 
Meteorology 1, 2, 3, 4
(a) SPECIAL IN T E R E S T S  OF T H E  F A C U L TY  
So il s :
1. Soil chemistry: Professors Peech, Dawson, Nielsen, Beeson and Brandt
2. Soil physics: Professors Miller and Lemon
3. Soil microbiology: Professor Alexander
4. Soil fertility: Professors Bradfield, Brady, Lathwell and Dunkle
‘ Under faculty listings for several of the biological Fields of Instruction some 
professors are listed at Geneva. This refers to the opportunities for research that are 
at the New York State Agricultural Experiment Station at Geneva (see page 41).
5. Soil morphology, genesis and cartography: Professors Cline, Baur and Feuer
6 . Soil conservation: Professors Zwerman, Free and Kerr
7. Forest soils: Professor Stone
8 . Organic soils: Professor Dawson
F ie l d  C r o p  P r o d u c t io n :
1. Forage crop production, management, and utilization: Professors Hartwig,
MacDonald, Kennedy, Griffeth and Seaney
2. Cereal crops and crop ecology: Professors Musgrave, Aughtry, and Kinbacher
3. Weed Control: Professors Fertig and Schreiber
M e t e o r o l o g y :
1. Agricultural meteorology and climatology
2. Micrometeorology and microclimatology
Prospective students are urged to correspond with the professor in the above lists 
whose interests are nearest their own a few months in advance of the time they 
expect to enter.
(b) PO LIC IES P EC U LIA R  TO  T H E  FIELD
Students preparing for graduate work in agronomy are urged to obtain a thorough 
knowledge of general physics, mathematics through calculus, analytical, organic, 
and physical chemistry, general botany, bacteriology, genetics, plant physiology, and 
geology. Opportunity will be afforded for further study of some of these subjects 
after entering the Graduate School, but a student deficient in two or more of these 
foundation courses cannot expect to receive a degree in the minimum time required 
for residence. Some practical farm experience with soil and crop management prob­
lems is also desirable. Opportunity to acquire additional experience will be afforded 
a limited number of students majoring in the field by summer employment on 
departmental projects.
Students must consult the professor in charge before registering for any course 
numbered above 100 (see Ag., Agronomy).
A N IM A L BR EED IN G  AND PHYSIOLOGY (AG.)
Professors S. A . A sd e l l , R. W. B r a t t o n , J. H. B r u c k n e r , R. K. C o l e , R. H. F o o t e ,
W. H a n s e l , C. R . Henderson, F. B. H u t t , R. A . M o n r o e , A . v a n  T ie n h o v e n .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Animal Breeding 1, 2, 4 Animal Genetics 1, 2, 4
Animal Physiology 1, 2, 3, 4
Language requirem ent for the Master’s degree: proficiency in French or German 
is required by Professors Cole and H u tt. T h e  o ther professors in th is Field usually 
require one language fo r  the M aster’s degree if the studen t expects to become a 
candidate for the Ph.D.
Before entering graduate study in animal breeding, the student should have had 
courses in zoology, general biology, comparative anatomy, physiology, and chemistry, 
and elementary courses in genetics and animal breeding. Some practical experience 
in animal husbandry, poultry husbandry, or plant breeding is desirable.
In the course of their graduate study, students will be expected to take certain 
courses in animal physiology', biochemistry, embryology, cytology, genetics, biometry, 
and histology. One or more of these may be selected as a minor subject.
Graduate studies in animal breeding may be taken in several departments of the 
University, and the student should consult the course offerings of each of these 
departments.
Work in genetics and breeding of large animals, including physiology of repro­
duction, is offered in the Department of Animal Husbandry under the supervision of 
Professors Asdell, Bratton, Foote, Hansel, and Henderson.
Graduate study in animal genetics is offered in the Department of Poultry Hus­
bandry, where work in that field is supervised by Professors Hutt, Cole, Bruckner, 
and van Tienhoven.
AN IM AL HUSBANDRY (AG.)
Professors S. A. A s d e l l ,  H . J. B e a r d e n ,  W . F. B r a n n o n ,  R .  W . B r a t t o n ,  H . W . 
C a r t e r ,  C . M . C h a n c e ,  R. H . F o o t e ,  W . H a n s e l ,  C . R. H e n d e r s o n ,  D . E. H o g u e ,  
J. K. L o o s l i ,  C. M. M c C a y , J. I. M i l l e r ,  E. A. P i e r c e ,  W . G. P o n d ,  J. T . R e id , 
L. H . S c h u l t s ,  S. T . S l a c k ,  S. E. S m i th ,  J. R. S t o u f f e r ,  G. W . T r i m b e r g e r ,  K. L.  
T urk , R. G. W a r n e r ,  G. H. W e l l i n g t o n .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Animal Husbandry 1, 2, 3, 4 Animal Breeding 1, 2, 3, 4
Animal Nutrition 1, 2, 3, 4 Dairy Husbandry 1, 2, 3, 4
Mote: If the major for the Ph.D. lies in one of these subjects, not more than one of 
the other three should be selected for a minor.
Although there are no foreign language requirements for the Master’s degree, 
foreign language is recommended for those candidates who expect to go on for 
the Ph.D.
To enter graduate study in any of the subject matter fields in animal husbandry, 
the student should have the equivalent of the following courses: elementary feeds 
and feeding, animal breeding, and the various production courses in dairy and beef 
cattle, sheep, and swine. Also, the student should have basic courses in biology or 
zoology, bacteriology, chemistry, organic chemistry, mathematics, physics, animal 
physiology, and genetics.
In addition to the graduate courses in animal husbandry, candidates for the 
degrees of M.S. and Ph.D. will be expected to take advanced courses in chemistry, 
biochemistry, physiology, genetics, biological statistics, and other related fields.
AN IM AL N U T R IT IO N  (AG.)
Professors L. L. B a r n e s , R. H. B a r n e s , F. W. H il l , J. K. Loosli, C. M. M c C a y , L. C. 
N o r r is , J. T . R e id , M. L. Sc o t t , S. E. S m i t h , R. G. W a r n e r .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECT 
Animal Nutrition 1, 2, 4
To enter upon graduate study with animal nutrition as a major subject, the 
student should have preparation in general biology or zoology, introductory chem­
istry, analytical chemistry, organic chemistry, physics, human or animal physiology, 
and animal breeding or genetics. Some preparation or experience in livestock or 
poultry production is desirable but not required.
In the course of preparation for an advanced degree, candidates are expected 
to acquire training in biochemistry, physiology, histology, and statistics. Students 
are generally advised to select either biochemistry or physiology as minor fields of 
study for the Master’s degree and both of these subjects as minor fields for the 
doctorate. However, other minor fields of study such as animal breeding, pathology, 
or organic chemistry may be selected, depending upon the student’s interest. Physi­
cal chemistry and advanced work in organic chemistry may be required of students 
particularly interested in the biochemistry of nutrition.
A strong research program in animal nutrition is maintained in the Cornell 
University Agricultural Experiment Station under the direction of members of the 
faculty responsible for the training of graduate students in this field. Students are
frequently able to broaden their research training and experience by participating 
in some of the animal nutrition projects of the Experiment Station. As a research 
problem for the degree, students are permitted to select, if they desire, various 
phases of established projects which permit them to exercise originality and 
independence of thinking.
Students expecting to continue their graduate studies should prepare to meet the 
language requirement for the doctorate during the course of their preparation for 
the Master’s degree.
B A C TERIO LO G Y  (AG.)
Professors E. A. D e l w ic h e , R. F. H o l l a n d , G. K n a y s i, R. E. M a c D o n a l d , H . B.
Naylor, H. W . Se e l e y , J r ., P. J. V a n d e m a r k , M . R. Z e l l e . At Geneva, Professors
A. W. H o f e r , G. J. H u c k e r , N. L. L a w r e n c e , C. S. P e d e r s o n , K. H. St e in k r a u s .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Bacteriology 1, 2, 4 (See also Pathogenic Bacteriology
1, 2, 3, 4, p. 82)
Language requirem ent fo r  M aster’s degree: college entrance language.
Students planning graduate study in bacteriology should have preparation in gen­
eral chemistry, qualitative and quantitative analysis, and organic chemistry, and 
introductory courses in the biological sciences. In addition, training in physical 
chemistry and calculus is desirable. Deficiency in any of the subjects listed does not 
necessarily preclude admission but may increase the time necessary to earn a degree.
Well-equipped laboratories are available. Those branches of microbiological 
research in which the staff is experienced and especially interested include morphol­
ogy and cytology, physiology and biochemistry, genetics, bacteriophagy, and systematic 
and applied bacteriology.
It is to be emphasized that in addition to a creditable performance in the formal 
program of courses leading to a broad knowledge of bacteriology and related fields, 
the graduate student for an advanced degree is expected to demonstrate ability to 
plan and conduct independent and original research. T he successful culmination of 
a worthy research project is considered the important prerequisite to the Ph.D. 
degree.
B IO C H EM ISTR Y  (AG.)
Professors R. H. B a r n e s , L. J. D a n ie l , M. G ib b s , G. P. H ess, R. W. H o l l e y , A. L.
N e a l , W. L. N e l s o n , H. H . W illiam s, L. D. W r ig h t , R. G. Y o u n g . At Geneva,
Professors A. W. A v e n s , D. B. H a n d , Z. I. K e r t e s z , F. A. L e e , G. L. M a c k , W. B.
R o b in s o n , A. C. W a g e n k n e c h t .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Biochemistry 1, 2, 4
A student desiring to undertake graduate work in biochemistry should possess a 
sound chemistry background and a broad training in the biological and physical 
sciences. Opportunity will be provided by the extension of the period of graduate 
study for the candidate to correct minor deficiencies in the above areas. It is recom­
mended that those entering with a strong background in chemistry should choose a 
biological subject as a minor, and conversely, those with a strong background in 
biology should choose a branch of chemistry as a minor. T he program of study, 
including the selection of minor subjects, will be governed by the student’s back­
ground, needs, and interests. By proper selection of minor subjects the student may 
focus his graduate study on animal or plant biochemistry but is expected to be 
proficient in the general field.
Candidates who choose biochemistry as a minor should have adequate training in 
chemistry and the biological sciences.
T he laboratories at Ithaca are especially equipped for research in enzyme chemis­
try, intermediary metabolism, nutritional biochemistry, analytical methods, plant 
and animal investigations, and food biochemistry (at Ithaca and Geneva).
Several assistantships are available both at Ithaca and at Geneva each year, and 
applications for these should be made directly to the faculty representative.
BO TANY (AG.)
Professors H. P. B a n k s , D. W. B ie r h o r s t , W. D. B o n n e r , J r ., D. G. C l a r k , R. T .
C l a u s e n , J. M. K in g s b u r y , L .  F. R a n d o l p h , F. C. St e w a r d , J. F. T h o m p s o n , C. H .
Uhl, and C. S. Y o c u m . At Geneva, Professors F. P. B o y l e , B. E. C l a r k , W. F.
C r o s ie r , J o h n  E in s e t . At the Bailey Hortorium, Professors W. J. D ress, G. H. M.
L a w r e n c e , H. E. M o o r e , J r .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
General Botany 2, 4 Phycology 1, 2, 3, 4
Cytology 1, 2, 3, 4 Plant Morphology and Anatomy 1, 2, 3, 4
Paleobotany 1, 2, 3, 4 Plant Physiology 1, 2, 3, 4
Plant Taxonomy and Ecology 1, 2, 3, 4
Language requirem ent for M aster’s degree: college entrance French an d /o r  
German or proficiency before com pletion o f second residence unit.
General R equirem ents fo r  A ll Degrees
An adequate training in plant morphology and anatomy, plant physiology, and 
plant taxonomy is required of all candidates with major subjects in the field of 
botany.
Requirem ents fo r  M ajor Subjects
Additional basic requirements for the major subjects are as follows:
G e n e r a l  B o t a n y . Additional requirements will be determined in each individual 
case.
C y t o l o g y  a n d  C y t o g e n e t ic s . An adequate knowledge of cytology and two of the 
following: genetics or plant breeding, plant morphology and anatomy, plant physi­
ology, or plant taxonomy. Professors Randolph and Uhl.
P a l e o b o t a n y . Additional training in plant morphology and anatomy, and ade­
quate knowledge of paleobotany and general stratigraphic geology. Professor Banks.
P h y c o l o g y . An adequate knowledge of morphology and taxonomy. Additional 
training in cryptogamic botany and physiology. Professor Kingsbury.
P l a n t  M o r p h o l o g y  a n d  A n a t o m y . Additional training in plant morphology and 
anatomy and plant taxonomy and adequate knowledge of cytology, genetics, or 
paleobotany. Professors Bierhorst and Banks.
P l a n t  P h y s io l o g y . Additional training in plant physiology, and adequate knowl­
edge of chemistry, a general knowledge of mathematics and physics, and training in 
bacteriology, genetics, mycology, plant pathology, or soils. Professors Bonner, Clark, 
Steward, Thompson, and Yocum.
P l a n t  T a x o n o m y  a n d  E c o l o g y . Additional training in plant taxonomy and ecology 
and an adequate knowledge of morphology, genetics and cytology. Professor Clausen.
Opportunity for graduate research in plant taxonomy, with similar requirements, 
is also available to a limited number of graduate students at the Bailey Hortorium. 
Research programs at the Hortorium deal primarily with cultivated plants but are 
necessarily based on studies of indigenous plant populations. Professors Lawrence, 
Moore, and Dress.
C O N SERV A TIO N  (AG.)
Professors J. P. B a r l o w , C. O. B e r g , W. R. E a d t e , L. S. H a m i l t o n , W. J. H a m i l t o n , 
J r . ,  O. H. H e w i t t , P. P. K e l l o g g , R. R. M o r r o w , A. M. P h i l l i p s , Jr., E. C. R a n e y ,
C. G. S i b l e y , G. A . Swanson, D. A. W e b s t e r , and Research Associate A. W. E i p p e r .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Fishery Biology 1, 2, 3, 4 Vertebrate Zoology 1, 2, 3, 4 (including
Forest Conservation 3, 4 herpetology, ichthyology, mammalogy,
Oceanography 1, 2, 3, 4 and ornithology)
W ildlife Management 1, 2, 3, 4
Language requirem ent for the Master’s degree: college entrance French an d /o r  
German or an approved substitute.
T he major and both minor subjects for the doctorate should not be chosen within 
the Field of Conservation. A written, prequalifying examination is given during the 
first week of the fall term to all doctoral candidates.
To undertake graduate study the student should be well prepared in general and 
vertebrate zoology and should have or must acquire a foundation in the specialized 
field of study which he intends to pursue. A strong background in the other biologi­
cal and physical sciences is highly desirable, and a working knowledge of statistical 
methods is important in all fields. Staff members are available to direct graduate 
study during the regular University Summer Session, and selected summer courses 
are offered.
Members of the staff will be interested in directing research in the fields as listed: 
|. P. B a r l o w —oceanography and marine ecology; C. O. Berg—limnology; W. R. 
Eadie—mammalogy; L. S. Hamilton—forest conservation; W. J. Hamilton—mam­
malogy and herpetology; O. H. Hewitt—wildlife management; P. P. Kellogg—orni­
thology and biological acoustics; R. R. Morrow—forest conservation; A. M. Phillips 
-—nutrition and physiology of fishes; E. C. Raney—ichthyology and management of 
coastal fisheries; C. G. Sibley—ornithology; G. A. Swanson—wildlife management;
D. A. Webster—freshwater fisheries management.
Attention is also directed to the fields of study and courses offered in the Depart­
ments of Botany (Ag.), Zoology (Arts), and Entomology and Limnology (Ag.). Gradu­
ate study in conservation education is directed under Nature, Science, and 
Conservation Education (Ed.).
Preregistration is required for all courses in conservation.
DAIRY SCIENCE (AG.)
Professors R .  F .  H o l l a n d , A. C. D a h l b e r g , B. L. H errington, W .  K .  J o r d a n , F .  V .  
K o s i k o w s k i , V. N .  K r u k o v s k y , R .  P .  M a r c h , H .  B .  N a y l o r , W .  F .  S h i p e , J r . ,  
J. C. W h i t e .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Dairy Science 1, 2, 4 Dairy Chemistry 1, 2, 4
The research interests of the individual members of the staff are broad, but, in 
general, they may be indicated as follows: R. F. Holland, market milk and related 
products; A. C. Dahlberg, technology of milk products; B. L. Herrington, physico­
chemical studies of milk products; W. K. Jordan, dairy engineering, ice cream, and 
concentrated milk products; F. V. Kosikowski, biochemistry, bacteriology, and tech­
nology of dairy products; Vladimir N. Krukovsky, chemistry of milk and fat-con­
taining food products; R. P. March, handling of milk on the farm and in the 
fluid milk plant; H. B. Naylor, dairy bacteriology; W. F. Shipe, Jr., chemical studies
of dairy products; J. C. White, sanitary and technical problems of milk and milk 
products.
Those intending to major in dairy science should have preparation in calculus; 
physics; bacteriology; qualitative, quantitative, and organic chemistry; and ele­
mentary courses in dairy industry.
Those intending to major in dairy chemistry should offer calculus; physics; 
qualitative, quantitative, organic, and physical chemistry. Training in dairy industry 
is desirable but not essential. Deficiency in any of the subjects listed is not necessarily 
a bar to admission, but it may increase the time needed to earn the degree.
In general, graduate students are expected to acquire a broad knowledge of the 
chemical, physical, and biological properties of milk and its products. However, 
mastery of the subject material and the acquisition of residence units alone are 
not sufficient to earn the degree. Candidates must show that they have matured 
as students, and that they are able to conduct independent and intensive study in 
the laboratory and in the library.
E N TO M O LO G Y  AND LIM N O LO G Y  (AG.)
Professors C. O . B e r g , J .  L. B r a n n , F. H . B u t t , J. E. D e w e y , H e n r y  D ie t r ic h , E. j .  
D y c e , T h o m a s  E is n e r , H .  E. E v a n s , J. G . F r a n c l e m o n t , G . G. G y r is c o , D. J. L is k , 
J. G . M a t t h y s s e , R .  A. M o r s e , A . A. M u k a , J. A . N a e c e l e , C. E . P a l m , R .  L. 
P a t t o n , D av id  P i m e n t e l , W . A . R a w l in s , H . H . Schwardt, M a u r ie  Se m e l , B . V . 
T r a v is , L. D. U h l e r , T .  C . W a t k in s , D. A . W e b s t e r , M . H. J. W e id e n , P. H. 
W o o l e y , R .  G . Y o u n g . A t  Geneva, Professors J. A . A d a m s  (at Poughkeepsie), 
P. J. C h a p m a n , A. C . D a v is , R .  W . D e a n  (at Poughkeepsie), F . L. G a m b r e l l , E . H. 
G lass, G . E . R . H e r v e y , S. E . L ie n k , F . L . M cE w e n , P. R . Sf e r r a , E . H. Sm i t h ,
E . F. T a s c h e n b e r g  (at Fredonia).
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Apiculture 1, 2, 3, 4 Insect Physiology 1, 2, 3, 4
Insect Ecology 1, 2, 3, 4 Insect Toxicology 1, 2, 3, 4
Economic Entomology 1, 2, 3, 4 Insecticide Chemistry 1, 2, 3, 4
Insect Morphology and Histology Medical Entomology 1, 2, 3, 4
1, 2, 3, 4 Parasitology 1, 2, 3, 4
Insect Embryology 1, 2, 3, 4 Limnology 1, 2, 3, 4
Insect Taxonomy 1, 2, 3, 4 Entomology 4
Language requirem ent for the Master’s degree: proficiency in one language before 
the last term  or exem ption by the Special Committee.
T o undertake graduate study the student should not only be prepared in the 
fundamentals of animal biology and related fields but also have or acquire a founda­
tion in the particular phase of the subject which he intends to pursue. In the 
summer, members of the staff are prepared to direct the research of graduate students 
in connection with the Summer Session of Cornell University.
Special facilities for research include the Comstock Memorial Library of over
30.000 volumes and the Everett Franklin Phillips Beekeeping Library of more than
3 .0 0 0  volumes, each supplemented by thousands of reprints; sets of practically every 
entomological serial ever published; an extensive insect collection of North American 
and exotic insects, mostly determined by specialists and especially rich in Lepidop- 
tera, Hymenoptera, Coleoptera, Odonata, and many other orders; and an insectary 
for research on problems related to insect biology, ecology, toxicology, and the 
chemistry of insecticides.
F L O R IC U L T U R E  AND O R N A M E N T A L  
H O R T IC U L T U R E  (AG.)
Professors R. C. A n d r e a s e n , C. W. C a r e s , J. F. C o r n m a n , R. I. Fox, R. W. L a n g -
h a n s , R . E. Lee, J. P. N it s c h , A. M. S. P r id h a m , R. J. Sc a n n e l l , J. G. Se e l e y .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Floriculture and Ornamental Horticulture: 1, 2, 4
Language requirem ent for M aster’s degree: proficiency in  either French or German 
before com pletion o f second residence u n it, or a substitu te approved by the candi­
date’s Special Com mittee.
Members of the staff of this field are concerned with greenhouse crops, nursery 
crops, turf, plant materials, breeding of ornamental plants, and the problems of 
landscaping as applied to small properties.
Since many of the problems dealing with greenhouses and nursery crops, turf, 
and the breeding of ornamental plants are basically those of plant response with 
relation to the environment, it is expected that the entering graduate student will 
have adequate preparation in elementary horticulture, botany, plant physiology, 
genetics, pathology, agronomy, entomology, chemistry and physics. Studies relating 
to the propagation, nutrition, culture and improvement of ornamental plants may 
be undertaken as research for an advanced degree and should be approached from 
the standpoint of the basic sciences. Consequently it is appropriate to select minor 
subjects of study from physiology, anatomy, morphology, taxonomy, pathology, 
genetics, agronomy, entomology, agricultural economics, agricultural engineering, etc.
Studies involving the use of plant materials and problems of design relating to 
landscape service for small properties may be suitable, in which case it is expected 
that the student will have an adequate background in the basic principles of horti­
culture and plant science as well as in design and drawing.
Graduate students interested in problems concerned with the revision of taxonomic 
groups of ornamental plants are referred to the section of this Announcement 
describing the facilities of the L. H. Bailey Hortorium (page 73).
FOOD AND N U T R IT IO N  (H.E.)
Professors R .  H .  B a r n e s , A. M .  B r i a n t , F .  F e n t o n , H .  M .  H a u c k , F. A . Johnston,
K. L o n g r e e , R. N. L u t z , C. M. M c C a y , N. M o n d y , K. J. N e w m a n , C. J. P e r s o n iu s ,
P. Sn o w , G. St e in in g e r , C. M. Y o u n g .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Food and Nutrition 1, 2, 4 Food 1, 2, 3, 4
Nutrition 1, 2, 3, 4 General Home Economics 5
A candidate wishing to major in this field, whose studies include preparation 
equivalent to that of an undergraduate major in the Department of Food and 
Nutrition i.e., basic courses in food and nutrition, biochemistry, bacteriology, and 
physiology, may begin graduate studies immediately. A student whose preparation is 
deficient in one or more areas may be required to register as a provisional candidate 
until he has made up the deficiencies.
Students with a major or minor in the Field of Food and Nutrition may select 
from a variety of courses, seminars, and experiences in independent study. Each 
student plans his program in consultation with his Special Committee, after con­
sideration of his previous background and purpose in graduate study. Minors are 
selected with the candidate’s professional interest in mind. For students with a 
major in the Field of Food and Nutrition, suggested minors in addition to those 
within the Field include: biochemistry, physiology, bacteriology, botany, statistics,
anthropology, sociology, education, and other areas of home economics. General 
home economics may be elected for a minor at the M.S. level only.
Inquiries should be addressed to the Graduate Representative, Food and Nutrition, 
Van Rensselaer Hall, Cornell University.
Members of the staff will direct research in the following: studies in food: 
Professors Briant, Fenton, Longree, Mondy, Personius, and Snow; studies in nutri­
tion: Professors Barnes, Hauck, Johnston, Lutz, McCay, Newman and Steininger.
FOOD T E C H N O L O G Y  (AG.)
Professors at Geneva: D. B. H and, G. J. H u c k e r , Z. I. K e r t e s z , F. A. L e e , L. R . M a t - 
t ic k , J. C. M o y e r , C. S. P e d e r s o n , W . B . R o b in s o n , R .  S. Sh a l l e n b e r g e r , D . E . 
W il s o n . At Ithaca: R. C. B a k e r , R. H . B a r n e s , R .  K. F i n n , J. D . H a r t m a n , B. L. 
H errington, E. A. N e b e s k y , O ra  Sm i t h , R .  M . Sm o c k , G. H . W e l l in g t o n .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECT 
Food Technology 1, 2, 4
Students planning graduate study in food technology should have preparation in 
one of the following fields: bacteriology, chemistry, or engineering. W ell equipped 
laboratories and pilot plant facilities are available for research in canning, freezing, 
dehydration, fermentation, unit processes, sanitation and quality control.
GEN ERAL BIOLOGY (AG.)
Professors L. D. Uhler a n d  T h o m a s  E is n e r .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECT 
General Biology 2, 4
The M.S. degree in general biology is offered for those students who are graduates 
of small colleges, whose subject matter in the biological sciences is limited, and who 
plan to teach in small colleges or high schools. It is a continuation of basic subject 
matter courses selected to fill in gaps existing in their training. Students are required 
to write a standard thesis involving a review of the literature and planned experi­
mentation, or an essay which involves a complete review of the literature on their 
selected topic. Students who plan to do research in a subject matter field of the 
biological sciences should not major in general biology but may select it as a minor 
to help round out their subject matter background.
PL A N T  BR EED IN G  (AG.)
Professors R . E . A n d e r s o n , H .  L . E v e r e t t , W . T. F e d e r e r , N. F . J e n s e n , A . A . Jo h n ­
s o n , E . J. K in b a c h e r , C. C. L o w e , H .  M. M u n g e r , R . P. M urphy, R. L . P l a is t e d , 
D. S. R o b s o n , R. R. Se a n e y , A. M. Sr b , R. G. D. St e e l , T. L . Y o r k . A t  Geneva, 
Professors J. D. A t k in , D. W . B a r t o n , J. E in s e t , K . W . H a n s o n , R. C. L a m b ,
G. L . Sl a t e , R. D. W a y .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Plant Breeding 1, 2, 4 Genetics 1, 2, 4
Biometry and Statistics 3, 4
Language requirem ent for the M aster’s degree: proficiency in one language, before 
com pletion of second residence u n it, or substitu te approved by the Field.
Students who are interested in crop improvement through breeding will register 
in plant breeding. Problems for research may involve studies of breeding technics, 
the application of genetic principles to breeding, and the correlation of knowledge 
from other fields in attacks on problems such as yield, quality, adaptability, and
disease and insect resistance. T he department now has active research projects with 
most of the important field and vegetable crops of New York, and certain materials 
from these projects are available for graduate student problems. For students who 
will register in genetics, the research problems generally will involve genic and 
chromosomal analyses of hereditary and evolutionary phenomena. Almost any suit­
able biological materials can be utilized, but the most readily available ones will be 
those currently being studied by the departmental staff in genetic investigations. For 
those students to whom problems of experimental technic and mathematical analysis 
of biological data hold the greater appeal, registration for a minor will be in 
biom etry and statistics, and for a major will be in the Field of Statistics (p. 67).
It is advisable that the student entering upon graduate work be well grounded 
in the fundamentals of the natural sciences. He should have had courses in inor­
ganic and organic chemistry, college algebra, botany or zoology or biology, and plant, 
animal, or human physiology. Students intending to specialize in biological statistics 
will find it to their advantage to have additional training in mathematics. Broad 
training and experience in agriculture are essential for those planning to major in 
the Field of Plant Breeding.
Students majoring in plant breeding or genetics will find it necessary to remain 
in Ithaca during the summer, or to make satisfactory arrangements elsewhere for 
growing and studying the material used in connection with their research problems.
Members of the staff will be especially interested in directing research in the field 
as listed, although research will not be limited to these fields: Professor Murphy, 
forage crops—genetics and breeding; Professor Lowe, forage crops—genetics and 
breeding; Professor Anderson, forage crops—genetics and breeding; Professor 
Seaney, birdsfoot trefoil—genetics and cytogenetics; Professor Jensen, small grains—  
genetics and breeding; Professor Kinbacher, small grains—winter hardiness; Pro­
fessors Munger and York, vegetable crops—genetics and breeding; Professor Plaisted, 
potatoes—genetics and cytogenetics; Professor Everett, corn genetics and breeding; 
Professor Johnson, extension and pure seed programs; Professor Srb, biochemical 
genetics; Professor Federer, biological statistics and design of experiments; Pro­
fessor Steel, biological statistics and multivariate analysis; and Professor Robson, 
biological statistics. Prospective students will find it to their advantage to correspond 
with the staff member whose interests are most closely related to their own some 
months in advance of the time they wish to enter, since only a lim ited number of 
students can be accommodated.
P L A N T  PA TH O LO G Y  (AG.)
Professors C. W. B o o t h r o y d , W. H. B u r k h o l d e r , A. B. B u r r e l l , R. C. C e t a s , R. S.
D ic k e y , A. W. D im o c k , K. H . F e r n o w , M. B . H a r r is o n , G. C. K ent, R . P .  K o r f ,
W. F. M a i , L. M. M a ssey , W. D. M il l s , P. E. N e l s o n , A. G. N e w h a l l , K. G.
P a r k e r , L. C. P e t e r s o n , D. A. R o b e r t s , W. F. R o c h o w , A. F. Ross, A. F. Sh e r f ,
L. J. T y l e r , D. S. W e l c h , R. E. W il k in s o n , C. E. W il l ia m s o n . At Geneva, Pro­
fessors A. J. B r a u n , W. F. C r o s ie r , R. M. G il m e r , J. M. H a m il t o n , J. J. N a t t i ,
D. H . P a l m it e r  (at Poughkeepsie), W. T . Sc h r o e d e r , M. Sz k o l n ik .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
(T h e  faculty usually does not advise a m inor in one o f these subjects w hen the  
m ajor is in the other.)
Mycology 1, 2, 3, 4 Plant Pathology 1, 2, 3, 4
Language requirem ents fo r  M aster’s degree: proficiency in French or German 
before com pletion o f second residence u n it, or substitu te  approved by the Field.
Majors in plant pathology are expected to become familiar with the principles
underlying the initiation of infection by the major groups of plant pathogens (bac­
teria, fungi, viruses, and nematodes), the course of infection, the relation of environ­
ment to disease, the principles and methods of disease control, and the interrelation 
of pathogen and suscept. T he student must become familiar with the various tech­
niques useful in studying the details of the diseases and of their control. Individual 
research will be carried on in one phase of the field. Students should spend their 
summers in field work under professors’ direction in order to come into contact with 
diseases under natural conditions and the practical aspects of control. They should 
have some practice in teaching. Candidates should have a knowledge of elementary 
physics, inorganic chemistry, organic chemistry, general botany, plant histology and 
anatomy, and plant physiology. Opportunity is afforded for further study in these 
fields, but students with deficiencies cannot expect to complete work for the degree 
in the minimum amount of residence.
Majors in mycology are expected to become familiar with the broad field of 
mycology, including morphology, taxonomy, physiology, genetics, and cytology. It 
is expected that the student will become proficient in the various techniques used 
in the study of fungi. Individual research will be concentrated in one phase of the 
field. Students will profit by spending their summers in the field, collecting and 
examining fungi in the fresh state. Candidates should possess a thorough grounding 
in general botany. Opportunity is afforded for further study in related fields, such 
as taxonomic botany, morphology and anatomy, microtechnique, plant physiology, 
biochemistry, genetics, and cytology.
A limited number of assistantships providing opportunities for research and 
teaching are available in the department.
POM OLOGY (AG.)
Professors D. B o y n t o n , L . J. Edgerton, E. G. F is h e r , A. J. H e in ic k e , M. B. H o f f ­
m a n , R. M. Sm o c k . At Geneva, Professors K. D. B r a s e , J .  C . C a in , O. F . C u r t is , 
J .  E in s e t , C. G. F o r s h e y , K. W . H a n s o n , R .  C. L a m b , L . E . P o w e l l , J r ., N. J. 
S h a u l is , G. L. Sl a t e , J. P. T o m k in s , R. D. W a y .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Pomology 1, 2, 4
Laboratory, greenhouse, orchard, and cold storage facilities at Ithaca and Geneva 
are available for graduate study. Special facilities for research in fruit breeding, 
nursery stock investigations, and other phases of pomology are also available at 
Geneva.
Minor subjects may be such as plant physiology, plant anatomy, cytology, soil 
chemistry, soil physics, biochemistry, and chemistry. One minor in botany, par­
ticularly plant physiology, is urged.
T o  enter upon graduate work, the student should have the equivalent of the 
following courses: general botany, elementary plant physiology, economic ento­
mology, elementary plant pathology, introductory inorganic and elementary organic 
chemistry, elementary pomology, and systematic pomology.
Candidates for the Master’s degree should spend one summer at Ithaca or Geneva 
or in the field investigating their special subject. At least two summers of work are 
expected of candidates for the doctorate.
P O U L T R Y  HUSBANDRY (AG.)
Professors R. C . B a k e r , J. H . Bruckner, R. K . C o l e , F . W . H il l , F . B . H u t t , D . R. 
M a r b l e , R .  A. M o n r o e , L . C . N o r r is , A. L . R o m a n o f f , M . L .  Sc o t t , A. v an  
T ie n h o v e n .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Animal Genetics (see page 70) Chemical Embryology 1, 2, 3, 4
Animal Nutrition (see page 71) Poultry Husbandry 2, 4
Animal Physiology (see pp. 70, 82)
It is desirable that graduate students electing a major subject in these fields 
should have had some undergraduate training in poultry husbandry, some experi­
ence in that field, and courses in zoology or animal biology, physiology, physics, 
and chemistry. Other requirements will be specified by the major adviser.
It is recommended that those candidates for the Master’s degree who expect to 
become candidates for the doctorate study one or more foreign languages.
PSYCHOLOGY ( A R T S )
Professors A. L. B a l d w in , U. B r o n f e n b r e n n f r , R. H . D a l t o n , F . S. F r e e m a n , J. J .
G ib s o n , A. C. G o l d s t e in , J. E. H o c h b e r g , W . W . L a m b e r t , H .  S. L id d e l l , R. B.
M a c L e o d , T. A. Ryan, P. C. Sm i t h , R. D. W a l k , A. L. W in s o r .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Comparative Psychology 1, 2, 3, 4 History of Psychology and Systematic
Differential Psychology and ■ Psychology 1, 2, 3, 4
Psychological Tests 1, 2, 3, 4 Industrial Psychology 1, 2, 3, 4
Experimental Psychology 1, 2, 3, 4 Personality and Social Psychology
Experimental Psychopathology 1, 2, 3, 4 1, 2, 3, 4
General Psychology 2, 4 Physiological Psychology 1, 2, 3, 4
Language requirem ent fo r  the M aster’s degree: proficiency in French or German 
before the final exam ination.
The research laboratories of the Department of Psychology (Arts) are located in 
Morrill Hall and at the Cornell Behavior Farm. Additional research facilities are 
provided by the Department of Sociology and Anthropology (Arts), the Department 
of Child Development and Family Relationships (H.E.), the School of Education 
(Ed), and the School of Industrial and Labor Relations (I.L .R .). Since much of the 
graduate instruction and research in psychology is conducted co-operatively, the 
prospective student should consult the Announcements of each of these departments.
Applicants for admission in Psychology are required to submit scores for the 
Miller Analogies Test. They are also urged to present scores on the Graduate Record 
Examination (Advanced Test in Psychology and Aptitude Test).
SEED T E C H N O L O G Y  ( A G . )
Professors at Geneva, B. E. Clark, W . F . C r o s ie r , D. D. D o l a n , L. W . N it t l e r .
At Ithaca: A. A. J o h n s o n , H. A. M a cD o n a l d , L. J. T y l e r .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Seed Technology 1, 2, 4
The Department of Seed Investigations at the Geneva Experiment Station has 
laboratory, greenhouse, and trial ground facilities for research in various aspects 
of seed technology including seed identification, seed purity determinations, dor­
mancy and germination of seeds, detection of seed-borne diseases, measurement 
of genetic purity, and the evaluation and preservation of germ plasm. A student 
desiring training in the field of seed technology may select a thesis problem in this 
field and conduct research at Geneva.
ST A TISTIC S (AG., A R T S ,  ENG. ,  I .L.R.)
(See pages 65, 67, 95.)
VEG ETA BLE CROPS (AG.)
Professors J. D. H artm an, F. M. R. I s e n b e r g , W. C. K e l l y , P. A. M in c e s , H. M. 
M u n c e r , E. B. O y e r , A. J. P r a t t , G. J. R a l e ig h , R. F. Sa n d st e d , O ra  S m i t h , R a y ­
m o n d  Sh e l d r a k e , R. D. Sw e e t , T. L. Y o r k , At Geneva, Professors J. D. A t k in ,
D. W. B a r t o n , C. B. Sa y r e , W. T. T a p l e y , M. T . V it t u m . At Riverhead, Pro­
fessors S. L. D a l l y n , R. L. Sa w y e r .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Vegetable Crops 1, 2, 4
Research and study in Vegetable Crops is the application of fundamental scien­
tific knowledge and methods to the solution of the problems of production, handling, 
and processing in the vegetable industry. Types of work involved include studies of 
control of flowering and fruiting; development and adaptation of varieties; field plot 
technique; chemical weed control; the use of plant growth regulators; major and 
minor element fertilization, irrigation, and other soil management practices; physio­
logical diseases; effects of cultural practices and methods of harvesting, shipping, 
packaging, storing, and merchandising on quality; taste panel techniques; processing 
the potato and development and standardization of objective tests for quality. In 
many cases students do basic research in physiology, biochemistry, genetics, or the 
like in attempting to solve problems.
T o enter upon graduate work in Vegetable Crops it is not necessary for the stu­
dent to have done his undergraduate work in horticulture. More important, in some 
cases, is a good background in basic sciences, interest in the plant side of agriculture, 
and, often, farm experience. It is expected, however, that by the time he has com­
pleted his graduate training the student will have a broad knowledge of the whole 
Field of Vegetable Crops. Work on a Vegetable Crops major may also require a 
considerable amount of study in certain fields, such as statistics, plant physiology, 
or biochemistry, other than those in which he is minoring.
T he graduate program can provide training for extension or teaching careers as 
well as for research. Many staff members do either extension or teaching along 
with research, and they may be selected as members of the Special Committee. Per­
sons now in extension, who desire to take advanced training, especially at master’s 
degree level, have every opportunity to select courses and thesis problems which 
will relate to their work. Visits to production areas and marketing centers are 
encouraged. Assistantships are available that provide experience in extension and 
in teaching as well as in research.
Students expecting to continue their graduate studies should prepare to meet the 
language requirement for the doctorate during the course of their preparation for 
the Master’s degree. There is no foreign language reading requirement for the M.S.
V ETER IN A R Y  M ED ICIN E (VET.)
Professors D. W. B a k e r , J. A. B a k e r , J. B e n t in c k -Sm i t h , C. I. B o y e r , J r ., D. W. 
B r u n e r , C. L. C o m a r , A. G. D a n k s , D. D. D e l a h a n t y , R .  W. D o u g h e r t y , H. H. 
D u k e s , J. A . D y e , H. E . E v a n s , J u l iu s  F a b r ic a n t , M . G. F in c h e r , F . H. F o x , 
J. C. G e a r y , J. H. G il l e s p ie , H .  L. G i l m a n , R. E. H a b e l , W. A. H agan, M . R . 
K a r e , R .  W. K ir k , E . P. L e o n a r d , P . P .  L e v in e , K . M c E n t e e , M . E. M il l e r , 
J. M . M u r p h y , L. L. N a n g e r o n i, P .  O l a f s o n , M. C. P e c k h a m , C. G. R ic k a r d , 
S. J. R o b e r t s , B. E . S h e f f y , J. R. E. T a y l o r , J. H. W h it l o c k .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Veterinary Anatomy 1, 2, 3, 4 Radiation Biology 1, 2, 3, 4
Animal Physiology 1, 2, 3, 4 Veterinary Medicine 1, 2, 3, 4
Veterinary Pathology 1, 2, 3, 4 Veterinary Obstetrics and Diseases of
Pathogenic Bacteriology 1, 2, 3, 4 the Reproductive Organs 1, 2, 3, 4
Veterinary Virology 1, 2, 3, 4 Veterinary Surgery 1, 2, 3, 4
Parasitology 1, 2, 3, 4
Facilities for graduate study and research in all fields of veterinary medicine 
are excellent. The College moved into an entirely new and modern physical plant 
in the summer of 1957. T he laboratories and animal quarters are well designed and 
equipped for work in all the basic disciplines as well as in clinical applications. 
A large and varied clinic representing all domesticated animals is available as a 
source of material. The College operates several farms where large animals are
housed under conditions simulating those of the farm. On one of these are the
virus disease laboratories, a part of which is the Research Laboratory for Diseases 
of Dogs.
Graduate students may elect to work for the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees, or for a 
special degree known as the Doctor of Science in Veterinary Medicine (D.Sc. in V.M.). 
The latter has standards and requirements of the level of the Ph.D. degree but is a 
professional rather than a research degree. It is designed especially for experienced 
persons who need better background training in preparation for teaching or 
research.
In the clinical fields only candidates with the D.V.M. degree are accepted for 
graduate work. In the basic fields preference is generally given to veterinarians, but 
others are accepted.
A reading knowledge of German and French (or Spanish) is desirable for candi­
dates for the Master’s degree, but they are not required. They are required, however, 
for the other degrees (Ph.D. and D.Sc. in V.M.).
ZOOLOGY ( A R T S )
Professors H. B. A d e l m a n n , / .  M. Anderson, L. C. C o l e , P. W . G il b e r t , S. L. 
L e o n a r d , H. A . Sc h n e id e r m a n , M. J .  S in g e r , W. G . V a n  de r  K l o o t , W. A . 
W im s a t t .
Comparative Anatomy 1, 2, 3, 4 Ecology 1, 2, 3, 4
Comparative and Cellular Endocrinology 1, 2, 3, 4
Physiology 1, 2, 3, 4 Histology and Embryology 1, 2, 3, 4
Comparative Neurology 1, 2, 3, 4 Invertebrate Zoology 1, 2, 3, 4
Language requirem ent for the M aster’s degree: proficiency in German or French, 
to be established before the com pletion o f the second residence un it.
The Department of Zoology offers excellent opportunities for graduate study and 
research in all phases of zoology, but particularly in the descriptive and experi­
mental aspects of the following special fields: (1) Comparative and Human Anatomy, 
with emphasis on the functional approach; (2) Comparative and Cellular Physiology; 
(3) General Ecology; (4) Endocrinology; (5) Histology and Embryology; (6 ) Inverte­
brate Zoology; (7) Comparative and General Neurology; and (8 ) Neurophysiology and 
Behavior. Members of the staff are especially qualified to direct research in the 
subjects listed, but research need not be limited to these subjects. T he research 
interests of the members of the staff are broad, but, in general, they may be sum­
marized as follows; H. B. Adelmann, experimental embryology and the history of 
embryology; J. M. Anderson, general and comparative anatomy of invertebrates, 
with emphasis on the functional histology and histochemistry of organ systems; L. C. 
Cole, general ecology with special emphasis on population phenomena and the
mathematical theory of populations; P. W. Gilbert, vertebrate functional anatomy, 
i.e., correlation of habits and activities of vertebrates with their morphology, origin 
and evolution of the vertebrate extrinsic ocular muscles; S. L. Leonard, general 
endocrinology with special emphasis on the anatomical, physiological, and bio­
chemical aspects of the mechanisms of hormone action, reproduction, growth and 
metabolism; H. A. Schneiderman, cellular and comparative physiology, metamor­
phosis, respiration, and intermediary metabolism of insects, tissue culture, oxidative 
enzymes, physiological and biochemical effects of radiation; M. J. Singer, general 
and comparative neurology, experimental morphology, problems of growth and 
regeneration, and the physical chemistry of dye and protein interactions; W. G. Van 
der Kloot, comparative physiology, neurophysiology, animal behavior, and inverte­
brate endocrinology; W. A. Wimsatt, histology, histophysiological and histochemical 
approach to problems of reproduction, comparative placentation, and hibernation.
Applicants for graduate study in zoology must take the Graduate Record Exami­
nation Aptitude and Profile Tests in sufficient time to permit consideration of the 
results along with the application for admission into the Graduate School.
All applicants should have completed the equivalent of a well-rounded college 
major in zoology, and should have some foundation in the particular phase of 
zoology they desire to pursue. Courses in organic chemistry and elementary physics 
should also have been completed. Although an exceptional student may be admitted 
without having completed the above requirements, he should then expect to remain 
in residence beyond the minimum period to make up the deficiencies.
In addition to the courses offered by the Department of Zoology (Arts), other 
courses of study that are often valuable to graduate students (either as individual 
courses or as minor subjects) are: chemistry (especially organic and physical chemis­
try), geology, mathematics, psychology and physics (Arts); bacteriology, biochemistry, 
botany, conservation, entomology, genetics (Department of Plant Breeding), and 
physiology of reproduction (Department of Animal Husbandry) (Ag.); and physiology 
(Vet.).
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
A E R O N A U TIC A L  E N G IN E E R IN G  (ENGIN.)
Professors E. L. R e s l e r , J r ., N. R o t t , IV. R . Sears.
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Aeronautical Engineering 1, 3, 4 Aerodynamics 4
In this field of graduate study emphasis is placed on the aeronautical sciences 
rather than mere proficiency in present-day techniques. Consequently, graduate 
students having aeronautical engineering as their major subject will be urged to 
select as their minor subjects the basic sciences, such as mathematics, physics, and 
mechanics.
Much of the research carried out in this field at Cornell is concerned with funda­
mental problems in the dynamics of fluids. Whenever possible, these investigations 
combine the techniques of theory and laboratory experiment, making use of the 
experimental facilities of the Graduate School of Aeronautical Engineering, on the 
campus. In every Investigation, an attempt is made to correlate theory with 
observation and practical experience.
A group working under the direction of Professor Resler is investigating the 
dynamics of gases at extreme temperatures. Generally speaking, their interests 
lie in matters in which the sciences of physics and chemistry are finding application 
to the aerodynamics of propulsion systems and of flight at extreme speeds. This 
brings the group into close contact with several other departments in the University. 
Another group, which includes Professors Rott and Sears, is carrying out research on 
subjects basic to modern wing theory and propulsion systems. These include investi­
gations of the turbulent boundary layer and of three-dimensional boundary-layer 
problems in general. Other investigations typical of the group’s activities are shock- 
boundary-layer interaction and unsteady flow about wings and rotating compressors. 
The activities of this field include original research and course work in aero- 
elasticity, which involves the response of elastic structures to aerodynamic effects. 
Research in aeronautical structures is directed by Professor P. P. Bijlaard of the 
Field of Civil Engineering.
Candidates for the Ph.D. with a major in this Field who do not already hold the 
Master’s degree will be encouraged to matriculate first as candidates for the pro­
fessional degree, M.Aero.E., under the jurisdiction of the Graduate School of Aero­
nautical Engineering. Information concerning this School and the degree M.Aero.E. 
will be found in the A nnouncem ent of the College o f Engineering.
A STRO N O M Y  ( A R T S )
Professors J. P. Cox, R . W. Shaw.
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Astronomy 1, 2, 4 Astrophysics 1, 2, 4
Language requirem ent for the Master’s degree: proficiency in French or German.
Applicants for admission are required to offer the equivalent of introductory 
astronomy, six hours of interpretational astronomy, six hours of electives in the 
Field of Astronomy, and evidence of the completion of sufficient work in physics and 
mathematics to assure the successful pursuance of advanced work in astronomy.
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy with a major in astronomy or
astrophysics are required to take one minor in physics unless a divided major is 
granted. In special cases a major in astronomy or astrophysics may consist partly of 
selected courses in physics. In such cases one minor need not be in physics.
Candidates electing a minor in the field may select such courses as meet their 
requirements, provided the necessary prerequisites are offered.
Students with advanced standing in the sciences or in mathematics who do not 
desire to major or minor in astronomy may be admitted after consultation with the 
professor in charge to such courses in astronomy as seem desirable.
T he staff is particularly interested in research in geodetic astronomy, stellar spec­
troscopy, lunar photometry, theory of stellar interiors, radio astronomy, and 
cosmology. «
CH EM ICAL E N G IN E E R IN G  (ENGIN.)
Professors R. K. F i n n , P. H a r r io t t , J. E. H e d r ic k , C. W. M a s o n , J. C. Sm i t h , R. G.
T h o r p e , R. L. V o n  B e r g , H. F. W ie g a n d t , C. C. W inding, R. Y o r k .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Chemical Engineering 1, 2, 4
To qualify for admission, a student must have completed satisfactorily a course 
substantially equivalent in its technical content to the course leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Chemical Engineering at Cornell University. Exact equivalency, 
subject for subject and credit hour for credit hour, is neither required nor expected, 
but the previous training must be such as to prepare the applicant for effective work 
in chemical engineering at the graduate level.
For candidates centering their instruction and research in chemical microscopy, 
undergraduate training in chemical engineering is not required.
Minor subjects may be chosen, for example, from metallurgical engineering or 
other divisions of engineering, chemistry, physics, mathematics, business and public 
administration, or industrial and labor relations.
Candidates are expected to pursue a course of study that will give them a deeper 
comprehension of the basic and applied sciences and will develop initiative, original­
ity, and creative ability. Graduate courses are offered in thermodynamics, reaction 
kinetics, economics, statistics, the unit operations of chemical engineering, petroleum  
refining, and the chemistry and technology of rubbers and plastics. Specific programs 
are planned to fit the objectives of the student and to develop original thinking. 
The student is not required to take an arbitrarily fixed series of courses.
Research work for the thesis may be in the specific fields of unit operations, 
thermodynamics, reaction kinetics, chemical processes, design, chemical engineering 
economics, petroleum processes, rubber, or plastics.
CH EM ISTR Y  ( A R T S )
Professors A. A l b r e c h t , S. H. B a u e r , R. B e r s o h n , A. T . B l o m q u is t , W. D. C o o k e ,
R. M . D ia m o n d , J. L . H oard, J. R. J o h n s o n , A. W . L a u b e n g a y e r , F. A. L o n g ,
J .  M e in w a l d , W . T .  M il l e r , M . L. N ic h o l s , D . D. P h il l ip s , R. A . P l a n e , R. F.
P o r t e r , H. A. Sc iie r a g a , J. S id m a n , M. J. Sie n k o , B. W id o m ; Drs. S. Brownstein,
L. T . Reynolds, C. F. Wilcox.
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Inorganic Chemistry 1, 2, 3, 4 Organic Chemistry I, 2, 3, 4
Analytical Chemistry 1, 2, 3, 4 Physical Chemistry 1, 2, 3, 4
Language requirem ent for the M aster’s degree: proficiency in French or German 
or an approved substitu te to be dem onstrated upon admission; if satisfaction of the 
language requirem ent is delayed, an additional semester of residence is required.
T he program of graduate study in chemistry is designed to give a broad training 
in the fundamental knowledge of chemistry and in methods of research. A graduate 
student will ordinarily pursue these objectives by taking advanced courses, by par­
ticipation in organized and informal seminars and discussions with his associates and 
faculty members, and by carrying out and reporting on a research project in his 
major subject. Upon completion of their study program, graduates normally go out to 
positions in research laboratories or to positions involving teaching and research.
Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts, Master of Science, or Doctor of 
Philosophy with major in chemistry will be expected to offer for admission the 
equivalent of an A.B. degree with a major in chemistry. Such training should include 
courses in general chemistry, qualitative and quantitative analysis, organic chem­
istry, physical chemistry, and mathematics and physics. Some experience with  
foreign languages, preferably German and either French or Russian, is also regarded 
as essential. In admitting students, emphasis is placed on quality of performance 
and promise for research as judged by those best acquainted with applicants. 
Unusually promising students may be admitted with deficiencies in undergraduate 
training. In such cases work designed to make up the deficiencies will be required, 
and more than the usual period of residence may be necessary.
Proficiency tests will be required of all entering candidates for advanced degrees 
(M.S. or Ph.D.) with a major in chemistry. These tests are given a few days before 
registration for the fall term and cover the divisions of inorganic, analytical, organic, 
and physical chemistry. Each test will be about two and one-half hours in length 
and will cover material normally presented in elementary courses in the subjects 
listed above. T he results of these tests will be used to aid the student’s Special 
Committee in the planning of his program of study. AVhile the results will not 
be considered in the usual sense of “passing” or “falling,” low marks in one or 
more of the tests may require a preponderance of elementary courses during a term.
Graduate students are encouraged to carry on research during part of the summers, 
and a number of Summer Research fellowships are available for this purpose.
Graduate students are required to register with the Department of Chemistry 
on the registration days at the beginning of each term. Entering students will consult 
with the chairman of the departmental Graduate Scholarship Committee at this time.
In addition to the courses in chemistry (Arts), attention is directed to courses in 
chemical engineering, including chemical microscopy (Engin.), and to work in 
biochemistry, offered in the College of Agriculture.
A graduate student who desires to take a minor subject in chemistry with a major 
subject from some field other than chemistry will be required to offer or acquire a 
satisfactory background for advanced work. This will ordinarily consist of an intro­
ductory course in general chemistry and of intermediate courses prerequisite to 
advanced work in the minor subject in chemistry. T he work in his minor subject in 
chemistry comprises advanced study planned with the approval of his Special 
Committee.
Specific inquiries from prospective graduate students are welcomed and should 
be addressed to the representative or to any member of the faculty. Applications 
for teaching or research assistantships should be addressed to the Chairman of the 
Department of Chemistry, Baker Laboratory.
CIVIL E N G IN E E R IN G  (EN GIN.)
Processors D . J. B e l c h e r , P. P. B i j l a a r d , M. B o c e m a , N . A . Christensen, C . C r a n ­
d a l l , G. P. F is h e r , C . D . G a t e s , J. C . G e b h a r d , S. A. G u r a l n ic k , W . L .  H e w it t ,
B . K . H o u g h , A. L . J o r is s e n , T. D . L e w is , W . O. L y n c h , G. B . L y o n , R .  E . M a s o n , 
P. G . M a y e r , W . M cG u ir e , A. J. M c N a ir , A. H . N il s o n , J. B . R o g er s , G. W i n t e r .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Drawing and Cartography 4 
Geodetic and Photogrammetric
Sanitary Engineering 1, 2, 3, 4 
Sanitary Sciences 3, 4 
Structural Engineering 1, 2, 3, 4 
Soils Engineering 1, 2, 3, 4 
Transportation Engineering 1, 2, 3, 4 
Aerial Photographic Studies 2, 3, 4
Engineering 1, 2, 3, 4 
Hydraulics 1, 2, 3, 4 
Hydraulic Engineering 1, 2, 3, 4 
Management Engineering 1, 2, 3, 4
T o be admitted for graduate study in the Field of Civil Engineering, an 
applicant should ordinarily hold a Bachelor’s degree in civil engineering from a 
school of recognized standing. However, arrangements may be made for exceptional 
cases when a student with undergraduate training in a different field, such as 
another branch of engineering, architecture, or the physical sciences, wishes to 
pursue graduate work in civil engineering. In such cases, additional residence may 
be required by the candidate’s Special Committee. T o be admitted the applicant 
must have been in at least the upper half of his class, or he must present other 
evidence which demonstrates his fitness to carry on graduate work.
The aim of graduate work in the studies grouped under civil engineering is not 
only to increase the student’s proficiency in the more advanced phases of professional 
practice, but also to promote a deeper and broader understanding of the theoretical 
and empirical basis of the field, including in many cases the boundaries of present 
knowledge.
In addition to formal courses, individual work under personal direction by 
members of the staff is available.
D r a w in g  a n d  C a r t o g r a p h y . T he Department offers advanced drawing courses 
which may be adjusted to the needs of a particular student. Cartography and map 
reproduction are closely allied with the mapping requirements of topographers, 
geologists, and social scientists.
G e o d e t ic  a n d  P h o t o g r a m m e t r ic  E n g in e e r in g . The Geodetic and Photogrammetric 
Engineering Department offers a considerable number of advanced courses in top­
ographic engineering, geodesy, geodetic engineering, photogrammetry, map projec­
tions, theory of errors, and land surveying. Courses in related fields with special 
application to surveying problems are available in other departments of the 
University, such as in astronomy, physics (optics and photography), mathematics, and 
geology (Arts), in regional and city planning (Arch.), and in real property (Law).
H y d r a u l ic s  a n d  H y d r a u l ic  E n g in e e r in g . T he Department of Hydraulics and 
Hydraulic Engineering offers a complete sequence of advanced courses in theoretical 
and experimental hydraulics, covering the subjects of hydrodynamics, advanced 
hydraulics, flow in open channels, hydraulic measurements, hydraulic models, pumps 
and turbines. Courses listed in hydraulic engineering deal with hydraulic structures, 
water power, rivers and harbors. Formal teaching is supplemented by informal 
discussions, demonstrations, laboratory experiments, and field trips. Seminars are 
held regularly with the participation of the staff, of graduate students, and of 
distinguished visitors.
In the Hydraulic Laboratory facilities are available for research and thesis work. 
Not infrequently, graduate students find part-time employment on laboratory 
projects. The Elon Huntington Hooker Scholarship in Hydraulics is available for 
research in this field. Graduate students may broaden their education by work in 
the allied fields of structural engineering, soils engineering, mechanical engineering, 
aeronautical engineering, agricultural engineering, mathematics, etc.
M a n a g e m e n t  E n g in e e r in g . Graduate study in management is intended to supple­
ment the civil engineer’s basic technical training with advanced studies in principles 
of management, economics, finance, and business law. These types of study are of 
importance in such work as public administration, regional planning, city manage­
ment, public housing, and valuation, as well as for the efficient and successful man­
agement of industry, construction contracting, and other lines of business with which 
the engineer may be connected.
Sa n it a r y  E n g in e e r in g . T he Department offers a number of formal advanced 
courses in water supply, waste treatment, industrial and nuclear wastes, sanitary 
bacteriology, sanitary chemistry, and public health; in addition, it supervises informal 
courses in design and in subjects of special interest to individual students. For engi­
neering students interested in the contributing sciences, minor work is available in 
chemistry, bacteriology, biology and in fluid mechanics. Special programs are 
arranged for students majoring in such fields as conservation and entomology as well 
as in other fields of engineering, i.e., chemical, mechanical, and agricultural.
Specialized laboratories are available for instruction and research in sanitary 
engineering and in the sanitary sciences; of special interest are the facilities for 
radioactive tracer studies.
Students often are employed within the Department on sponsored research projects.
St r u c t u r a l  E n g in e e r in g  a n d  So il s  E n g in e e r in g . T he Department of Structural and 
Soils Engineering offers a considerable number of advanced courses in the field of 
structural analysis and design, and in soils and foundation engineering. In addition, 
courses in the fields of elasticity, stability, plasticity, applied mathematics, engineering 
materials, and other subjects are available in the Department of Mechanics and 
Engineering Materials (Engin.) and in the Department of Mathematics (Arts). 
Courses on airplane structures are available in the Graduate School of Aeronautical 
Engineering. Courses in soils engineering may be supplemented by instruction in 
closely allied subjects such as transportation (Engin.), geology (Arts), and agronomy
(Ae-)-Experimental facilities include a large special bay for three-dimensional full-scale 
testing, and testing machines up to 400,000-pound capacity with height up to 20 
feet, strain gage equipment of all current types, and special laboratories for structural 
model analysis and soil mechanics.
The Department regularly employs graduate students for assistance in theoretical 
and experimental work on research projects sponsored by government and private 
agencies.
T r a n s p o r t a t io n  E n g in e e r in g . The formal offerings of the Department are con­
tained in four general categories: highway engineering, four courses; traffic engi­
neering, three courses; airport engineering, one course; and aerial photographic 
studies, two courses. T he staff also offers additional instruction in various branches 
of aerial photographic studies, including engineering soil survey, construction 
planning, ground water, agricultural surveys for irrigation in arid areas, and 
advanced work in mineral surveys. T he formal offerings in traffic engineering are 
supplemented both by advanced instruction within the Department and by course 
work in city and regional planning.
Laboratories are available for graduate study and research in bituminous materi­
als, aggregates, soils, and other highway materials. In addition laboratory and field 
facilities are fully developed for aerial photographic studies and traffic engineering. 
Considerable emphasis is placed upon field work and practical experience. Oppor­
tunities for both are available for all phases of transportation engineering.
Students on leave from professional assignments may adjust their programs to fit 
their special interests and research problems.
E LE C TR IC A L  E N G IN E E R IN G  (ENGIN.)
Professors P. D. A n k r u m , H . G. Booker, N . H. B r y a n t , L. A. B u r c k m y e r , M. C o h e n ,
W . W . C o t n e r , C . L . C o t t r e l l , G . C . D a l m a n , N .  D e C l a r is , L .  F . E a s t m a n ,
W. H. E r ic k s o n , W. E. G o r d o n , C. E. I n g a l l s , S. L in k e , M. G. M a lti, H. S. Me-
G a u c iia n , T . M cL e a n , W. E. M e se r v e , B. N ic h o l s , R. E. O sb o r n , J. L. R o s s o n ,
H. G. Sm i t h , E. M. St r o n g , N. M. V r a n a , S. W. Z im m e r m a n .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Power Engineering 1, 2, 3, 4 Illuminating Engineering 2, 3, 4
Control Systems Engineering 1, 2, 3, 4 Electrical Engineering General 1, 2, 3, 4
Communication Engineering 1, 2, 3, 4
As prerequisite for graduate work leading to the degree of M.S. or Ph.D. with a 
major in the Field of Electrical Engineering the candidate should have had the 
equivalent of the fundamental work required by an accredited undergraduate cur­
riculum in the area of his major subject. The candidate must also supply definite 
evidence of scholarly interest and aptitude for advanced study. Though the Grad­
uate Record Examination is not required of applicants in the Field of Electrical 
Engineering, applicants may well consider taking this examination, submitting its 
results along with their application for graduate work.
Considerable latitude is allowed in the selection of the minor subjects, provided 
that the entire program shows a unified purpose.
Adequate work in advanced physics and mathematics is required of candidates 
for the degree of Ph.D. It is highly recommended that at least one of the two minor 
subjects be chosen in the fields of physics or mathematics or in other related fields 
outside the Field of Electrical Engineering.
T he approved major and minor subjects listed above define broad areas in the 
Field of Electrical Engineering within which a student may plan a graduate program 
which best suits his needs. In addition to the formal courses listed in the A nnounce­
m ent of the College of Engineering  members of the faculty are prepared to guide 
individual students in special topics and to arrange seminars for students interested 
in closely related lines of study and research. Proficiency is expected in all phases 
of the graduate program.
A graduate student is expected to be capable of advanced study and research 
within the broad area of the approved major or minor subject that he selects. 
T o define these areas more clearly, the major topics included in each are as follows:
P o w e r  E n g in e e r in g : transmission and distribution of energy, system stability, 
economics of utilities, high-voltage engineering, power generation, relaying and 
control, electrical machinery, power network analysis.
C o n t r o l  Sy s t e m s  E n g in e e r in g : e l e c t r i c a l  m a c h in e r y ,  i n d u s t r i a l  c o n t r o l  a n d  a p p l i ­
c a t io n s ,  i n d u s t r i a l  e le c t ro n ic s ,  s e rv o m e c h a n is m s .
C o m m u n ic a t io n  E n g in e e r in g : c o m m u n ic a t i o n  s y s te m s , e le c t r o n  tu b e s ,  m ic r o w a v e  
e n g in e e r in g ,  r a d i o  w a v e  p r o p a g a t i o n ,  i n f o r m a t i o n  th e o r y ,  a c o u s t ic a l  e n g in e e r in g .
I l l u m in a t in g  E n g in e e r in g : l i g h t  s o u rc e s , i l l u m i n a t i o n  d e s ig n , v is io n  a n d  c o lo r , 
o p t ic s , i n s t r u m e n ta t i o n  a n d  m e a s u r e m e n ts .
E l e c t r ic a l  E n g in e e r in g , G e n e r a l : e l e c t r i c  c i r c u i t  a n a ly s is ,  e le c t r i c a l  m e a s u r e ­
m e n ts ,  m a te r i a l s  i n  e l e c t r i c a l  e n g in e e r in g ,  a p p l i e d  m a th e m a t i c s ,  a n a lo g u e  a n d  d i g i t a l  
c o m p u te r s .
It is not desirable, nor is it intended, that the boundaries between these areas 
within the Field of Electrical Engineering be too rigidly defined. Rather, every effort 
is made to allow each student to pursue a program designed to give him a period of 
broad advanced study. To this end work in such subjects as thermodynamics, fluid 
mechanics, engineering materials, or engineering physics, to name a few, may be 
considered as partially fulfilling the requirements for a major or minor in electrical 
engineering, even though these subjects are not under the direct jurisdiction of the 
faculty of the School of Electrical Engineering.
Professors H. D. B l o c k , H. D. C o n w a y , E. T . C r a n c h , T . R. C u y k e n d a l l , J. O. Jef­
frey, T . P. M it c h e l l , J. R. M o y n ih a n , H. C. P e r k in s , A. L. R u o f f , H. S. Sa c k ,
F. O. S l a t e , D. A. St u a r t .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Mechanics 1 ,2 , 3, 4 Materials of Engineering 1, 2, 3, 4
Fluid Mechanics 1, 2, 3, 4
Graduate study in mechanics serves a twofold purpose. It trains men who intend 
to teach or to specialize in industrial research. T he faculty believes that both these 
groups are best served by a broad fundamental training. Although the work in this 
field is devoted primarily to the mechanics of particles and rigid bodies and 
of deformable solids, all students are encouraged to take work also in the fields 
of the mechanics of liquids and gases and in the related fields of materials, physics, 
and mathematics. Opportunity is provided for graduate students interested in teach­
ing to participate in the teaching program in the University. Opportunity is likewise 
provided for those primarily interested in industrial research to participate in 
projects in this field. Candidates planning to complete a Master’s degree in one 
year must have had Advanced Strength of Materials (Engineering 1154) and applied 
mechanics (Engineering 1155) or the equivalent upon entering.
Engineering materials includes both theoretical and experimental procedures 
for evaluating the properties of engineering materials. All graduate students are 
urged to acquire fundamental training in both of these phases. In addition to the 
courses of the department, many other courses in mechanics and metallurgy 
(Engin.) and physics (Arts) should be considered as appropriate and necessary sup­
plements in an adequate training in the field of materials engineering. Laboratory 
facilities are available for investigations in metals, concrete, cement, concrete aggre­
gate, timber, plastics, fuels, lubricants, and miscellaneous materials.
E N G IN E E R IN G  PHYSICS (EN GIN.)
Professors H. G. B o o k e r , D. D. C l a r k , D. R. C o r s o n , E. T . C r a n c h , T . R. C u y k e n ­
d a l l , P. L . H a r t m a n , M. K a c , J. L a m a r s h , H. F. N e w h a l l , E. L. R e s l e r , H . S. 
Sack, W. R. Se a r s , B. M. S ie g e l , G. V. Sm i t h .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Engineering Physics 1, 2, 4
The objective of graduate instruction in engineering physics is to offer concen­
trated study in a field which crosses conventional subject matter boundaries as well 
as to deepen and enlarge both the general scientific and the engineering background 
of the student. For this reason, the minor subject or subjects must be outside the 
field of his major subject and approved by the chairman of the Special Committee.
Though engineering physics undergraduate work is the preferred preparation for 
graduate work in engineering physics, students with a conventional physics or engi­
neering background are readily accepted. Candidates for a Ph.D. in this field who do 
not already hold a Master’s degree will be requested to matriculate first as candidates 
for a Master’s degree; when they have become better acquainted with the work and 
the requirements in this field, they may, on the recommendation of their Special 
Committee, change to Ph.D. candidacy without incurring loss of time. No foreign 
language requirements exist for candidates for the Master’s degree, though the 
faculty considers knowledge in foreign languages highly desirable.
Course work will be chosen principally from the courses offered in the College 
of Engineering and in the College of Arts and Sciences (Departments of Physics, 
Chemistry, Mathematics, etc.). The thesis can be done in any field represented by
members of the engineering physics faculty, or, if the candidate’s Special Committee 
approves, in other fields in which engineering physics may be significant.
The members of the department are interested in a wide variety of research 
problems, and the student will therefore find advice and special equipment available 
in many fields. In the electron microscopy laboratory, under the direction of Pro­
fessor Siegel, research is conducted on the development of electron microscopy and 
electron diffraction techniques and their applications to problems in solid state 
and surface physics. Closely related to these investigations are basic studies of corro­
sion phenomena, making use of ultra high vacuum techniques (Professors Sack and 
Siegel). Professors Cuykendall and Sack are interested in the study of the anelastic 
and plastic properties of solids (metals, ionic crystals, and plastics), and special­
ized equipment for growing single crystals and for studying their properties at low 
and high temperatures (between 4° and 1200°K) is available. Professors Hartman 
and Sack conduct research on electronic properties of semiconductors and insulators 
by means of measurements of luminescence, photoconductivity, dielectric properties, 
optical properties, etc.; this research is in close connection with similar work going 
on in the Department of Physics. A well equipped laboratory for nuclear instru­
mentation and measurements and a subcritical assembly provide opportunities for 
research in nuclear engineering. It is anticipated that a combined teaching and 
research reactor will be added to these facilities in the near future. The course and 
laboratory work on an advanced level are recognized by the AEC for its fellowship 
program. Professors Clark and Lamarsh are supervising the research, both experi­
mental and theoretical, in this field.
W hile the work just mentioned is supported by funds from, or by contracts with 
the Department of Engineering Physics, the student may avail himself of research 
possibilities in other departments through the affiliation of engineering physics 
staff members with these departments. (Professors Hartman and Newhall, Depart­
ment of Physics; Professor Corson, Laboratory of Nuclear Studies; Professor Booker, 
School of Electrical Engineering; Professors Resler and Sears, School of Aeronauti­
cal Engineering; Professor Cranch, Department of Engineering Mechanics; Professor 
Kac, Department of Mathematics; Professor Smith, School of Metallurgical Engineer­
ing). For the areas of interest of these members, and the facilities available, the 
student is referred to the descriptions of these departments’ offerings in this 
Announcement.
GEOLOGY AND G EO GRA PHY ( A R T S )
Professors A. L. A n d e r s o n , J. D. B u r f o o t , Jr., R. A. C h r is t m a n , IV. S. Cole, E. H. 
M u l l e r , C. M . N e v in , J .  W . W e l l s .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Economic Geology 1, 2, 3, 4
Geography 1, 2, 3, 4
Geomorphology 1, 2, 3, 4
Mineralogy and Petrology 1, 2, 3, 4
Paleontology and Stratigraphy 1, 2, 3, 4
Structural Geology and Sedimentation 1, 2, 3, 4
Language requirem ent for the Master’s degree: proficiency in French or German 
or an approved substitute.
Applicants for graduate study in geology must take the Graduate Record Examina­
tion Aptitude Test in sufficient time to permit consideration of the results along 
with the application for admission to the Graduate School.
Graduate work in geology may include investigation, under approved direction, 
in the field away from Ithaca.
M A TH EM A TIC S ( A R T S )
Professors S. A b h y a n k a r , A . A e p p l i , R .  P .  A g n e w , W . F e i t , W . H .  J .  F u c h s , I. L. 
G a l , I. S. G a l , I. N. H e r s t e in , C. S. H e r z , G. A. H u n t , M. K a c , J. K ie f e r ,
I. N a m io k a , P. O l u m , H .  P o l l a r d , W. R in d l e r , J .  B. R o sse r , M. Sc h r e ib e r ,
R . J. Walker, H . W id o m , J. W o l f o w it z .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Algebra 1, 2, 3, 4 Applied Mathematics 2, 3
Analysis 1, 2, 3, 4 Mathematics 1, 2, 4
Geometry 1, 2, 3, 4
Language requirem ents for the M aster’s degree: proficiency in French or German 
or an approved substitute.
Prerequisites for candidacy are a knowledge of advanced calculus (including both 
theoretical and applied points of view) and modern algebra.
Candidates for the Master’s degree are expected to attain some understanding of 
modern mathematical thought. Qualifications for the Doctor’s degree include a 
broad acquaintance with the basic subjects of present-day mathematics plus a 
demonstration of ability to do research in one or more branches of mathematics. In 
addition to the more commonly recognized branches, the Department offers pro­
grams of advanced study and research in symbolic logic, in probability and statistics, 
and in numerical analysis and use of high-speed digital computing machines.
M ECH AN ICAL E N G IN E E R IN G  (ENGIN.)
Professors N. W. A b r a h a m s , R. N. A l l e n , W. C. A n d r a e , T . J. B a ir d , R. E. B e c h - 
h o f e r , A . H. B u r r , S. F . C l e a r y , B . J. C o n t a , R. W . C o n w a y , D . D r o p k in ,
G . B. DuBois, F . S. E r d m a n , H .  N. F a ir c h il d , J. W . G a v e t t , B . G e b h a r t , 
R. L. G e e r , H. P. G o o d e , G. F . H a n s e l m a n , J. H. K. K a o , E. V. K r ic k , H . J. Loberg,
H. H . M a b ie , C. O. M a c k e y , R. E. M cG a r r a h , H. N. M c M a n u s , F . O c v ir k , 
R. M . P h e l a n , H. N. P o w e l l , M . W . Sa m p s o n , B. W . Sa u n d e r s , A. Sc h u l t z , J r .,
D. G. Sh e p h e r d , R. H. S ie g f r ie d , E. B. W a t s o n , R. I.. W e h e , L. W e iss .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Administrative Engineering 1, 2, 3, 4 Applied Industrial Statistics 1, 2, 3, 4 
Engineering Drawing 1, 2, 3, 4 Operations Research 1, 2, 3, 4
Industrial Engineering 1, 2, 3, 4 Thermal Processes 1, 2, 3, 4
Machine Design 1, 2, 3, 4 Thermal Power 1, 2, 3, 4
Materials Processing 1, 2, 3, 4 Thermal Environment 1, 2, 3, 4
For the professional Masters’ degrees, Master of Mechanical Engineering (M.M.E.) 
and Master of Industrial Engineering (M.I.E.), see the A nnouncem ent of the College 
of Engineering.
As prerequisite for graduate study in mechanical engineering, the student should 
have the equivalent of the courses in his major field that are required of under­
graduates in mechanical engineering at Cornell. These courses are described in the 
A nnouncem ent o f the College o f Engineering. Those lacking the full equivalent of 
this training may be required to take one or more of these undergraduate courses 
or to do assigned work to make up the deficiency.
There are five departments in the Sibley School of Mechanical Engineering. 
Graduate work is not confined to these specific departments although major and 
minor subjects tend to coincide with departmental titles.
T h e r m a l  E n g in e e r in g . There are excellent opportunities for both analytical and 
experimental studies at the graduate level in thermal engineering. The approved 
major and minor subjects cover the following areas: Thermal processes includes
such studies as advanced engineering thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, flow phe­
nomena, heat transfer, and combustion. Thermal power includes advanced studies 
in combustion engines, power plants for stationary use and transportation, and 
principles of turbomachinery. Thermal environment includes advanced studies in 
refrigeration, air conditioning, heating, cooling and ventilation. In the laboratories 
of the Sibley School of Mechanical Engineering, experimental studies at the graduate 
level may be made of internal combustion engines, gas turbines, steam engines, 
steam turbines, pumps, compressors, fans, steam generating units, heat exchange 
apparatus, refrigerating equipment, air conditioning equipment, and engineering 
instruments. By proper choice of his minor fields of study, the thermal engineering 
major may acquaint himself with closely related sciences, such as chemistry, physics, 
and mathematics, or with engineering courses in the other departments of the 
School and College.
M a c h in e  D e s ig n . Unique instruction is offered in design and related subjects 
without duplication of work offered by other departments. The thesis and related 
courses may be concentrated in one of the following three fields or may overlap 
them: (1 ) design and development of a machine or component, (2 ) theoretical analysis 
of machine or component performance, including stress and vibration, and (3) an 
experimental investigation of performance. For the latter the department has its own 
laboratory, well equipped with the tools of experimental stress analysis, and instru 
ments and machines of vibration analysis, bearing lubrication performance, and wear 
testing. Courses are offered on the subjects of creative design, automatic machinery', 
advanced design analysis, mechanical design of turbomachinery, advanced kine­
matics, design problems in vibration and dynamics, oil hydraulic machinery, auto­
motive engineering, and experimental methods in machine design. Special interests 
of the staff include the lubrication and performance of bearings under high speeds 
and dynamic and misaligning loads, gearing, brake performance, impact stresses in 
machinery parts, endurance of shafts in machinery assemblies, and residual stresses. 
Students who major or minor in machine design usually take their other work in 
engineering mechanics, materials, materials processing, control systems, mathematics, 
thermal engineering, or industrial and engineering administration.
I n d u s t r ia l  a n d  E n g in e e r in g  A d m in is t r a t io n . Study and research may take place 
in such traditional areas as manufacturing control including production, quality, 
and cost control; methods engineering; production engineering including equipment 
selection, tooling problems, lay-out and materials handling decisions; organization; 
and the human relations aspects involved in the above areas. They will also involve 
newly developed areas such as decision rules, data processing system design, use of 
high speed digital computers, linear programming, queueing, game theory, and other 
statistical and mathematical techniques. Profitable topics for study and personal 
development include the solution of industrial manufacturing and distribution 
problems from an economic point of view, the application of techniques emerging 
from recent developments in mathematics and computational equipment, and the 
analytical approach developing under the title of Operations Research. Students 
interested in the field of applied industrial statistics may pursue a course of study 
involving such topics as sampling inspection, quality control, the design of engineer 
ing laboratory, pilot plant, and plant experiments and applications in the area of 
manufacturing operations. Note, however, that students without an engineering 
background interested in industrial statistics should refer to the offerings under the 
Field of Statistics found elsewhere in this Announcement.
M a t e r ia l s  P r o c e ssin g . A general survey at the advanced level will serve as the 
foundation for work on individual problems dealing with the principal features and 
specific details of machine tools, cutting tools, machinability of materials, work and 
tool holding devices, and gaging and inspecting methods. T he laboratory provides 
modern and unique facilities for measuring performance and efficiency of machines.
tools and accessories, testing and inspecting of equipment and parts, and experi­
mental investigations of new methods.
E n g in e e r in g  D r a w in g . Individual attention is available to students wishing to do 
research and development work in industrial applications and teaching.
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING (ENGIN.)
Professors M. S. B u r t o n , J. L. G r eg g , C. W. M a s o n , C. W. Sp e n c e r , G. V. Sm ith . 
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS 
Metallurgical Engineering 1, 2, 4
To qualify for admission, a student should preferably have completed satisfactorily 
a course substantially equivalent in its technical content to the program leading to 
the degree of Bachelor of Metallurgical Engineering at Cornell. However, individuals 
who established superior records as undergraduate majors in chemistry, physics, 
chemical engineering or mechanical engineering are also encouraged to supplement 
their training with advanced work in metallurgy or metallurgical engineering. Such 
individuals have a desirable background for specialization in specific areas of metal 
science and engineering. They will ordinarily be required to pass without credit 
certain undergraduate courses, or demonstrate proficiency in the particular subject 
areas.
Candidates are expected to pursue a course of study that will give them a deeper 
understanding of the basic and applied sciences, and that will develop initiative and 
originality. A candidate is not required to take any fixed series of courses; he can 
complete much of his graduate program through individually supervised work with 
members of the faculty. However, the student will ordinarily find it desirable to 
take a number of the advanced elective courses offered in the Department and to 
participate in the Graduate seminars. He will also be urged to enroll in advanced 
courses in mathematics, chemistry and physics offered in the College of Arts and 
Sciences. Specific programs are planned to fit the objectives of the individual candi­
dates and to develop original thinking.
Minor subjects may be chosen from a number of fields including chemistry, 
physics, mathematics, mechanics, chemical engineering, mechanical engineering, 
liusiness and public administration, or industrial and labor relations.
Research work for the thesis may be in any area of metal science and engineering.
PHYSICS (ARTS)
Professors L. L . B a r n e s , H . A. B e t h e , R. C . B r a d l e y , (D . D . C l a r k , Engineering 
Physics), G . C o c c o n i , D . R. C o r s o n , R. M . C o t t s , ( T .  R. C u y k e n d a l l , Engineer­
ing Physics), J. W . D e W ir e , G . D r e s s e l h a u s , C. W . G a r t l e in , K. I. G r e is e n , 
P. L. H artm an, D . F. H o l c o m b , (J. R. L a m a r s h , Engineering Physics), B. D . 
M cD a n ie l , P . M o r r is o n , H .  F. N e w h a l l , A . W . O v e r h a u s e r , L .  G . P a r r a t t , ( H . S. 
Sa c k , Engineering Physics), E. E. Sa l p e t e r , (B . S ie g e l , Engineering Physics), A. 
Sil v e r m a n , R. L. Sp r o u l l , D . H .  T o m b o u l ia n , R. R. W il s o n , W . W. W o o d w a r d , 
and Drs. R. H . B r o u t , and R. H . S il s b e e .
APPROVED MAJOR AND MINOR SUBJECTS
Physics 1, 2, 3, 4 Theoretical Physics 1, 2, 3, 4
Experimental Physics 1, 2, 3, 4 Biophysics 3, 4
Language requirem ent for the M aster’s degree: proficiency in French or German 
or an approved substitu te before com pletion of the second residence u n it, or before 
the beginning of the th ird  calendar-term o f residence.
The major and both minor subjects for the doctorate should not be chosen inside 
the field of Physics.
The major subject for the doctorate may be called experimental physics only if 
accompanied by theoretical physics as a minor, and theoretical physics only if accom­
panied by experimental physics as a minor.
The major subject for the Master’s degree must be in physics; the minor subject 
may or may not be in the field of physics.
In Physics no exceptions will be recommended to the rule that graduate assistants, 
whether in teaching or in research, receive only fractional residence credit.
Members of the staff are especially interested in directing graduate research in 
the following fields:
E x p e r im e n t a l  P h y s ic s . Nuclear and particle physics; cosmic rays; atomic and X-ray 
spectra; physical electronics; and physics of solids.
T h e o r e t ic a l  P h y s ic s . Quantum mechanics; quantum theory of fields; theory of 
nuclei; fundamental particles; cosmic radiation; and the theory of the solid state.
A colloquium in general physics, a seminar in theoretical physics and a seminar 
in solid state physics meet regularly, and seminars in special fields as arranged.
A booklet entitled Graduate W ork in Physics at Cornell can be obtained by writing 
to the Chairman, Department of Physics, Rockefeller Hall. T he booklet contains 
additional information about graduate work and research in physics for the entering 
graduate student.
STATISTICS (AG., AR TS ,  ENGIN. ,  I.L.R.)
(See pages 65, 67, 81.)
INDEX OF FIELDS OF INSTRUCTION 
AND APPROVED SUBJECTS
Accounting, & Finance, 54; Hotel, 60 
Administration, Business & Public, 53; 
Educational, 57; Guidance & Person­
nel, 57; Hotel, 60; Public, 58; Public 
& Finance, 53 
Administrative Engineering, 92 
Administrative Process, 54 
Aerial Photographic Studies, 87 
Aerodynamics, 84 
Aeronautical Engineering, 84 
Aesthetics, 50
Agricultural Economics, 53 
Agricultural Education, 57 
Agricultural Engineering, 69 
Agronomy, 69 
Algebra, 92
American Govt. & Institutions, 58 
American History, 59 
American Literature, 48 
Analysis, 92
Analytical Chemistry, 85 
Anatomy, Comparative, 82; Plant Mor­
phology 8c, 73; Veterinary, 82 
Ancient History, 48, 59 
Ancient Thought, 48 
Animal Breeding, 70, 71; & Physiology, 
70
Animal Genetics, 70, 80 
Animal Husbandry, 71 
Animal Nutrition, 71, 80 
Animal Physiology, 70, 80, 82 
Anthropology, 65 
Apiculture, 75
Applied Industrial Statistics, 92 
Applied Mathematics, 92 
Archaeology, 47; Classical, 48 
Architecture, 47 
Art, 47; History of, 47 
Astronomy, 84 
Astrophysics, 84
Bacteriology, 72; Pathogenic, 82 
Biochemistry, 72
Biology, Fishery, 74; General, 77; Radi­
ation, 82 
Biometry and Statistics, 77 
Biophysics, 94 
Botany, 73; General, 73
Breeding, Animal, 70, 71; Plant, 77 
Business & Public Administration, 53 
Cartography, Drawing &, 87 
Chemical Embryology, 80 
Chemical Engineering, 85 
Chemistry, 85; Analytical, 85; Dairy, 74; 
Inorganic, 85; Insecticide, 75; Organic, 
85; Physical, 85 
Child Development, 55 
Child Development 8c Family Relation­
ships, 55 
Chinese Literature, 57 
City Planning, 47 
City &: Regional Planning, 47, 55 
Civil Engineering, 8 6  
Classical Archaeology, 48 
Classical & Medieval Rhetoric, 51 
Classical Rhetoric in Original or Trans­
lation, 48 
Classics, 48 
Clothing, 67
Collective Bargaining & Labor Unions, 
61
Communication Engineering, 89 
Comparative Anatomy, 82 
Comparative & Cellular Physiology, 82 
Comparative Government, 58 
Comparative Indo-European Linguistics, 
48
Comparative Neurology, 82 
Comparative Psychology, 80 
Conservation, 74 
Constitutional Law, 58 
Control Systems Engineering, 89 
Creative Writing, 48 
Cultural Anthropology, 65 
Cytology, 73
Drawing & Cartography, 87 
Dairy Chemistry, 74 
Dairy Husbandry, 71 
Dairy Science, 74
Design, Housing, 61; Machine, 92 
Differential Psychology & Psychological 
Tests, 80 
Drama & the Theatre, 51 
Dramatic Literature, 48 
Dramatic Production, 51
Ecology, 82; Insect, 75; Plant Taxon­
omy 8c, 73 
Economic Entomology, 75 
Economic Geology, 91 
Economic History, 56 
Economic & Social Statistics, 61 
Economic Statistics, 56 
Economic Theory & Its History, 56 
Economics, 56; of Agriculture, 53; of 
Development, 56; of the Household 8c 
Household Management, 56; Inter­
national, 56; Labor, 56; 8c Income Se­
curity, 62
Education, Agricultural, 57; Home Eco­
nomics, 57, 60; Industrial, 57; Nature, 
Science 8c Conservation, 57; Secondary, 
57
Education 8c Rural Education, 57 
Educational Administration 8c Super­
vision, 57
Educational Psychology & Measurement, 
57
Electrical Engineering, 8 8 ; General, 89 
Electrification, Farm, 69 
Elementary Education, 57 
Embryology, Chemical, 80; Insect, 75 
Endocrinology, 82
Engineering, Administrative, 92; Aero­
nautical, 84; Agricultural, 69; Chemi­
cal, 85; Civil, 8 6 ; Communication, 89; 
Control Systems, 89; Electrical, 89; Ge­
odetic & Photogrammetric, 87; Hy­
draulic, 87; Illuminating, 89; Indus­
trial, 92; Management, 87; Materials, 
90; Mechanical, 92; Metallurgical, 94; 
Power, 89; Sanitary, 87; Soil 8c Water, 
69; Soils, 87; Structural, 87; Transpor­
tation, 87 
Engineering Drawing, 92 
Engineering Mechanics & Materials, 90 
Engineering Physics, 90 
English History, 59 
English Language 8c Literature, 48 
English, Old & Middle, 48 
English Poetry, 48 
English Renaissance to 1660, 48 
Entomology 8c Limnology, 75 
Epistemology, 50 
Ethics, 50
European History, Early Modern, 59;
since 1789, 59 
Experimental Physics, 94 
Experimental Psychology, 80 
Experimental Psychopathology, 80 
Extension & Adult Education, 57
Family Relationships, 55 
Far Eastern History, 59 
Far Eastern Studies, 57 
Farm Electrification, 69 
Farm Management, 53 
Farm Structures, 69 
Field Crop Production, 69 
Finance 8c Accounting, 54 
Fishery Biology, 74
Floriculture 8c Ornamental Horticulture, 
76
Fluid Mechanics, 90 
Folk-Literature, 48 
Food, 76
Food & Nutrition, 76 
Food Technology, 77 
Forest Conservation, 74 
French Linguistics, 51 
French Literature, 51 
General Biology, 77 
General Botany, 73 
General Home Economics, 60, 76 
General Linguistics, 51, 58 
General Psychology, 80 
Genetics, 77; Animal, 70, 80; Plant, 77 
Geodetic & Photogrammetric Engineer­
ing, 87 
Geography, 91 
Geology 8c Geography, 91 
Geometry, 92 
German Literature, 49 
Germanic Linguistics, 49 
Geomorphology, 91
Government, American, 58; Comparative, 
58
Greek, 48
Guidance 8c Personnel Administration, 57 
Herpetology (Vertebrate Zoology), 74 
Histology 8c Embryology, 82 
Histology, Insect Morphology 8c, 75 
History, 59; American, 59; Ancient, 48, 
59; of Architecture, 47; of Art 8c Ar­
chaeology, 47; Economic, 56; English, 
59; European, 59; Far Eastern, 59; 
Medieval, 59; of Philosophy, 50; of 
Psychology 8: Systematic Psychology, 
80; of Science, 59; Slavic, 59; Southeast 
Asian, 59; & Theory of Education, 57 
Home Economics Education, 57, 60 
Home Economics General, 56, 60, 76 
Horticulture, Floriculture 8c Orn., 76 
Hotel, Accounting, 60; Administration 
60
Household Management, 56 
Housing 8c Design, 61
Human Resources & Administration, 61 
Husbandry, Animal, 71; Dairy, 71; Poul­
try, 79, 80 
Hydraulic Engineering, 87 
Hydraulics, 87
Ichthyology (Vertebrate Zoology), 74 
Illuminating Engineering, 89 
Indo-European Linguistics, 48 
Industrial Education, 57 
Industrial Engineering, 92 
Industrial & Labor Relations, 61; Prob­
lems, 62
Industrial Organization, Control & Fi­
nance, 56 
Industrial Psychology, 80 
Inorganic Chemistry, 85 
Insect Ecology, 75 
Insect Embryology, 75 
Insect Morphology Sc Histology, 75 
Insect Physiology, 75 
Insect Taxonomy, 75 
Insect Toxicology, 75 
Insecticide Chemistry, 75 
Institution Management, 64 
International Economics, 56 
International Law & Organization, 58 
International Relations, 58 
Invertebrate Zoology, 82 
Italian, 51
Labor Economics, 56 
Labor Economics & Income Security, 62 
Latin, 48; Medieval & Renaissance, 48 
Law, 64; Constitutional, 58 
Limnology, 75
Lingustics, French, 51; General, 51; 58; 
Germanic, 49; Indo-European, 48; Ro­
mance, 51; Slavic, 51; Spanish, 51 
Literature, 48 ff 
Logic, 50
Machine Design, 92 
Mammalogy (Vertebrate Zoology), 74 
Management, Engineering, 87; Farm, 53; 
Household, 56; Institution, 64; W ild­
life, 74
Managerial Economics & Politics, 54
Marketing Sc Business Management, 53
Materials of Engineering, 90
Materials Processing, 92
Mathematics, 92
Mechanical Engineering, 92
Mechanics, 90
Medical Entomology, 75
Medicine, Veterinary, 82
Medieval History, 59
Medieval Literature, 48
Medieval & Renaissance Latin Litera­
ture, 48
Metallurgical Engineering, 94 
Metaphysics, 50 
Meteorology, 69
Methods in Social Research, 64 
Middle English, 48 
Mineralogy & Petrology, 91 
Modern European History, 59 
Monetary Economics & Fiscal Policy, 56 
Morphology, Insect, 75; Plant, 73 
Music, 49; Theory of, 49 
Musical Composition, 49 
Musicology, 49 
Mycology, 78
Nature, Science & Conservation Educa­
tion, 57 
Neurology, 82
Nineteenth Century & After, 48 
Nutrition, 76; Animal, 71, 80 
Obstetrics, Veterinary, 82 
Oceanography, 74 
Old & Middle English, 48 
Operations Research, 92 
Organic Chemistry, 85 
Organization Methods & Community D e­
velopment, 64 
Ornithology (Vertebrate Zoology), 74 
Painting, 47 
Paleobotany, 73
Paleontology & Stratigraphy, 91 
Parasitology, 75, 82 
Pathogenic Bacteriology, 82 
Plant Breeding, 77 
Plant Pathology, 78 
Pathology, Veterinary, 82 
Personality & Social Psychology, 80 
Personnel Administration, 57 
Petrology, 91 
Philosophy, 50 
Philosophy of Religion, 50 
Philosophy of Science, 50 
Phonetics, 51
Photogrammetric Engineering, 87 
Photographic Studies, Aerial, 87 
Phycology, 73 
Physical Chemistry, 85 
Physics, 94; Engineering, 90 
Physiological Psychology, 80 
Physiology, Animal, 70, 80, 82; Compara­
tive, 82; Insect, 75; Plant, 73 
Plant Breeding, 77 
Plant Morphology & Anatomy, 73 
Plant Pathology, 78 
Plant Physiology, 73
Plant Taxonomy & Ecology, 73 
Playwriting, 51 
Political Philosophy, 50 
Political Process, 58 
Political Theory, 58 
Pomology, 79
Poultry Husbandry, 79, 80 
Power Engineering, 89 
Power & Machinery, 69 
Prices & Statistics, 53 
Principles of Public Address, 51 
Prose Fiction, 48
Psychology, 80; Educational, 57; Indus­
trial, 80; Physiological, 80; Social, 65 
Public Address, 51 
Public Administration, 58 
Public Administration & Finance, 53 
Public Finance, 56 
Radiation Biology, 82 
Regional Planning, 47 
Religion, Philosophy of, 50 
Renaissance to 1660, English, 48 
Restoration & the Eighteenth Century, 
48
Rhetoric, Classical, 48, 51; Medieval, 51
Rhetoric & Public Address, 51
Romance Linguistics, 51
Romance Studies, 51
Rural Education, 57
Rural Sociology, 64
Russian, 51; (Slavic) History, 59
Russian Literature, 51
Sanitary Engineering, 87
Sanitary Sciences, 87
Science, Dairy, 74; History of, 59
Secondary Education &• Curriculum, 57
Seed Technology, 80
Sculpture, 47
Slavic History, 59; Linguistics, 51 
Social Psychology, 65; Personality &. 80 
Sociology & Anthropology, 65; Rural, 64 
Soil and Water Engineering, 69
Soils, 69
Soils Engineering, 87 
Southeast Asian History, 59 
Spanish Linguistics, 51; Literature, 51 
Speech & Drama, 51 
Speech & Phonetics, 51 
Statistics, 65 , 67 , 81, 95; Applied Indus­
trial, 92; Biometry &, 77; Economic, 
56; Economic & Social, 61; Prices &, 
53
Stratigraphy, 91
Structural Engineering, 87
Structural Geology & Sedimentation, 91
Structures, Farm, 69
Supply, Production, & Distribution, 54
Surgery, Veterinary, 82
Systematic Psychology, 80
Taxonomy, Insect, 75; Plant, 73
Textiles, 67
Textiles & Clothing, 67 
Theoretical Physics, 94 
Theory of Music, 49 
Thermal Environment, 92 
Thermal Power, 92 
Thermal Processes, 92 
Toxicology, Insect, 75 
Trade Fluctuations & Determination of 
Output & Income, 56 
Transportation Engineering, 87 
Vertebrate Zoology, 74 
Vegetable Crops, 81 
Veterinary Anatomy, 82 
Veterinary Medicine, 81, 82 
Veterinary Obstetrics & Diseases of the 
Reproductive Organs, 82 
Veterinary Pathology, 82 
Veterinary Surgery, 82 
Veterinary Virology, 82 
W ildlife Management, 74 
Writing, Creative, 48 
Zoology, 82
